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Introduction n 

Thee last centuries showed the birth of. among others, statistical mechanics and 
quantumm mechanics; theories which are the basic building bricks of today's physics. 
Byy now we are familiar with concepts like phase transitions, critical phenomena, or 
quantumm coherence; and with quantities like the partition function or the density 
matrix.. It is during the last two centuries that physicists realized that a complete 
descriptionn of reality is intractable from a mathematical point of view. Not only 
this,, they realized that it was unnecessary, as is the case of statistical mechanics, or 
thatt it was impossible, as is the case for quantum mechanics. Indeed, the answer 
too problems in physics changed from a given deterministic solution to a solution in 
termss of averages, or a set of probabilities for each of the possible events. Commonly, 
fulll  solutions, even in terms of averages, were not possible since the mathematics 
att disposal was not sufficient to tackle the forthcoming problems. Approximations 
weree called for. 

Presentlyy theoretical physics is mainly based on approximations. We can only 
findfind approximate solutions, or at most, solutions valid in a restricted range of the 
parameterss involved in the problem. In spite of that, these solutions can give us 
mostt of the needed information and understanding. Another successful approach is 
too use simplified models which, however, keep the key features of more complicated 
andd more realistic ones. From these "toy models", we can infer the behavior of 
realisticc models, we can test general ideas like, for example, critical phenomena and 
universality.. This approach is. in fact, followed in the first part of this thesis. 

Thiss theoretical development was followed, or even sometimes pushed, by ex-
perimentall  development. For instance, the range of temperatures of contemporary 
experimentss is much larger than only a few decades ago. Quantum effects are at 
thee moment seen in many laboratories in the world. Very low temperatures, ap-
proachingg T = 0, are now accessible and controllable. Understanding the physics 
att such low temperatures is important and new problems and worries arose from 
that.. New phases of matter were discovered, such as Bose-Einstein condensates. 
Neww phase transitions were found, which brought a better understanding of critical 
phenomena.. In addition, a new type of transitions was proposed, quantum phase 
transitions.. Because they occur strictly at T = 0, they are rarely observed di-
rectly,, but their presence can be inferred indirectly since many effects in very low 
temperaturee physics arise from lying in the vicinity of a quantum critical point. 

Onee of the most interesting features discovered in the last century, was the exis-
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tencee of spins. We describe spins in many different ways depending on the purpose 
andd the situation. For instance, spins are responsible for magnetic effects. Many ap-
proximationss were needed to understand their behavior. Often, in a magnet, details 
onn the dynamics of each of the spins are not of leading importance. Furthermore, 
thee crystall ine st ructure can break the symmetries at disposal, leading then, in the 
casee of spins 1/2. to Ising or XY spins. The interactions between each pair of spins 
throughoutt the lattice can sometimes be treated as classical, though their origin 
iss purely quantum mechanical. In spite of all these approximations, the problems 
typicallyy remain unsolvable. To overcome that, several approximations and gener-
alizationss in the algebra describing spins have been performed, during many years 
off  study. A very successful generalization is the so-called spherical spin approxima-
tion,, to which tin1 first part of this thesis is devoted. A quantum spherical model 
iss presented and solved there in order to study quantum phase transit ions. This is 
onee of the simplest models showing non-trivial critical phenomena. We wil l show 
how'' spherical spins can arise as a limit of Heisenberg spins and that leads to an 
analyticallyy t ractable problem. With this model we can analytically study critical 
phenomenaa of a quantum phase transition, i.e.. we can calculate exactly the in-
volvedd critical exponents, the critical amplitudes and the relation with the classical 
counterpart. . 

Ass technology improved, new ways to study spins appeared. Nowadays, for 
instance,, it is common to deal with SQUIDs (superconducting quantum interference 
device)) which can be understood as a two level system, thus analogous to a spin 
1/2.. In this si tuation, with only one SQUID, no spin-spin interaction is present but 
thee dynamics play an important role. Furthermore, these types of systems cannot 
bee isolated from the external world around them, therefore the interaction with the 
environmentt must be taken into account. Thus we jump from a static approach, 
i.e.. in equilibrium, like the one we often have in magnetism, towards a dynamical 
one.. Many other systems can be approached in this manner. In nuclear magnetic 
resonancee (NMR). one deals with an ensemble of spins that can. sometimes, be 
consideredd as non-interacting. There, by using very strong magnetic pulses, it is 
possiblee to tune the dynamics of the spin up to the point to be able to perform 
controlledd rotations on the Bloch sphere. Experimentally the dynamics is analyzed 
inn free induction decays (FID). The environment also plays an important role here. 
Thee dynamics of the system is biased by the surroundings of the sample, bringing 
decohereneee and damping. This is the subject of part II (chapters 3 to 6) of this 
thesis.. In this part, an exactly solvable limi t of the spin-boson model is presented 
andd solved. The model is a description of the dynamics of an ensemble of spins 
onn which NMR pulses are applied. As in the previous part, the approximations 
aree performed when posing the problem, and not "half way" as is most frequently 
done.. This reduces its applicabil ity but in exchange, it leads to an analytically 
solvablee model. The first objective of this part is to use this model to study new 
mechanismss of work extract ion, for instance lasing. in such microscopic systems. 
Thesee techniques are expected to have a number of advantages over the standard 
ones.. The second objective is to cool spins, i.e. to obtain purer spin states, since 
thee efficiency of. e.g.. NMR studies depends strongly on the initial polarization of 
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thee spins. Enhancing that quantity enhances the output signal in the experiment. 
Thee problem of cooling is well-known. However, some important objectives are not 
yett met with the existing methods. This led us to propose a new method of cooling, 
wheree the bath is involved in an essential manner. 

Advancess in the fields of chemistry and physics of materials allowed precision cre-
atingg new materials. For instance, creating alloys of different metals at a given pre-
cisee concentration of their constituents. Examples of that are for instance Aui_cFec, 
aa transition metal embedded in a noble metal, which for certain concentrations c is 
aa spin glass. The discovery of spin glasses boosted an at that time young branch of 
statisticall  mechanics, the study of disordered systems. Indeed, spin glasses can be 
understoodd as disordered magnets which at low temperatures condense in a frozen 
disorderedd configuration instead of a periodic one. 

Partt II I (chapters 7 to 9) is focused on spin glasses. In this part our aim is more 
modestt than to start from a simplified Hamiltonian and evolve analytically til l the 
end.. In chapter 8 departing from the fact that at finite temperature the range of 
thee RKKY interaction is cut-off, we give a description of the dependence of the 
transitionn temperature on the concentration of magnetic impurities in metallic spin 
glasses. . 

Inn chapter 9, finally, another way to tackle intractable problems is considered, 
namelyy computer simulations. With the help of computers, simulations of unsolvable 
modelss can be carried out and important results can be found. This brings a whole 
neww dimension to physics, since the problems are no longer the unsolvability but, for 
instance,, the too small size of the simulated systems that has to be chosen, because a 
computerr has finite memory and limited speed. In chapter 9 a numerical simulation 
off  a spin glass on a hypercubic cell is presented. With this simulation we study how 
thiss finite size and finite connectivity model approaches the well known infinite size, 
infinitelyy connected mean field model of the spin glasses. 
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Phasee transitions and critical 
phenomena a 

Inn this chapter we introduce fundamental concepts of phase transitions and criti-
call  phenomena. There are many good text books on critical phenomena where the 
readerr can find an extensive treatment of the problem. In order to write this chap-
terr the author has mainly benefited from Refs. [Ma82. Bel91. Sac99. N098. ID89, 
BGZJ76]]  to which the reader is refered for further reading. 

Whenn describing a piece of material, we are mainly interested in quantities such 
as.. the energy, the mass, the total magnetic moment, or the corresponding intensive 
counterparts,, the energy density, mass density, magnetization. These are refered to 
ass mechanical variables [Ma82]. In most cases they are properly defined once we 
characterizee the environment of the material of interest, say. we know the external 
fieldss applied to it, the temperature, magnetic field, pressure, etc. These external 
fieldss define the parameter space, and the response or state of the system in each of 
thee points of this parameter space define the phase diagram. At some points or lines 
off  the different external field variables, the system undergoes a phase transition. At 
thiss stage, one of the mechanical variables, or a combination of them, wdll define an 
orderorder parameter. The order parameter is a variable which is zero in one phase and 
non-zeroo in the other. At the transition it starts to grow. Most studies in critical 
phenomenaa are devoted to find the order parameter or to understand how it evolves. 
Exampless of order parameters are for a ferromagnet: the magnetization, for a liquid 
gass transition: the relative density with respect to the one at the critical point, for 
superconductors:: the complex field density amplitude of "Cooper pair bosons". 

Sincee in this thesis we study the critical phenomena of magnetic systems, we 
proceedd using them as the example for defining the critical exponents. 

Th ee different critica l exponents are defined as: 

rv:: Specific heat divergence [BGZJ76J: 
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Att zero field h — 0. the specific heat diverges at Tc as a power law 

U(T-TU(T-Tt:t:)-)-
QQ + B for T>TC. 

\A'(T\A'(TCC - T)~a + B' for T < Tc.
 l ' 

3:3: Order parameter m as a function of temperature X: 

Forr zero external magnetic field, h = 0. the magnetization is a decreasing 
functionn of T and vanishes at Tc 

m-x{Tm-x{Tcc-T)-T)33 iorT<Tc. (1.2) 

":": :: Magnetic susceptibility divergence: 

—— Oh \r Thee magnetic field susceptibility \ = %r|T diverges at h = 0 at the transition 

temperature e 

== f C ( T - T c ) - T f o r T > r c . 
XX \ c ' ( Tc - T) -^ for T < Tc. ' ) 

6:6: Order parameter in as a function of the external magnetic field h: 

Att the transition temperature. Tc, the magnetic field follows a power law with 
thee external magnetic field, vanishing for vanishing field 

mm oc \h 
1/51/5 for T = Tr. (\A\ 

i]\i]\  Spatial dependence of the correlation function Gij 

Nearr the transition temperature Tc the correlation function 

GGijij  = (SiSj)-(Si)(Sj). (1.5) 

cann be expressed for long enough distances i\j  = i\ — r3 

GG^)^)  = $Bi - G(q)~q-2+" . (1.6) 

wheree G is the correlation function in Fourier space, D corresponds to the 
dimensionn of the system, g is a function that at r -H> OC decays exponentially 
§{§{YY/0/0 ~ exP(—YIC)>, a n cl £ 'ls tne correlation length. 

v.v. Divergence of the correlation length £ 

Att the transition temperature T = Tc and for vanishing field h = 0, the 
correlationn length diverges 

ff = <  v , (1.7) 
\D'{T\D'{TCC-T)--T)-VV for T<TC. V 
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z:z: Divergence of the correlation time r 

Att the transtition temperature T = Tc and for vanishing field h — 0, the 
correlationn time diverges 

r o c ff  OL\T-TC\~ZV ; A oc \T - Tc\
zl/. (1.8) 

wheree A corresponds to the characteristic energy fluctuation. 

Eachh system has its own critical exponents. However, although being very dif-
ferent,, many systems share the same critical exponents. Such systems are said to 
belongg to the same universality class. At the critical point and in nearby surround-
ings,, the scaling limit can be taken. The scaling limit of an observable is defined 
ass its value when all corrections involving the ratio of small to large lengths are 
neglected.. In the case of magnetic spins on a lattice, the small length would be the 
latticee spacing a, while the large ones would be the correlation length £ and the 
systemm size. The assertion of universality is that the results of the scaling limit are 
nott sensitive to the precise microscopic model used. This can be seen as a formal 
consequencee of the physically reasonable requirement that correlations at the scale 
off  large £ should not depend upon the details of the interactions on the scale of the 
latticee spacing, a. In this situation, we can map our Hamiltonian onto a continuum 
fieldfield theory that represents the universality class. Typically, only essential quali-
tativee features, such as the symmetry of the order parameter, the dimensionality 
off  the space, and constraints placed by conservation laws, survive the continuum 
limit ,, and the structure of the quantum field theory is severely constrained by these 
restrictions. . 

Thee critical exponents depend strongly on the 
spatiall  dimension of the system. In next chapter 
wee will solve anallytically the critical phenomena of 
thee quantum spherical model for arbitrary spatial ^ , , , , ™ n , , 
,.,. . TTT .„  , i , i Table 1.1: Ihe mean held 

dimension.. We will see there that below a certain .JL. , 
...  , , . . , critical exponents 

dimensionn the phase transition does not occur any-
more,, which is a general phenomenon. The dimension where this happens is called 
lowerlower critical dimension. Qualitatively this can be understood because cooperative 
effectss are not strong enough to overcome the disorder created by temperature. On 
thee contrary, above a certain dimension, the cooperative effects are so strong that 
fluctuationsfluctuations can be ignored and the mean field approximation turns out to be valid. 
Thiss dimension is called upper crticial dimension. The system then has the mean 
fieldd critical exponents, see table 1.1. Between the upper and the lower critical 
dimension,, there are the hyperscaling relations, i.e. the critical exponents are func-
tionss of the space dimension and relations among them can be found in terms of this 
dimensionn d. Some examples can be 

a a 
0 0 

P P 
1/2 2 

7 7 
1 1 

Ö Ö 
3 3 

1 1 
0 0 

V V 

1/2 2 
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aa = 2 - ud. 

33 =  l-u{d-2 + r,) 

==  d+2-T] 

d-2d-2 + ri' 

Soo far in these definitions we were considering classical critical points. Classi-
call  critical points occur at finite temperature. In such situations, all fluctuations 
havee a thermal origin. No matter how quantum the system behaves, for instance the 
transitionn to a superconductor phase, as long as the transition occurs at a finite tem-
perature,, thermal fluctuations are responsible for the transition and the transition 
iss classical. On the contrary, quantum phase transitions occur at zero temperature. 
TT — 0. [Sac99. VojOOa, VojOOb]. Classical systems at zero temperature usually freeze 
intoo a fluctuationless ground state. In contrast, quantum systems have fluctuations 
drivenn by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle even in the ground state. These are 
responsiblee for the quantum phase transitions since in such situations, temperature 
andd the corresponding thermal fluctuations cannot play a role, and the only possible 
sourcee of fluctuations is quantum mechanical. A simple model that exhibits a quan-
tumm phase transition is the Ising model with transversal field. This model reproduces 
thee main ideas of quantum phase transitions. We will reproduce it qualitatively here 
nott only for pedagogical reasons, but also because it was a source of inspiration for 
thee work described in the following chapter. 

Thee Ising model is one of the simplest models to study magnetism. It consists of 
pairwisee interactions among the Ising spins. Ising spins can only take 2 values. +1 
andd — 1. Physically, they describe strongly anisotropic magnetic moments on which 
thee typical 3 directions available to the microscopic magnetic moment, only one is 
availablee leaving as the only degree of freedom the orientation, whether positive 
orr negative. A physical realization of such model are the low-lying excitaitons of 
thee insulator LiHoF4 which consist of fluctuations of the Ho ions between two spin 
statess that are aligned parallel or antiparallel to a particular crystaline axis [Sac99]. 
Dipolarr interactions among these ions at low temperatures align all spins parallel 
formingg thus a ferromagnet. We will simplify these interactions to only nearest 
neighbours.. For this study of quantum phase transitions the relevant situation is 
havingg a transversal field, say in the ^-direction. The Hamiltonian reads 

wheree J is the coupling constant, positive for ferromagnetic couplings, i.e. when the 
spinss tend to aling with respect to each other, g > 0 is a coupling proportional to the 
externall  magnetic field, and of are the Pauli matrices (a = x.y. z) that correspond 
too the spin on the lattice site i with az =diag(l. -1 ). The transversal field induces 

(1.9) ) 

(1.10) ) 

(1.11) ) 

(1.12) ) 
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Paramagnet t 

AAAAAAAAAA A 

quantumm tunneling between the two states of each Ho ion. and a sufficiently strong 
tunnelingg rate can eventually destroy the long range order. 

Inn the limit of zero temperature and zero external field. T —> 0. g —> 0. the 
systemm finds itself in its ground state: all spins point parallel or antiparallel to the 
zz direction. Conversely, at zero temperature but in the limi t of very large magnetic 
transversaltransversal field, T —> 0, g —• oo the ground state consists of having all spins pointing 
inn the x direction. Then by tuning the transversal field g, one is able to go from a 
phasee where all spins are ordered in the z direction towards one where the spins are 
pointingg mostly to the x direction. In between these two limiting situations there 
mustt be a critical value of the external field g = gc where the transition takes place 
sincee the system cannot analytically go from one situation to the other. 

Inn this quantum critical point, all j 
definitionss of critical exponents made 
abovee must be reformulated. In this sit
uation,, the temperature plays the role 
thee transversal magnetic field was play
ingg in the classical critical point. Figure 
1.11 a typical phase diagram is sketched. 
Onee can see how temperature pulls the 
systemm away from the critical point in 
thee same manner the transversal mag
neticc field g does in the classical crit
icall point. The role played before by 
temperaturee is now played by the con
troll parameter of quantum fluctuations. 
whichh drive the phase transition. In this case it is the transversal magnetic field g. 
Then,, in all critical exponent definitions above, temperature has to be changed by 
transversall field. T —> g and Tc —> gc. On the contrary, since the longitudinal 
magneticc field h always helps the transition in the same way, its role is unchanged. 

Usingg renormalization group arguments. Hertz [Her76] proved that the critical 
exponentss in the quantum critical point are related with their counterparts in the 
classicall critical point. The relation is set by the dynamical critical exponent z. The 
quantumm critical point behaves as the classical one for dimensions D = d + z. So the 
upperr and lower critical dimensions are shifted down in the critical point by z and 
thee hyperscaling relations in between these two dimensions are found by changing d 
byD. byD. 

gc c g g 

Figuree 1.1: Phase diagram exhibiting a 
quantumm phase transition at T = 0, g = gc 

1.11 Path Integrals 
Inn this section we give a brief introduction on how to compute the partition function 
off a quantum system using Feynman path integrals [FH65]. To find the partition 
function,, using one technique or another, is usually the starting point of any cal
culationn in statistical mechanics. Here, we will only focus on finding the partition 
functionn of a system of bosons in their coherent state representation. This tech-
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niquee will be exploited and extended in t h e following chapter. The reader is refered 
too e.g. [N098] or [Sto] for a review of pa th integrals and coherent states and to 
e.g.. [KS85] for a complete s tudy of coherent states. These books served as source 
andd inspiartion for the elaboration of this section. 

1.1.11 Bosonic coherent state representation for a single oscil
lator r 

Fockk space is the Hubert space of states labeled by the number of oscillator quanta. 
Coherentt states are denned as the eigenstates of the anihilator operator a. Then it 
cann be proven that for a system with many particles 

,.E.....**  i o>=n fe* *^ r l i o>. d.14 
iss a coherent s tate, where | 0 } is the vacuum representation in Fock's space, and 
aa s t ands for an index of a mode of the system. Indeed, because of the identity 
" a t ' U ) " "" = » « ( Ö « ) " , > _ 1 + (aL)""«a- it holds that an \ o) = oa \ o). The scalar 
productt of two coherent states gives 

< 0 | 0 ' )) = c ^ ° > ' > . (1.15) 

AA crucial property of the coherent states is tha t they form an overcomplete set of 
s ta tes .. Any vector in Fock space can then be expanded in terms of coherent states. 
Th iss is expressed by the closure relation [N098] 

n n dS{QdS{Qaa)<m{<j>)<m{<j> aa)) , _y^ > : t f > , . 
0){è0){è I = 1. (1.16) 

where11 the measure in the integral conies from gaussian integration with complex 
variabless ((>J stands for imaginary part and 9? for real part and these parts are 
integratedd from —oc to rx) and the exponential term is due to the fact tha t coherent 
s ta tess are not normalized. Let us check tha t eq. (1.16) is indeed a representation of 
thee identity of Fock space. We insert it in the left hand side of eq. (1.15) and we get 

OO \ I \Q } = ƒ I J v ^> " t a { o | v ){ i' I o ) = 

/•jjria(t\,)«flt(t-0).y,_|t..,„.0.,,,_t..a.. , _ T a : , (L17) 

whichh indeed is the right hand side of eq. (1.15). 

ee-ÖH{a-ÖH{arr M) cann be com-Thee part i t ion function of any quantum system Z — t r 

pu tedd by the Trotter approach. The exponential has the same form as a time evo

lutionn operator in imaginary time; thus it is possible to create a pa th integral over 
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closedd paths. The procedure is to split the exponential in a product of M equal 
terms.. Between each pair of them a representation of the identity, eq. (1.16), is 
inserted.. The partition sum then has the following shape 

ZZ = tr -eH(a\a)\ -eH(a\a)\ 
M M 

tr r ee-eH{a\a)-eH{a\a) le-eH(&Ka)1_ . . le-tH(a\a) ;i.i8) ) 

wheree e = (3/M and each 1 is the above identity operator. Each of these identities is 
givenn an index; they represent the steps the system passes through in a discretized 
path.. By using the identity defined in Eq. (1.16) only the following matrix element 
iss needed in the calculation: 

yy-tH{a\a) -tH{a\a) 
' j - 1 1 )

Providedd the Hamiltonian is normal ordered, the outcome is [N098] 

{{ 4>3 | e - ^ ^ - a ) | 0 J_ 1 ) « { 0j- | 1 - eH(a^a) | ^ _ ! ) 

e ^ - ^ - i ( ll _ eH(4>*,4>3-i)) = ë ö j - i - e e H{4>j,<i>j-i)H{4>j,<i>j-i)  _|_ 0(e2). 

1.19) ) 

;i.20) ) 

Correctionn terms can be neglected in the limit M —» oo [N098]. Each identity 
bringss an integral at each time step. These integrals cover any path between its 
initiall and its final state. The trace will finally tie the ends giving a closed path. 
Thee partition function finally reads 

Z=Z= I D(<P* a(T)<j> a(T)) 
,(/3)=<M0) ) 

rr 0 
expp 1 5Z dr ^(r)-^(r)-dd^  ̂ + H((p*(r)^(r-dr)) 

(1.21; ; 

wheree the subindex of the integral reflects the trace structure of the partition function 
sincee it gives a closed path integral; r stands for the imaginary time step, so <J>(T) = 
4>i\4>i\  dr is the imaginary time difference between steps, so </>(r — dr) = 0i_i; and 

d(j>{r)d(j>{r)  0(r) - <J>(T - dr) 

dr dr dr dr 0/M 0/M 
;i.22) ) 

Despitee the fact that the nomenclature used in these formulas suggests a continu
ouss time, it should always be understood as being discrete. The limit M —> oo should 
alwayss be taken at the end of the calculations, otherwise some indeterminacies may 
arise.. Continuous notation is used nevertheless because it is more compact. 
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Quantumm spherical model 

Inn this chapter we are going to study the quantum spherical model. This model is a 
perfectt ground up to understand the concepts of the previous chapter and generally 
thee ideas of critical phenomena, since it is an exactly solvable model that reproduces 
non-triviall critical phenomena. The fact of being quantum mechanical allows us to 
studyy quantum phase transitions analytically. A definite expression is found for the 
differentt critical exponents in terms of the dimensionality of the system. 

Originallyy the spherical model, in its classical version, was introduced by Kac. 
Afterr being introduced in 1947 to Onsager"s rather intricate solution of the 2d-Ising 
model,, he desired to formulate a simpler spin model. As a first step he took the 
spinss to be continuous Gaussian variables, nowadays called the Gaussian model. 
Thiss had unphysical behavior at low temperatures which led Kac to consider the 
sphericalspherical model. The spherical model has continuous spins that are restricted by the 
sphericalspherical constraint Yli=i  $ï ~ ^, which represents the hypersphere intersecting all 
verticess of the hypercube sustained by the Ising spins. 5, = . In the end. the 
sphericall model is formally the same as the Ising model, i.e. the Hamiltonian is the 
same,, with a global constraint instead of a local one: the sum of the square of the 
lengthh of the spins is constrained rather than each of them. At that time the saddle 
pointt method, needed in the solution, was not widely known, and here Berlin came 
in,, leading the celebrated joint publication on the spherical model in 1952 [BK52]. 
Kac'ss personal reminiscence of this history is presented in Ref. [Kac64]. 

Thee spherical model for a ferromagnet has been considered in great detail in 
literature.. Actually, the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition is similar to an 
ideall Bose-Einstein condensation. As already pointed out, the critical behavior can 
bee solved exactly. Critical exponents and scaling functions can be derived. In par
ticular,, the model with short range interactions exhibits d\c = 2 as the lower critical 
dimension;; for d < 2 no stable ferromagnetic phase occurs. Likewise. duc — 4 is the 
upperr critical dimension: for d > 4 critical exponents take their mean-field values, 
seee previous chapter. These analytic results have been used to test approximations 
andd general ideas of phase transitions for a wide range of interactions, short and 
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longg range. For a review on the classical spherical model see Ref. [Joy72]. 

Ass said, the spherical model was introduced for its mathematical simplicity. 
However.. Stanley [Sta68] proved that the free energy of a model of arbitrary spin 
dimensionn v. incorporating thus the Ising model (for spin dimension v — 1). the 
xx — y model (spin dimension v = 2) and Heisenberg model {v = 3). approaches that 
off the spherical model in the limit of infinite spin dimensionality v —> oc. Hence, 
itt gives a geometrical interpretat ion to the spherical model. Since various critical 
propert iess when1 proven to be monotonie functions of the spin dimensionality v. the 
criticall properties of the Heisenberg model appeared to be bounded on one side by 
thosee of the Ising model and on the other by those of the spherical model. 

Thee spherical model for antiferromagnets was studied by Knops. The spherical 
constraintt imposes < S'f >~ 1 for ferromagnets. However, this does not work for 
antiferromagnetss because of the lack of translational invariance. To recover this. 
Knopss added a second constraint: more generally, one constraint has to be added 
forr each translationally invariant set. which in the case of antiferromagnets means 
eachh of the two sublattices. He found tha t the two constraints reduce to a unique 
(mee provided the staggered external held is zero. The fact that the spherical spins 
aree scalars makes it impossible to define an order parameter that can be identified 
withh the spontaneous staggered magnetization. To solve that and get the proper 
orderr parameter Knops used a vector version of the spherical model [Kno73a]. He 
alsoo generalized Stanley's arguments to non-translational interactions [Kno73b]. 

Thee spherical model has also been applied to disordered systems. Though, in 
vieww of Knops" finding, perhaps an infinite number of spherical constraints should 
bee used, typically no analog of the staggered external field is applied, and one may 
expectt tha t all constraints collapse into a single one. Therefore spherical spin glass 
modelss may still give insight in the physics of the problem which would be more 
difficultt to study e.g. with Ising spins. In the case of pair couplings the exact solution 
exhibi tss no breaking of replica symmetry and the replica trick need not be used 
[KTJ7G].. The family of p-spin spin glasses (p-spin models) [CS92] has been shown 
too exhibit one step replica symmetry breaking by studying the spherical version. 
Forr spin glasses with random pair and quar te t interactions ({p — 2} + {p = 4}, 
"p"p — 2 + 4"). Nieuwenhuizen showed that an exact solution exists, exposing the full 
replicaa symmetry breaking scenario. The simplicity of spherical models thus may 
givee insight in difficult problems for which otherwise no exact solution is available. 
Forr an early review on the use of the spherical model in disordered systems, see 
Ref.. [KKPS92]. 

Soo far the discussion has been classical. The classicality can be understood in 
par t icularr because the entropy diverges at low temperature as InT . just as for a 
classicall ideal gas. Different quan tum versions of the spherical model have been pro
posed.. In this chapter we will discuss the two main approaches and the differences 
betweenn them. The spins have to become quantum mechanical operators and their 
adjointt operators also have to be included in the formalism. The spherical constraint 
cann then be kept the same though in operators language, as it was star ted by Ober-
mairr [Obe72], or, conversely, one can constrain both the total spin length as before 
pluss its global kinetic energy, as developed by Nieuwenhuizen [Nie95a. Nic95b]. The 
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factt of having the dynamics inside the spherical constraint allows one to consider 
Hamiltonianss without an explicit a kinetic part. Both approaches, though in differ
entt setups, exhibit a quantum phase transition [Voj96. SN04]. Obermair's model, 
belongss to a universality class, i.e. O(n) non-linear sigma model for large rc, while 
Nieuwenhuizen*ss can. depending how the dynamics is considered, belong to the same 
universalityy class or to another, i.e. SU(n) Heisenberg ferromagnet in the limit for 
largee n. 

2.11 Classical spherical model 

Thee spherical constraint was conceived as a relaxation of the Lsing constraint. In
deed,, Ising spins, Si = SiiZ =  obviously satisfy it. Adjusting the coefficients 
fromm the original version it may be written as 

withh o = h2/8 having dimension (Js)2. So the spins are treated as real variables 
constraintt by Eq. (2.1). The Berlin-Kac spherical model is defined by the partition 
sum m 

Z=Z= JDSe-&HS{\YéS
2
i-N<r)=  j DS f ° ° ^ e - ^ - è A E i t , s?+A^ (2.2) 

i = i i 

where e 

DSDS = H dSi. (2.3) 

2.1.11 Vector spherical spins 

Forr vector spins the generalization of Eq. (2.1) in the case of m spin dimensions 

11 N m 

ii  — l n= 1 

Itt is worth mentioning that the spin dimensionality in eq. (2.4) is not related to 
thee approach of Stanley, who started with vector spins and ended up with scalar 
sphericall spins. We only introduce vector spherical spins to avoid the restriction 
scalarr spins have. We benefit from the fact that the vector character allows to study 
thee behavior in a transverse field. A similar step allowed Knops to define a proper 
orderr parameter for the antiferromagnetic spherical model [Kno73a]. 
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2.1.22 Quantizat ion 

Itt is natural to consider the 5, analogous to position variables of harmonic oscillators. 
Inn quantum mechanics they become henni t ian operators 5, with the dimension of 
//.. Js . The conjugate momentum operator If" is dimensionless and postulated to 
satisfyy the commutat ion relation 

L ^ . n J ]] =ihSijfia.b. (2.5) 

Ass for harmonic oscillators, this allows to define creation and annihilation operators 

ê;Jtt = -L=sf - -4=n?.  = -^-=sf + ~w; (2.6) 

satisfyingg the commutat ion relation 

tt
ii

hh
jj

ii)=S)=SLLj6j6aa..bb.. (2.7) 

2.1.33 Spherical constraint on the length of the total spin 

Theree is SOUK- freedom to choose the spherical constraint, which amounts to describ
ingg different physical si tuations. The s tandard quantum constraint considered in 
l i teraturee is just the quantized version of the mean of eq. (2.4). 

Constraintt I : - ^ < (S?)2 > = Nm-a. (2.8) 
ii  .<i 

wheree < ... > denotes the quantum expectation value. Obermair took as the quan
tumm Hamiltonian the classical H(S) with spins replaced by operators, and added 
thee kinetic term that one expects for physical rotors. 

£(S.n)) = i r / £ n ? + #(§). (2.9) 

wheree g~l is the rotor 's moment of inertia. An effective1 Hamiltonian which includes 
thee constraint can be derived with a Lagrange1 multiplier. One ends up with 

Ht„,, = \yYl^+ H{S)+l'(t)[\Y,(S?)2-Nma). (2.10) 

wheree // is the Lagrange multiplier that enforces the constraint. In equilibrium its 
valuee is given by the equation of the spherical constraint ^— = 0. 

2.12.1 A Spherical constraint on the number of spin quanta 

Thee constraint can restrict additionally to spin length also the global dynamics of 
thee system. This is possible by using 

Constraintt 2 : J2<£° f Ê? > = ^ < »" > = Nmj2- ( 2 - n ) 
ii  ,a i.a 
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AA constraint analogous to this one was introduced by Nieuweuhuizen [Nie95a. 
Nie95b].. The kinetic energy is also constrained here since this constraint includes 
thee momenta as well. This can be seen by writing it in the form 

11 h2 

Constraintt 2 : - ^ « S ? 2) + h2 (tl\l 2)) = Nm(a+-). (2.12) 
i.i. a 

Forr a Hamiltonian H(S,fl) that may. but need not. depend explicitly on the mo
menta,, the effective spherical Hamiltonian is 

HHtottot = i f (S .n) + -ILY, [(Sf)2 + fi2(n?)2] - Nmfi(<T + y ) • (2.13) 
i.a i.a 

Now.. the situation where the Hamiltonian does not depend explicitly on the 
momentaa (no kinetic term), H(S.fl) —• H(S), still leads to sensible dynamics, 
sincee the constraint already depends on the momenta. Different constraints describe 
differentt physics. However, at high temperatures one expects the differences to 
becomee small. 

Inn the remaining of this paper we will simplify the notation by taking units in 
whichh h, = 1. 

2.1.55 Comparison of the two constraints 

Thee main difference between the two constraints is obviously the presence or ab
sencee of momenta. In the second case eq. (2.11). the spherical constraint can carry 
alll the dynamics of the model. On the contrary, using the first constraint eq. (2.8). 
aa kinetic term, with an external parameter g. has to be added to the Hamiltonian 
[Obe72].. This parameter determines the strength of quantum fluctuations: the clas
sicall model can be recovered for g — 0. This fact makes models with the first 
constraintt describe quantum rotors, as was pointed out in Ref. [Voj96]. The first 
constraint,, eq. (2.8). brings actions which are invariant under orthogonal transforma
tions.. Conversely, using the second constraint, eq. (2.11). the choice of Hamiltonian 
cann bring symmetry under unitary transformations or orthogonal ones depending 
onn the question whether the Hamiltonian contains momenta or not. Hamiltonians 
withh unitary transformation symmetry yield free energies analogous to the large AT 
limitt of the generalization of SU(2) Heisenberg spins to SU(JV) . Hamiltonians with 
orthogonall transformation symmetry share the critical phenomena with the large 
J\fJ\f limit of 0(N) non-linear sigma model and describe therefore quantum rotors as 
occurss by using the first constraint, eq. (2.8). 

Eachh of the symmetries belongs to different universality classes in the quantum 
regime,, yet classical critical phenomena are always the same as in the classical model, 
consistentt writh the expectation that quantum effects do not lead to qualitative 
changess at finite temperatures. We will see that the dynamical critical exponent z 
iss different in both symmetries, causing the difference in critical exponents at the 
quantumm critical point as was pointed out in Ref. [Her76]. 
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2.22 Ferromagnetic Hamiltonians with creation and 
annihilationn operators 

Wee want to studv the Hamiltonian 

'M'M  + %: 
V2 V2 

[2.U\ [2.U\ 

2 2 

wheree in the second equality we inserted Eq. (2.6). The iSitlj cancelled since we 
assumedd symmetric couplings. J  ̂ = ,ƒ,,. Obviously, the momentum operators do 
occurr in this expression. The couplings Jl3 can in principle express any kind of inter
action,, ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic. spin glass... The I\ represent an external 
field,field, that can be constant, variable, random... Later on. we will focus on ferromag
neticc couplings in the presence of constant magnetic field. This Hamiltonian without 
thee external magnetic field is symmetric under unitary transformations, a fact that 
willl determine the critical behavior. 

Thee first step to get the partition function is to diagonalize the couplings. 

** (2-15) 
SA(r)) = ^ S ? ( T ) e i

A . 
i i 

wdieree ef is the normalized eigenvector of the coupling matrix JtJ. 

2.2.11 Coherent state representation for spherical spins 

Inn this section we explain, following Ref. [NR98], how to add the spherical constraint 
too a quantum Hamiltonian using the path integral formalism for models with the 
secondd constraint Eq. (2.11). In second quantization the spins are given a bosonic 
algebra.. Then we can use the formalism introduced in section 1.1. We can deal with 
sphericall spins using almost the same approach described there. The operator al 

iss identified with £° , where the index a denotes the spin vector direction, and the 
correspondingg fields 0j are denoted as £", 

Inn order to impose this constraint, Eq. (2.11), in the path integral formalism, 
thee identity definition Eq. (1.16) is modified to adopt to the spherical case, in a way 
inspiredd by Ref. [Nie95a, Nie95b, NR98]: one restricts the path integral to states 
whichh exactly satisfy the constraint by employing the truncated identity 

11 - lspherical = C ƒ J[ ^  ̂ ^ ^ e~^ s | £ >< E | <5(n - A W ) . (2.16) 
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wheree the number operator n. 

n ^ ^ È ^ Ê * .. (2.17) 
i.a i.a 

countss the total number of spin quanta. We insert 

<5(nn - Nma) = / ° ° £^ e —A(f i - *w) = f °° ^ - ^ - J W ) ( 2 1 8 ) 
J-ooJ-oo 27T J-ioc 27TÏ 

wheree ji  = i/ï is imaginary. (Strictly speaking, we should insert a Kronecker-<5 func
tion,, rather than the Dirac-<S, but for large iV this amounts to the same.) Repeating 
thee same procedure with this new identity we get 

Z=Z= [  D / iD ITD£exp ( -A ) , (2.19) 

withh the action 

r = 0 0 

S * M --
crz(T) crz(T) 

dr dr 
(2.20) ) 

++ / / (r)(S+(r) • S ( r - dr) - Nma) + tf (£*(r) . S ( r - dr)) 

andd integration measures defined as 

d3(E«(T))d»(E«(r)) ) 
|DS-DEE = n / 

OCC /-OC 

(2.21a) ) 
—— o c J — OC 

Ü T T 

IOC IOC 

soo U.(T) is the Lagrange multiplier introduced to impose the spherical constraint and 
thee prefactor C^M  ̂ is added to ensure, if needed, a proper normalization. Details on 
thiss factor were given in Ref. [NR98]. 

Itt should be noted that the particle number operator in the definition of the 
identityy eq. (2.16) will be surrounded, as is the case for the Hamiltonian, by spin 
operatorss on different timesteps; therefore its creation and annihilation operators 
willl also be projected on different timesteps. t^tf -> £«*(r)E?(r - dr) . In 
Refs.. [Nie95a, Nie95b, NR98] the spherical constraint was slightly different from 
thee one presented here but equivalent up to an additive constant. 

Itt is worth remarking that, up to now, we imposed the spherical constraint 
strictly,, no thermal average has been performed. In the following section it, will be 
integratedd over by the method of steepest descent. This approximation allows the 
particlee number to fluctuate and therefore the satisfiability of the constraint in the 
endd remains only in average. 
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2.2.22 General solution 

Wee may write the part i t ion function sum as a continuum expression. 

ZZ = / DTDY.DZ* 

exp p <" E E 
«.A A 

<ƒ£'{ { 
ZZ««XX** {T){T)_ALS_ALS + ^v(r) ( r ^ ( r ) S - ( r _ , / r ) _ j Y ,„ a ) {222] 

JJxxXÏ(T)ZXÏ(T)Zaa
xx(T(T dr) - - = r A ( E f (r) + ^ ( r - r/r); 

Inn discrete notation, the action of Eq. (2.19) reads 

^Wx ^Wx ++ /'0>] E^A,-! ^ ^ 
«.A A 

«.AA a.A ^ 2 J 

f2.23: : 

wheree f = r/r is the imaginary t ime step, j the time index and TA = ]TV T,cA is the 
fieldd in the basis of eigenvectors of JtJ. Collecting all terms wre have 

zz== D"U  / n 
aa^xj^xj ü2ü2-x.j -x.j 

2-i 2-i 

exp p EsA-BijEi;; + ^ , r A ^ + E ^ -
x/2 2 

'2.24Ï Ï 

,,eeJ2jJ2j ;V»"T ' / ' ( . J 

wheree B y = S  ̂- (1 + c,/A - f//(.y>))^' j+1: here the prime stands for the fact that 
^ i .M+ii = * ( m e t o t n o t r a c e s t ructure of the partition function. We can now integrate 
overr t he spins 

Z Z 
/ / 

DfiDfi  exp 
ee22T T 

EE i~m ln (U>t Bij  + - ^  E BÜ_1 + ™^ E /'W 
A.O O 

:2.2s: : 

Ass usual, in thermodynamics, the .saddle point value of one-time quantities like 
/ / ( r )) can be taken independent of r . We will employ this simplification throughout 
thee rest of this chapter. The determinant and the matr ix inversion can then be 
performedd [N098]. Integrating over /i by the saddle point method we obtain 

1 1 

A.CJ J 

MeMe22T\ T\ 

2(11 -ax 
;2.26) ) 
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wheree a\ = 1 - e(/i - J\). Sending M —> oc we finally get 

/3F/3F = -Qpma + ̂  ̂  | l n ( l - e " ^ - J -

-- 3pm{a + -) + m ƒ dJ\p(J\) < In 

t-Jx)\t-Jx)\ 0Tl X 
)) 2(/; - JA) J 

2sinhh ( -(fi. - JA) J 
dr | | 

2(/JJ - A ) 

(2.27) ) 

wheree in the last equality we have assumed that the couplings satisfy jj  Ylx 'A = 0-
Otherwise,, we would get an additional term -l/2m0(J). The saddle point equation 
reads s 

ee-${p-j-${p-jxx)) 2{fi-Jx)
2 

JJ dJxp(Jx){1_e_0iti_Jx) + n n 
ee-P(»-Jx)-P(»-Jx) 2(p-Jx)

2 

[2.28) ) 

Thee sums over the different eigenvalues of the coupling matrix have been changed 
intoo integrals. Each Jx has a weight in this integral given by p(Jx)- The actual form 
forr this weight function will depend on the type of couplings. A set of weight 
functionss for ferromagnets in different cubic lattices can be found in Ref. [Joy72], 
andd for spin glasses with long range interactions in Refs. [NR98, KTJ76]. 

Att large temperatures these equations reduce to 

0F0F = -fame + m / dJxp{Jx) { In(3{p - Jx) - n / * \  (2-29) In/?(/*--

T T 

I)I)  PFl 
JX)JX) 2(p~Jx) 

 ^ 1 aa + i,fdJMJx)[^  + ^A_}. (2.30) 

Apartt from a factor two, these are exactly the equations of the classical spherical 
model,, see e.g. [Joy72]. This factor two arises because the momenta double the 
degreess of freedom, see e.g. [Nie95a, Nie95b]. Near the phase transition they are 
alreadyy approximate, but the transition stays within the classical universality class. 

2.2.33 Ferromagnetic couplings with transversal field in d di
mensions s 

Inn this section we will use the results given in the previous one for the concrete case 
off ferromagnetic couplings with uniform transversal field. The Hamiltonian in this 
casee differs from the one before Eq. (2.14) in the fact that the couplings only act 
inn the ^-direction while the external field only acts in the x-direction (we restrict 
ourselvess therefore to m = 2). The free energy reads 
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3F3F = - 3fi(2a+ 1) + 
ddddk k 

In n 

++ ln 22 sinh 
3» 3» 
2 2 

2ir)2ir) d d 

_3T^ _3T^ 

2/i i 

2 s i n h ( - ( / Y - J ( k ) ) ) 

'2.3r r 

andd the saddle point equation 

^^  + 1} = JWT^. + + 
1 1 

wheree we have applied the changes JA —> J(k) and 

+ + 2/r r 

JdJJdJxPxP(J(Jxx)=)= I ddddk k 
(2TT T \<T T 

'2.321 1 

(2.33) ) 

Wee choose J(k) « J0 - </'|k|x for |k| —> 0. In the case of short range couplings, 
forr instance, one has x = 2 since J(k) = Yl J cos ki ^ ,7(0) - ^-7|k|2. A long range 
couplingg that decays as ,7(r) ~ l/r~a at large r gives x — a - d. 

Ass in the theory of Bose-Einstein condensation, the saddle point equation fixes 
thee dependence of // on temperature. There should be a solution at any T. In 
orderr to have a real free energy. /; cannot be smaller than the maximum value for 
J (k) .. Therefore, we should investigate the convergence of the integral in the limit 
/// —> 70 . If the integral diverges, Q must go to infinity before JJL reaches J0 in order 
too satisfy the saddle point equation, so there exists a fi for all temperatures and no 
phasee transition occurs. If the integral converges, however, there will be a range 
off temperatures in which the saddle point as it stands cannot hold. This indicates 
thatt we have overlooked a macroscopic occupation of the ground state, as occurs in 
Bose-Einsteinn condensation. The relevant integral behaves as 

ddddk k 1 1 a a 
<27T)<27T)dd 1 - €-0(Jo-J(V) i2ir) i2ir) 

II  dkkd~l 

Jo Jo 
1 1 

11 _ e-3J'hT oc c dkk dkk d-i-d-i- [2.34) ) 

wheree ild is the hypersurface of a sphere in d dimensions. At k = 0, this integral 
convergess for d > x. hence there will be a phase transition for dimensions larger 
thann x. 

Att low temperatures, fi may get stuck at J0 and the saddle point equation as it 
iss in Eq. (2.32) is no longer valid. This is because, as in Bose-Einstein condensation 
calculations,, the ground state is not properly included in the integral. It should 
bee taken out of the sum before this one is converted to an integral. This causes 
aa change in the free energy by a factor (ji  - J0)q, where q = jr(Èz

k^0È
z
k=0) is the 

groundd state occupation, and the saddle point equation becomes 
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qq can be evaluated from the saddle point equation (u - Jo)^/q — 0. Thus when 
jiji  — JQ the occupation of the ground state can take non-zero values that can be 
determinedd using Eq. (2.35). Hence the ground state occupation is macroscopic in 
thee ordered phase. 

AA transversal field will lower the transition temperature. Above a certain value 
Tc.. the transition does not exist anymore, thus X = 0. T — Tc is a quantum critical 
point,, see chapter 1 or for a complete study over quantum phase transitions, see e.g. 
[Sac99].. We will now first study the classical critical point, at F = 0. 

Finit ee temperature phase transitio n 

Forr the dimensions where the phase transition exists, the critical temperature is 
foundd by solving the equation 

ff dd\n 1 1 
2 | ''  + ' ) = j W ' l-rW- ^  + l-r». <2' 36> 

Thee dependence of the chemical potential (the Lagrange multiplier introduced 
inn Eq. (2.18) is equivalent to the chemical potential and both terminologies will be 
used)) on temperature near the transition is the first thing needed. To get it. we 
expandd the saddle point equation around the critical point T = TC+  r, ft = JQ + ófx. 
Thee integral gives, up to first order in 6u and r 

1 1 
11 _ e-8AJt,-J(k)) 

JoJo - J(k) 1 
++ T -. r 0[i-

AT?AT? sinh2 (^M) 4TC sinh2 ( ^ # ^ ) 

(2.37) ) 

Thee coefficient of Sfi is an integral that diverges for d < 2x. This means that 
forr these dimensions the leading term in the 5/i expansion of Eq. (2.37) has a power 
smallerr than one. For dimensions d > 2x we will have Su oc r which will lead to 
thee mean field exponents, thus duc — 2x is therefore the upper critical dimension. 
Too study the system near the critical point we subtract Eq. (2.36) from the saddle 
pointt equation, a procedure that will cancel the zeroth order term in the expansion 
inn r and 5fi, giving finally 

x ^^  4ndr c
37r 

T^aT^ad<2xd<2xcincin * . ad<2.r = a j - — - ^ - tor x < d < 2x 
( 2 7 r ) r f J ^ . r s i n ( ^ 3 ^ J J 

rr  ~ ad=2xS^\nSn. ad=2j- = a c
/2 _ for d = 2x (2.38) 

rr  ̂ (id>2xöfi. for d > 2x. 
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<l<l>2x<l<l>2x  = (\TC 

 d('k 

'2lT)'2lT)dd  i 2 f J n - - / ( k ) 
27; ; 

where e 

'** rfrfk J o - J ( k ) 

iss a finite, positive nninber. 
Thee internal energy of the system reads 

+ + 
smh h 

22 ( j u 

2T2Tff. . 

'^)\mh'^)\mh22[^M)[^M)  ' s i n h 2 ( ^ 
'2.39: : 

UU = -II{2(T + \) + 

nn ddk ft - J(k) 

2 2 
coth h 

3(3(ffii  - J(k) 

++ ^ c o t h ( ^ 
22 \ 2 

(2.40) ) 
 « ( 2 " ) f / 

Thee s])ecific heat close to the transition from the paramagnetic side can be written 

C C 
CC00 + ;C\r;C\r  *-*  for .r < d < 2.r. 

forr d > 2,r. 

where e 

G, , 
7TT >fi tftfddkk [̂  - J ( k ) /' ' 

4 ^ . / _ f f ( 2 7 r ) " s i n h . . 

>7rr df/k 1 1 
r ' - 2 ^ - 1 + '' (2^W 2 * ' " , h 

+ + icothfü) ) 
22 V27V 

22 ( n-J[V) 
2T 2T 

2T 2T 

r 2 2 

4 r 2 s i n h 22 ( ^ ) 

/// - J ( k ) 

12.41 1 

:2.42] ] 

4Tsinh h 22 / n 
27'' J (2.43) ) 

+ + 4 r s i n h 2 ( ^ )) 2^ 22 " 

wheree a,i are the prefactors in Eq. (2.38) for the corresponding dimension. In the 
orderedd phase // is stuck in its minimum value (/i — JQ) for any temperature . Hence. 
CC = C()(fi — Jo) in the ordered phase. The critical exponent a. see section 1 for 
defhitioiii of the critical exponents, is the expected one: a — d~2*  for x < d < 2x. 
andd the mean field value a = 0 holds for d, > 2.i\ which describes a j ump in the 
specificc heat. 

Addingg a small longitudinal field h. the free energy reads 

rfrfddk k ff da] 

.,FF = _,,;i(2lT + 1 ) + y _ 
Inn 2 sinh I — 

2 2 

In n 
l r f f 

>JT>JT2 2 

2 s i n h ^ ( / i - J ( k ) ) ) 

3h'3h'2 2 [2AA\ [2AA\ 

2/ii 2{ti-J0) 
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andd the saddle point equation becomes 

2{o2{o + V 
- / / 

ddddk k 1 1 
+ + (27f)dd 1 - e-/3(M--/(k)) 1 

ii  _ r ^ h2 

ee-d»-d» + 2^2 + 2(n- J0)2 
(2.45) ) 

Byy differentiating the free energy with respect to h can be seen tha t the magne

tizationn is 

MMzz = — l — . (2.46) 

Inn the limit h —• 0, it is proportional to the square root of the occupation of 
thee ground state, since by comparing Eq. (2.45) with Eq. (2.35) one finds q = 
jjjj  (Èz

k^0Y,zk=0) = ^f. The factor  appears because it is actually the real part of 
thee spin field tha t is macroscopically occupied. This factor comes in from the t rans
formationn Eq. (2.6). From Eq. (2.45), we can approach the transition by sending the 
longitudinall field to zero at the critical tempera ture . The saddle point equation now 
accountss for the dependence of the chemical potential on the field. The calculation 
iss similar, yielding finally 

2QdT2QdTcc-K -K 

(27r)(27r)ddJ'J'd/xd/xxsm(^^ xsm(^^ 

20^TC C 

5(i' 5(i' 

27r)27r)ddJ'J'22x x 

ddddk k 

Inn on. 5[i'-5[i'-

( ^ ) d 2 T c s i n h 2 ( ^ ^ -J(k ) ) 
2T2TC C 

forr x < d < 2x, 

forr d — 2.x, 

forr d > 2.x. 

(2.47) ) 

++ -
2T2Trr sin " 22 ( * ) 

Ö/.1 Ö/.1 
3/2 2 

Insertingg these expressions in Eq. (2.46), the critical exponent 6 is found to be 
SS = ^ for dimensions x < d < 2x and the mean field value 5 — 3 is recovered for 

d—x d—x 

dd > 2x. From the magnetization, the susceptibility follows as \ ~ j ^ - Therefore 
wee find 7 = ^ for x < d < 2x and 7 = 1 for d > 2x. In the ordered phase, the 
expansionn of the saddle point equation, Eq. (2.45), for T near the transit ion yields 

Mi Mi 
2T2T2 2 F F ddddkk Jo - J ( k ) Jo Jo 

(^)\inh(^)\inh22 ++  smh2( 
(2.48) ) 

Sincee M2 oc T for all dimensions where the phase transition exists, one has 8 = T>. 
Forr other critical exponents the correlation function is needed. It can be com

putedd adding the right source term to the Hamiltonian, Ylx(9x(rq)^\ + dxM^x) 
andd differentiating 
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G{\.TG{\.Tqq\\'\\' .TV) q)ti,(TT)]) 

(2.49) ) OO22 Z(g*.g) 
== <H.A' dg*dg* xx(T(Tqq)dg\>(T)dg\>(T rr)) Z(J -.-.99=[) =[) 

wheree T stands for the t ime ordered product. Z(r/*.<y) is the partit ion function of 
thee Hamiltonian including the source terms and Z 0 is the partit ion function without 
thorn.. This procedure is carefully explained in Ref. [N098] giving the result 

G(k.G(k. T) = G(k. r\k. 0) = vTlf'-nk)){e(T - ;/)(l + »k) + 0(-T + t,)rlk.} (2.50) 

wheree 0 is a Heaviside step function and ?/ is a positive infinitesimal that indicates 
tha tt t he second term is the relevant one at r = 0. Furthermore. 

iss the boson occupation probability, with il  = (//. - J ( k ) ) . Fourier transforming this 
lastt result to Matsubara frequencies we get 

Gik.uu-n)Gik.uu-n) = ï - ^ = ^ :—— . (2.52) 

Soo when we approach the critical point, we can see from this equation tha t 
£ _ t '' DC Sfi. then using Eq. (2.38) we find tha t v = ^ 7 for dimensions x < d < 2x 
andd v = -p for d > 2x. r]  = 2 — x due to the fact that the couplings depend on kx. 
andd z — x because in the denominator jjTI appears as a linear term. Both 7/ and z 
aree valid for any dimension. 

Thiss finally gives all the critical exponents of this finite temperature phase tran
sition,, which are exactly the same as in t he classical model. This is expected from 
renormalizat ionn group arguments [Her76]. The critical behavior is controlled by a 
classicall fixed point, therefore quantum dynamics does not play a qualitatively new 
role.. Hence, the results are the same as in the classical spherical model [Joy72] 
orr o ther models with different quantum dynamics considered at finite1 temperatures 
[Voj96]. . 

T = 00 q u a n t um phase t rans i t i o n 

I nn this section wre analyze the behavior of the system at T = 0. As it can be seen from 
Eq.. (2.32). when the transversal field increases, the temperature of the transition 
decreasess till it reaches zero. This defines a quantum critical point Tc = 0 at Y = Yc. 
Inn order to study it. an analogous procedure as before should be followed. At T — 0 
everythingg happens to be ra ther simple. The free energy reduces to 

r 2 2 

FF =-2*ii-—.  (2.53) 
2/i i 
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Thee saddle point equation turns out to be 

r2 2 

2crr = —- in the paramagnetic phase. 
2/x2 2 

r2 2 
2a2a = —2 + 9 m t n e ferromagnetic phase. (2.54) 

2J0 0 

wheree q = \M? is the occupation of the ground state for small transversal fields. 
Sincee the temperature vanishes, quantum fluctuations, controlled by I\ give rise to 
thee phase transition. Therefore, the parameter that should be used to control the 
transitionn is the transversal field and not the temperature. Then the proper analog 
off the specific heat will be proportional to the second derivative of the free energy 
withh respect to the source of fluctuations, the transversal field. 

C r S gg = _I + i l | . (2.55) 
oToT22 // ft2 ol 

Ass before, we must know the dependence of Sfi (fi = Jo + Sfi) on the distance to 
thee critical point (ST) in the paramagnetic phase. The upper critical dimension will 
bee duc = x. Between those two dimensions, 0 < d < x. the analysis of the saddle 
pointt equation, Eq. (2.32), yield that the product (36fi goes to a finite, strictly 
positivee value for T -+ 0. This leads to a scaling form Sfi oc STx/d. On the T = 0 
line,, the analog of the specific heat goes continuously from the paramagnetic value 
CCYY « - 1 / J o + Tc/J$ST{x-d)/d to the simple ferromagnetic value C r = - l / . / o - This 
impliess that a = (d - x)/d. Adding a longitudinal field we find the dependence 
SfiSfi oc 5h2x^d+2x} bringing S = (d + 2x)/d and 7 = x/d. Subtracting the saddle 
pointt equation near the transition in the ferromagnetic phase from the one at the 
transition,, we get q = ( r 2 - r2)/2J0

2 , which in the lowest order gives M 2 oc ST and 
therefore,, as always. $ — \. Equation (2.52) can be used here once it is transformed 
too real frequencies, iujn — cu + in. Then we find v = l/d. i]  — 2 — x and z — x. 

Forr dimensions d > x. from eqs. (2.55,2.54), it can be seen that the analog of 
thee specific heat has a jump discontinuity, implying a = 0. 

CrCr — 0 in the paramagnetic phase. 

CrCr = — in the ferromagnetic phase. (2.56) 
Jo o 

wheree the minus sign conies from the fact that the T — 0 free energy. Eq. (2.53). is 
negative.. Adding a small longitudinal field as before, we find the critical exponent 
55 = 3, since Mz oc j - and Sfi oc h3 at Tc. For the susceptibility, we find 7 = 1 
sincee x <* ̂ M_1 ^ ^ r _ 1 . As before we find 0 — \ and since Su, oc ST we find v = -p, 
T]T]  = 2 — x and z — x. Hence we find always the mean field values. This occurs because 
thee quantum critical point of a d-dimensional model shares the critical exponents of 
aa classical critical point of a (d+z)-dimensional model, as it was shown by general 
renormalizationn group arguments [Her76]. 
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S u m m a r yy of t h e c r i t i c a l e x p o n e n t s 

Finallyy all the critical exponents together read 

Exponent t 

o o 

3 3 

S S 

V V 

>) >) 
z z 

Classical l 
(.rr = du < d < f/ut. = 2x) 

d-2x d-2x 
d-x d-x 

1 1 
2 2 

dd — x 
d+x d+x 
d-x d-x 

1 1 
d-x d-x 

2 -- .v 

x x 

Quantum m 
(d(d < dllc = .r) 

d-x d-x 
d d 
1 1 
2 2 
X X 

d d 

d d 
1 1 
d d 

22 - j -

:r r 

Classicall (d > 2.r) 
Quantumm (d > x) 

0 0 
l l 
2 2 

1 1 

3 3 
1 1 
j ' ' 

22 - ./• 

./• • 

Tablee 2.1: Critical exponents for the Hamiltonian with momenta 

Wee can see how the third column corresponds to the table 1.1 for the normal 
nearestt neighbors interaction where ,r = 2. 

2.33 Hamiltonians involving spins but not their mo
menta a 

Inn this section we extend the analysis of section 2.2 to a Hamiltonian which only 
dependss on the spin operators 5 and not on the momenta Ft. When going from the 
classicall to the quantum model, we have to keep in mind that the Hamiltonian must 
hehe Hermitian. To be precise, the Hamiltonian we will deal with is 

HH = tJiASj-Y,r& (2.57) 

withh real valued J , , and T, and where S = (È f + É ) / \ / 2 is the real part of the former 
spinn held. Hence, the Hamiltonian does not involve momenta, but the spherical 
constraintt does, see Eq. (2.11). This changes the symmetry of the problem from 
invariancee under uni tary transformations to orthogonal ones. In terms of boson 
creat ionn and annihilation operators the coupling term for symmetric interactions. 
JijJij  = J,,. is proportional to JtJ(2T,}Èj + È;Ê,- + S J Ê J ) , where we can notice the 
symmet ryy of the problem. We will see that this model reproduces the O(A0 quantum 
rotorr model. 

Wee can get the part i t ion function in many ways. A similar procedure using 
discretee imaginary t ime pa th integrals can be done as before. This gives us many 
problemss due to the fact that creation and annihilation operators are projected on 
differentt time steps which is a lengthy and tedious procedure. However, the form 
off t he Hamiltonian makes it suitable to apply a Bogoliubov transformation (for 
detailss see e.g. [Aue94]). Due to that , we get the same Hamiltonian as before but 
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withh different coefficients. In order to do so, we must add the spherical constraint 
directlyy to the Hamiltonian. The procedure is as follows: first the couplings matrix 
iss diagonalized as done before in Eq. (2.15) and then the S's are shifted to absorb 
thee field term. i.e. S\ —> S\ zrr- This finally gives 

HH = E {('* " y ) è A ^ A - x + ÊAÊ_A) - n , . r \ , \-Nmiw. (2.58^ 
AA v - - 2 ^ - J A ) 

Performingg the Bogoliubov transformation it turns into 

HH = £ { Vv(M-Jx)a{ax - 2 { ^ J x ) } " Nmn<T, (2.59) 

wheree the canonical transformation consists of an imaginary rotation 

È\È\ = cosh9\o>\ + smh9\a_x ; SA = coshé>AaA + s'mh.6\a-x (2.60) 

wheree 6\ are real and even in A —> -A. The condition to get 2.59 from 2.58 is that 

tanh20AA = —;—^ r^- (2.61) 

2(^-t ) ) 
Finallyy Eq. (2.59) is a Hamiltonian analogous to Eq. (2.14). So it can be diago

nalizedd as explained, giving finally 

(3F(3F = - Piim{a +-?) 

/

(( T (3 W 3Y2 1 (2.62) 

dJdJxxp(Jx)p(Jx) | I n 2smh{-y/ti{fi-Jx)J - ? , _* | 
wheree we have put back the factor m standing for the number of components of the 
vectorr spin. The saddle point equation is obtained as 

^^j^J^J^co^^^+^^y^^j^J^J^co^^^+^^y (2.63) 
Att large temperatures these equations reduce to 

f3Ff3F = -3^m{a + i ) + m fdJxp{J\) Un0y/ti{p - Jx) - ^ ^ | . (2.64) 

,, + i=/^)g + ̂  + 1 ^ } . (2,5) 
Thesee equations are very similar to the standard ones of the classical spherical 

modell (up to a factor 2). see Eq. (2.29), but they are only identical where they 
shouldd be. namely at large T, where also // ~ T is very large, see also Ref. [Joy72]. 

file:///-Nmiw
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2.3.11 Ferromagnetic couplings in the presence of a transversal 
field field 

Analyzingg the phase transition of the Hamiltonian that does not contain momenta is 
analogouss to the previous case. We begin again by choosing the coupling term in the 
zz direction and the external field in the x and we assume ferromagnetic couplings. 
Thee saddle point equation gives a phase transition via a macroscopic occupation of 
thee ground state, which in the present case is a bit more complicated. The critical 
exponentss are different, due to the fact that the symmetries of the system have 
changed.. The free energy reads 

;1F;1F = -{3ti{2a+l)  + 

++ In 2 sinh ( ^ 

ddddk k 
In n 

2/x x 

2siDh(^y/tl(fI-J(k)) 2siDh(^y/tl(fI-J(k)) 
(2.66) ) 

andd the saddle point equation 

4crr + 2 = 
ddddkk 2fi - J(k) 

coth h 

Wee now analvze this model in detail. 

Fini t ee temperature phase transitio n 

ivV0<-.'(k) ) ) c a t M ^ U ^ ^ 

(2.67) ) 

Followingg the same procedure as before we can find that the transition exists for 
dd > x and that the upper critical dimension is d — 2x. The critical temperature is 
thee solution of 

4a+4a+ 2 = 
ddddkk 2JQ - J(k) 

(2*)(2*) dd 2y/MJ^J()ij) 
coth h vA/0(( Jo - J(k)) ++ coth 

0Jo 0Jo 

(2.68) ) 

Thee dependence of the chemical potential in the temperature near the classical 
criticall point reads 
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TT ~ ad<2x<>fi  r • a>d<2x = (*• 

TT « ad=2x  ̂ In 5u. ad=2x = "• 

TT ~ ad>2xöu., 

(ld>2x(ld>2x — 

ff d ƒ ƒ ridk 2/7 - ,7(k) 

20rfrc
37T T 

(27r)rfJ'*-rsinn ( ^ ^ ) 

2ftdTc
3 3 

(27r)dJ'2:r r 

forr x < ci < 2T 

forr d = 2J- (2.69) 

forr d > 2x 

coth h - ^ i ( M - J ( k ) ) ) ++ coth .fy y 
HH = J(t 

where e 

aa = 

-ii  - i 

RR ddk 2 J0 - J(k) Jo 

ww (
2-)%sinh2 ^ v ^ g Z M ) + sinh2 ( ^ ) 

;2.70) ) 

Thee internal energy of the system reads 

UU = -n{2er + l) + 
ddddkk y/ i( , i - J(k)) 

++ 2 C ° t h V 2 

** (2*)" 

2^' ' 

coth h y/tiv-W) y/tiv-W) 
(2.71) ) 

Thee specific heat has the same expression as in Eq. (2.41) where a  ̂ now corre
spondd to the prefactors of Eq. (2.69) and with coefficients 

Cnn = 
11 fn ddk //(//-J(k)) 

ƒ ƒ -22 ( JL_ 
.2T.2T . 

ATAT22 ]_„  (2n)d g i n h 2 / ^ Q x - j ( k ) ) \ 4T2 sinh2 ( 

rr <*dk f 2 / / - J ( k ) , / / i r - —— 

[2.72) ) 

2/xx - J(k) '2.73^ ^ 

8Tsinh2ff ^ % ^ « n h 2 ( ^ ; ; 

Thiss is analogous to the previous model and gives the same exponent, a = ^-r 
forr x < d < 2x and a = 0 for d > 2x. Adding a small magnetic field longitudinal to 
thee couplings, the free energy becomes 
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 if = - .ifi(2(7 + 1) + 

22 Sinn 

''  ddk 
In n 2s inhff 2 v / / i ( / / - . / ( k j ) 

J/*2 2 f2.74: : 

2/// 2 ( ^ - J ( ) ) 

thereforee the magnetization is Mz = -~j-. which is as before the square root of the 

occupat ionn of' the "round state q — \ < S ; ( | k = 0)2 > = M'?. The saddle point 
equat ionn is now 

2 ( 2 a ++ 1) = 
2fi-J{k) 2fi-J{k) 

W W 2Jti(n-J(k) 2Jti(n-J(k) 
coth h W-./00) ) 

++ coth 
2 2 + + 

r 2 2 (2.7. . 

I/ii - Jo)--2" 

Wi t hh all these and following" the algebra of the previous section one finds the 
samee critical exponents for the magnetization for the same dimensions since we are 
inn the classical critical point. 

Thee time ordered correlation function (TS£. {T)SZ^.(0)} differs from the previous 
one.. Eq. (2.50) since in this case the S are not the variables that diagonalize the 
Hamil toniann in Eq. (2.59). We must write S in terms of a and then compute the 
correlations.. This brings 

<7(A- .T |A\0 )) = 
J(k) J(k) 

V/v ( / / -- 7(k)) 
II  llk COsh Ty/flit.1 - . / ( k ) ) | 

++ f , -MvW-. ' (k)) I 
(2.70) ) 

where e 

m-- = ,.m ,.m -- 1 
;2.77) ) 

iss just like before in Eq. 2.5f but with il  — \J[i{\i  — . / (k)) . The correlation function 
inn frequency space reads 

G{k.k G{k.k 
J(k) J(k) 

2 [ o ; 2 - ^ ( / i _ J ( k ) ) ] ] 
;2.78) ) 

Whenn approaching the critical point we find that £~J' oc S^i as before and we 
gett the same critical exponent v = ^ - ^ for dimensions x < d < 2x and v — -
forr d > 2x. Since couplings appear in the same way as before we also get the 
samee critical exponent . // — 2 — x for all dimensions.. The difference appears in the 
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dynamicall critical exponent. Here ujn appears squared, therefore z = x/2. Here we 
seee how the model reproduces the critical exponents of the rotor model as in Ref. 
[Voj96]] bringing thus a different behavior at the T = 0 quantum critical point from 
thee model of section 2.2.3. 

T = 00 q u a n t um phase t rans i t i o n 

Inn this case the T — 0 phase transit ion the dynamical critical exponent z 
smallerr than z — x of the previous section. The free energy reads 

i s s 

FF = -^ (2cr + l ) + 

andd the saddle point is set by 

d d kk y/lx(lJL-J(k)) » r 2 

(27r)dd 2 2 2// 
(2.79) ) 

4 c r + l l ff  dd] 
~~ J (2^ 

2u.2u. - J ( k ) 

++ -YY 2y/tl{ll-J{VL)) ii 
(2.80) ) 

Wee find tha t the transit ion exists for dimensions larger than d > | and d — 4p 
iss the upper critical dimension. The chemical potential depends on the source of 
fluctuationss ST = T — Tr as 

STST ss ad<3X/2S{i~ 
MSMS r ( f -g) r ( j ) 

2{2-K)2{2-K)ddJJff**  {2d-x)xy/ir 

STST « ad=3x/26n\nön, ad=3x/2 = , ,d—^~r 

STST « ad>3x/2Sn,, 

TT2 2 

aad=3x/2d=3x/2 — -z 
2T| | d d k k 

XX OX 

f o r - < d < Y Y 

forr d = 

forr d > 

3a: : 

Y Y 
(2.8i; ; 

3x 3x 

22 Jo - J ( k ) 

(27r)dd ( V - W o - J ( k ) ) 4 ( J 0 ( J o - J ( k ) ) ) 5 

wheree the T's on the right hand side of the first equality are Euler 's Gamma functions. 
Thee specific heat (see eq. (2.55) ) coming from the disordered region will behave as 

4r> > 

a a 
Ja Ja a

r f < 3 ii J g ( 2 d - x 

„„ -2rf + 3a 

' 0 0 JoJo + ^ \^7F " d > : 
' 0 0 

forr | < d < ^ . 

forr d > ^ . 
(2.82) ) 

wheree ad is the prefactor in Eq. (2.81) for the proper dimension. Coming from the 
=r-.=r-.  Therefore a =  2 c i~3x for f < rf < 4r and 
Jnn 2(1 —X 2 2 

orderedd region, conversely, Cy 

aa = 0 for d > ?f. 

Thee dependence of a small longitudinal field on the chemical potential, in case 
thee transversal field is at its critical value, reads 
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d< d< Lrr 0(1 ' 

Inn Sfi SfiSfi: : 

2Jl 2Jl iid>: d>: <5jU' ' 

xx Sx 
forr - < d < — 

22 2 

forr 6? = 
3.2' ' 

rr  J 3 2 ' 
forr d > — . 

2 2 

;2.83) ) 

Fromm these equations and the ones for the magnetization and the susceptibility 
wee can find tha t S =  2 ( J+3x ' and 7 = 7^- for f < ri < 4f. while (5 = 3 and 7 = 1 

2d—x2d—x ' id — x 2 2 ' 

forr d, > —-. As before; 3 = ^ for every dimension. For the correlation function the 
calculationn is the same as in the finite tempera ture case, projected into real time, 
thee exponents are v =  2'd-x ^o r dimensions | < d < 4f and v = j above the critical 
dimension.. 77 = 2 — x and z = § for all dimensions. 

S u m m a ryy of t h e cr i t ica l exponen ts 

Finallyy the critical exponents read 

Exponent t 

Q: : 

/? ? 
7 7 

5 5 

V V 

7] 7] 

z z 

Classical l 
(x(x = fiic < d < duc = 2x) 

d-'2x d-'2x 
d~x d~x 

1 1 
2 2 
X X 

d—x d—x 
d+x d+x 
d—x d—x 

11 ' 
d—x d—x 

2 - . x x 

2 2 

Quan tum m 

2d-3.r r 
2d-x x 

1 1 
2 2 2x x 

2d-x x 
2J+3i i 
2d—x x 
"" "2 " 
2d-x x 
22 - X 

X X 

2 2 

Classicall (eZ > 2x) 
Quantumm (d > 4f) 

0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 

3 3 

22 - .T 

2 2 

Tablee 2.2: Critical exponents for the Hamiltonian without momenta 

2.44 Generalization and mapping from Heisenberg 
spins s 

Inn this section we generalize the two preceding Hamiltonians and we map the Heisen
bergg model onto the spherical model. In a more compact way, we can write the 
formerr Hamiltonians in absence of external field as 

HH = -Y,(A^ t 
+ + 

Bi Bi 
t\t]t\t]  + t^ '2.84) ) 

Iff the matrices AtJ and BtJ can be diagonalized simultaneously, the techniques 
fromm previous sections can be used. The free energy reads 
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0F0F = -3vm(a + \) + ^  Y, [^ T + ln {2sinh ( f V ^ - Ax)2 ~ B '2.85: : 
AA L 

wheree JJL satisfies the saddle point equation 

°° + - = T7 Y , ^~AX — coth{-J(u.-Ax)
2-Bl\ . (2.86) 

Thee coefficient £?jj in Eq. (2.84) is the responsible for a change in the symmetries 
off the problem. If Bij is zero, the action is symmetric under uni tary transformations 
whilee if it is non-zero the symmetry is reduced to orthogonal. 

Thee mapping from Heisenberg spins comes as follows. The Hamiltonian can be 
writ tenn in terms of Schwinger bosons [Aue94]. The Schwinger boson transformation 
forr SU(2) spins reads 

SS++  = a[a2, S~ = ai<4, Sz = - ( a j a i - a\a2). (2.87) 

Thiss can be generalized to S U ( J V ) spins and expand around the large-A/" limit 
[AA88].. In a pa th integral formalism for ferromagnetic interactions 

HH = ~ g Z J ^ ' S i ' S J ""* ~27V ^ JiJaJrnaimaïnajn, (2 .88) 
ijij  ij,mn 

wheree i,j  represent lattice sites and m, n represent the boson flavor. The Hilbert 
spacee spanned by Schwinger bosons is much larger than the one given by Heisenberg 
spins.. The constraint needed to restrict it to the physical Hilbert space is t ha t 
thee number of Schwinger bosons at each site has to be kept fixed ^2" nm — J\fS. 
Thiss is inserted into the formalism in the same way as we have done it with t h e 
sphericall constraint, a Lagrange multiplier / ^ ( r ) appears. The biquadrat ic te rms 
cann be decoupled by a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation (see e.g. [N098]). In 
thee case of a ferromagnet, the transformation at each time step and for each flavor 
inn the pa th integral reads 

e X p ^^ ~^M^2Ji3ajaiai l 2N 2N 
IJ IJ 

occ J Yl dQtJ exp } €— ] T QijJijQji  - | Yl QijJij ajai j 
i,Ji,J [ i,j ij  J 

(2.89) ) 

wheree a field Qij(r)  has been generated. In the mean field approximation, one pu ts 
QIQI33{T){T) — Q and / ^ ( T ) = \x. Hence, one gets up to a non interesting constant 
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H™-H™-BB(tf)(tf) = Y, l* aLaim ~ Q E JiJaUaim + ^Y~ Y, Jii - J^iV5'i (2'90) 

i.rni.rn ij'tn ij 

wheree we have already added the Schwinger boson constraint Yli m
 Ö L Ö ™ ~ AfNS. 

Thee free energy per particle reads 

3F3F = % V l n ( l - e - ^ / ' - Q - ^ ) ) + ^ ^ J ( k = 0) - /3S/JV (2.91) 
k k 

andd the saddle point equations are 

^ $ > kk = & (2.92; 
k k 

J -^J (k)n kk = QJ(k = 0). (2.93) 
N N 

k k 

when11 nk is the boson occupation number Eq. (2.51) with uj = // — QJ(k). Sub
t rac t ingg the two saddle point equations we can see tha t for large S and small T 
wee can approximate Q  ̂ S recovering then the spherical model Eq. (2.27.2.28) for 
zeroo external field or Eq. (2.85,2.86) for BtJ = 0. From this approach we thus see 
t ha tt the free energy of a SU(A/") Heisenberg ferromagnet for large J\f is formally the 
samee as the quan tum spherical model proposed in Eq. (2.14) in the thermodynamic 
limit,, so when the radius of the hypersphere tha t defines the model (N in eq. (2.11) 
)) is also very large. Thus the large A/* limit is analogous to Stanley's large spin 
dimensionalityy limit. 

Inn the case of an SU(A/") antiferromagnet the procedure is more or less the same 
bu tt the symmetries are different. The lattice is divided in two sublattices A. D. 
Inn one of the sublatt ices a spin rotation is performed tha t allows us to write the 
Hamil toniann in the form [AA88] 

ijij  ij.mn 

Performingg a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation as before, the Hamiltonian 
withh the Schwinger boson constraint in t he mean field approximation finally reads 

**MF**MF  (A/ ) — / ^ (J,aimajm / _, ''ij\ aima.jm ~^~ aimajm) 

i,mi,m ij.m 

N0N022 (2-95) 
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Itt is important to stress that here the SU(JV) symmetry has been reduced to a 
residuall O (A/"). The free energy per particle reads 

M M 3F3F^Y,^^Y,^  2sinh 

j3M j3M 

andd the saddle point equations read 

H) ) 8MQ8MQ2 2 
;2.96) ) 

n i c + 2 2 

^2(k)gg / i 
NN  ̂ ^2_Q2j2 ( k ) \ k 2 

5 + 2 ' ' 

QJ(kk = 0), 

(2.97) ) 

(2.98) ) 

wheree n  ̂ is Eq. (2.51) for UJ = \/fi2 — Q 2J 2(k) . Subtracting the first equation times 
[i[i  from the second times Q we get 

^^ E vV - Q2^2(k) («k - 0 = M (s + ) - C?2J(k 0). . (2.99) ) 

Thee first term is proportional to T, so for very small temperatures and very large 
S,S, near the transition where fi ~ QJ(k — 0), we can approximate Q » 5 + | . Then 
eqs.. (2.96,2.97) are analogous to eqs. (2.85,2.86) for Ajj = 0. This will have the 
samee critical behavior as the model in section 2.3 due to the fact that it comes from 
thee term cothfy''\i — J{\C)\jyj^i 
2nkk 4- 1 = coth[^(^ + QJ(k))(^ 

J(k)) which also appears here due to the equality 
-QJ(k))]. . 

2.55 Summary and discussion 

Inn this chapter we have discussed a way of working with quantum spherical spin 
modelss using path integrals and coherent states. Some examples of the use of this 
formalismm are given, eqs. (2.14,2.57), and their critical phenomena are studied. 
Wee propose a comparison with SU(jV) Heisenberg models that gives a geometrical 
interpretationn to the quantum spherical spins. The spherical constraint we use, fixes 
thee number of spin quanta X, Eq. (2.11); in other words, it fixes both the average 
lengthh square of the spin operator, S2, and the one of its conjugate momentum, i l 2 . 
Thee usual version of the quantum spherical model, on the contrary, involves only the 
spinn part S. The presence of momenta in the spherical constraint allows to consider 
Hamiltonianss that have no kinetic term, since it can be induced by the constraint, 
aa fact that can change the symmetries of the problem, and due to that, the critical 
behavior. . 
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Thee Hainiltonian in Eq. (2.14) yields an action invariant under unitary transfor
mat ions .. It brings formally the same free energy as a SUfAf) Heisenberg ferromagnet 
inn the limit of large A/". The other Hamiltonian studied. Eq. (2.57). brings an action 
invariantt under orthogonal transformations: it gives the same critical behavior as 
ann SU(A r) Heisenberg antiferromagnet in the limit of large J\f. which is. in its turn, 
analogouss to an O (A/*) nonlinear a-model or quantum rotor model [Voj96. Sac99]. 
Thee main difference between these models lies in the dynamical critical exponent 
zz which brings a different behavior at t h e quantum critical point. Classical critical 
phenomenaa are. as expected, the same in both models and equal to those of the 
classicall spherical model. 

Inn the formulation of the model, the strict spherical constraint has been used 
wheree fluctuations on the particle number are not allowed. The constraint is added to 
thee action via a Lagrange multiplier. The strict approach has to be abandoned when 
wee integrate this Lagrange multiplier since we cannot perform the integration exactly 
andd we use the saddle point approximation. In this step, we automatically allowr 

fluctuationsfluctuations on the particle number and therefore the constraint ends being satisfied 
onlyy in average. These effects are immaterial in the considered thermodynamic limit, 
butt do enter finite size corrections. 

Whenn performing the analogy between the spherical model and the Heisenberg 
one.. we did not include the external field. Mapping such term was not possible since 
inn the spherical model the external field comes linearly, as a source term. In spite 
off tha t , the phase diagram follows the expected behavior for a spin model with an 
externall transversal field. The critical exponents for the classical and the quantum 
modell are the ones expected by renormalization group arguments [Her76]. The 
quan tumm critical point behaves as the classical one for dimensions Dquant — dciass-\-z 
wheree z is the dynamical critical exponent. 

Manyy works in l i terature are closely related to the one described here. For in
stance,, s tart ing from the SU(A/") Heisenberg model and to do the already stated 
largee M limit to get to a solvable model. In order to have a transversal field that 
competess with the ordering of the interacting spins one could introduce anisotropy 
inn the model. A s tudy of this type has been done for 2 dimensions by Timm et al. 
[TJOO]] in terms of Schwinger bosons and in terms of HolsteimPrimakoff bosons by 
Kaganovv et al. [KC87] for any dimension. The anisotropy term brings a residual 
spinn symmetry describing Ising or XY spins. The phase transit ion depends on the 
typee of this residual symmetry; an additional transversal field decreases the transi
t ionn tempera ture towards zero giving a quan tum critical point, result, qualitatively 
reproducedd by our model. 

Additionally,, Sachdev and Bhat t [SB9Ü] represented pairs of spins in a square 
latt icee with a bond representation; they form either a singlet or a triplet. These 
elementss can be wri t ten down in terms of the canonical uSchwinger boson" repre
sentat ionn of the generators of SU(2) %SU(2) = 5 0 ( 4 ) . Since a couple of spins either 
formm a singlet or a tr iplet , a constraint must be added s^s + ^ a t\j,a — 1. where s 
representss the singlet annihilation operator, and ta represents a triplet annihilation 
opera torr in the a direction. Sachdev and Bhat t s tudy using this formalism systems 
withh interactions up to thi rd nearest neighbors. They make the further assumption 
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thatt the singlet part condenses and replace the s operator by its mean field value 
(s)(s) = s, and solve the rest for the triplets. The final Hamiltonian is very close to 
ourr Eq. (2.57), or. better, the generalization of our model Eq. (2.84) with the proper 
couplings.. A minor difference is the role played by the non-constant mean value of 
thee singlet part. 
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Introduction n 

3.11 Motivation 

AA known feature of technological progress is the increase of human ability to control 
andd design the microscopic world. Recent efforts in manipulating simple quantum 
systems,, e.g. in the context of quantum computing or quantum chemistry, is one 
aspectt of this general trend. Another aspect is the field of quantum thermodynamics 
whosee main objective is in designing and studying thermodynamical processes in the 
domainn where quantum features of small systems are relevant. In particular, this 
activityy aims to improve our understanding of phenomenological thermodynamics by 
addressingg its concepts from the first principles of quantum mechanics. The current 
activityy in quantum thermodynamics includes quantum engines, general aspects of 
workk extraction from quantum systems, thermodynamical aspects of quantum infor
mationn theory and limits of thermodynamical concepts such as the second law and 
temperature.. There were also much earlier applications concerning, in particular, 
thermodynamicc aspects of lasers and masers. 

Ourr present purpose is to study two complementary processes: work extraction 
fromm a two-temperature system and cooling at the expense of work, on the basis 
off the spin-boson model [BP02, L+87, Luc90, VL98]. The spin-boson model is one 
off the simplest models in the study of quantum open systems. By open quantum 
systems,, we mean systems which are in contact with an environment, which for us 
willl be a thermal bath. Closed systems, on the contrary, are systems which can 
bee described on themselves, without giving any consideration to their surroundings, 
thoughh for instance, external fields can act on them. Furthermore, one could speak 
overr isolated systems where all dynamics is determined by the internal degrees of 
freedomm without any external influence. 

Thee study of an open quantum system consists in describing the dynamics of the 
systemm together with the dynamics of the environment. The latter can produce qual
itativee changes on the dynamics of the system. In our situation, the necessity of the 
bathh has to be stressed since in the usual practice of quantum system manipulation, 
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thee bath is a serious hindrance one cannot get rid of. In contrast, both processes 
off work-extraction and cooling, when starting from an equilibrium situation, cannot 
bee achieved without external thermal baths. 

•• The second law in Thomson's formulation1 -which can be derived as a theo
remm in quantum mechanics [Thi83. BK77. BK79. Bas78. PW78. Len78. AN02]--
forbidss work-extraction from an equilibrium system via cyclic processes gener
atedd by external fields. The easiest way to employ such an equilibrium system 
inn work-extraction is to attach it to a thermal bath having a different temper
ature,, which is the standard setting of heat engines. The entire system is then 
outt of equilibrium and work-extraction is not forbidden, at least in principle, 
att the most general level. 

•• The no-cooling principle, which is related to the second law. states that an 
equilibriumm system cannot be cooled that is for a two level system that the 
occupationn of its ground state cannot be increased— by means of cyclic exter
nall fields [KP92]. It is. however, possible to cool in the presence of the thermal 
bath,, even when having the same initial temperature. Then according to the 
abovee statement of the second law such a cooling process will be accompanied 
byy a loss of work, which is the energy cost needed for cooling, that is, the 
principlee of a refrigerator. 

3.1.11 Work Extraction 

Thee general restrictions just mentioned determined the way how standard quan
tumm work extraction (also known as amplification or lasing/masing) processes are 
designedd [Sie71]. The most traditional lasers and rnasers operate by extracting 
workk from an ensemble of two-level systems having a negative temperature, in other 
words,, population inversion, which is a strongly non-equilibrium state. More recent 
schemess of lasing without inversion employ non-equilibrium states of three (four, 
multi-)) level systems without population inversion of energy levels, but. in contrast, 
theyy have initially sizable non-diagonal terms of the corresponding density matrix in 
thee energy representation, usually called coherences [SZ97. Koc92]. These schemes 
attractedd attention due to both their conceptual novelty and the fact that non
zeroo non-diagonal elements represent a weaker form of non-equilibrium compared to 
populationn inversion, and thus their preparation can be. in principle, an easier task. 

3.1.22 Cooling of spins 

Cooling,, i.e. obtaining relatively pure states from mixed ones, is of central impor
tancee in fields dealing with quantum features of matter. Laser cooling of motional 
statess of atoms is nowadays a known achievement [EMSKB03]. The related problem 

11 Thomson's formulation of the second law: Starting from equilibrium, so p(0) = e~3H/Z. and 
havingg a cyclic process H(t), so H(0) = H(T) = H. implies that the work is non-negative: W > 0 
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off cooling spins is equally known: it originated as an attempt to improve the sensi
tivityy of NMR/ESR spectroscopy [AG82. Sor89. Sli90. Lam68. C+90. H+97. A+03. 
B+02.. I+03]. since in experiments the signal strength is proportional to polariza
tion.. Recently it got renewed attention due to realizations of setups for quantum 
computerss in NMR physics [GC97. War97]. The very problem arises since the most 
direct,, methods of cooling spins, such as lowering the temperature of the whole sam
plee or applying strong dc fields, are not feasible or not desirable, e.g. in biological 
applicationss of NMR. where strong static fields or low temperatures may destroy the 
veryy studied material. Without any external influence the polarization is really low, 
forr example, at temperature T = IK and magnetic field B — IT the equilibrium 
polarizationn of a proton is tanh jj^p = 10_, i where // is the ratio "X'kT''' an(^ lt *s 

equall to 42 MHz/T for a proton. 103 larger for electrons and 10 times smaller for 
15N. . 

Overr the years, several methods were proposed to attack the problem of small po
larizations.. The polarization is generally increased via a dynamical process and it is 
usedd before relaxing back to equilibrium [AG82. Sor89, Lam68, C+90. H+97. A+03. 
Sli90,, 1+03, B+02]. Especially known are methods where a relatively high polariza
tionn is transferred from one place to another, e.g. from electronic to nuclear spins 
[AG82.. Sor89. Lam68. C+90. H+97. A+03. SH90. 1+03]. In this respect electronic 
spinss play the same role as the zero-temperature bath of vacuum modes employed 
forr laser cooling of atoms [EMSKB03] (this latter bath is typically useless for cooling 
spins).. Polarization transfer was studied in various settings both theoretically and 
experimentallyy [AG82. Sor89. Sli90. Lam68. C+90. H+97. A+03. 1+03]. However, 
thiss scheme is limited -besides requiring already existing high polarization by 
thee availability and efficiency of the transfer interaction. 

AA related method, polarization compression, consists in manipulating a set of n 
spins,, each having a small polarization, in such a way that the polarization of one 
spinn is increased at the expense of decreasing the polarization of the remaining n — 1. 
Thesee spoiled spins can be recycled and used again [B+02]. This method cools spins 
onee by one. thereby taking a long time for cooling a large ensemble of spins, and 
requiress carefully designed inter-spin interactions. 

3.22 Open quantum systems and spin boson model 

Thee following chapters are devoted to quantum open systems, in particular to the 
spin-bosunspin-bosun model, more precisely, an exactly solvable limit of it. In this introduction 
wee give the basic ingredients of the spin-boson model. Only a general background 
iss given. In chapter 4. a concrete situation will be given, motivated and solved. 

Ass already stated, in quantum open systems we describe the subsystem plus its 
environment.. We can write then the full Hamiltonian as 

HH = Hs + Hs + Hi (3.1) 

wheree H$ corresponds to the Hamiltonian of the subsystem S. HB corresponds to 
thee Hamiltonian of the environment or reservoir (which is typically a heat bath) and 
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HiHi  correspond to the interaction between them. Then the Hubert space where H 
workss is composed in the tensorial product of the subsystem's Hilbert space with 
thee bath's Hilbert space: S(g>B. 

Thee state of the subsystem S willl change as a consequence of its internal dynamics 
andd of the interaction with the surroundings. The interaction with the environment 
cann be such that the resulting state changes in the subsystem S alone can no longer 
bee represented by unitary. Hamiltonian dynamics. To get the subsystem's dynamics, 
onee traces out the environment degrees of freedom (trsp), e.g. one sums over all 
possibilitiess for the environment. By doing this we get an effective description of the 
dynamicss of the subsytem. the so-called reduced dynamics (S is called the reduced 
system). . 

Inn the spin-boson model, the sub
systemm is a two-level system, thus a spin. 
Byy two-level system we can mean an 
intrinsicintrinsic two-level system, i.e. a 1/2-
spin.. the polarization of a photon; but 
wee can also consider a system having 
manyy levels where the two lowest ones 
aree the only accessible ones or a system 
havingg a continuous degree of freedom 
subjectt to a potential energy function 
V{q)V{q) with two separated minima, see 
fig.. (3.1). If the height of the barrier 
Voo is large enough compared with LJ+, 
LÜ-LÜ- the two minima can create an effec-
tivetive two-level system. The energy lev
elss though, do not correspond to each 

Figuree 3.1: Double well potential o f t h e m i n i m a b u t t o a s t a t e w h i c h i s 

aa superposition of both. Examples of such a situation could be for instance some 
typess of chemical reaction or the motion of defects in some crystaline solids. Effec
tivee two-level systems are also believed to be responsible for the linear specific heat 
off amorphous solids at low temperatures ~ IK [Phi81, Esq98]. 

Thereforee the motivation to use a two-level system is overwhelming, it is almost 
everywheree and it is the minimal model having non-trivial quantum features. In the 
spinn boson model [L+87], the Hamiltonian for the subsystem reads 

HHss = -~hAax + -e&z (3.2) 

wheree ax. ay and az are Pauli's matrices. In the picture of the two-wells potential, 
AA is related with the transition probability between wells and e with their energy 
difference,, see fig.(3.1). In the spin language, however. A and e correspond to 
magneticc fields acting on the x or the z direction respectively. 

Furthermore,, in the spin-boson model the environment is modeled by a set of 
harmonicc oscillators, thus bosons. In some cases this may be taken in the literal 
sense,, when harmonic oscillators represent phonons or photons. However, it is also 
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knownn that rather general classes of thermal baths can be effectively represented 
viaa harmonic oscillators. The motivation for that is the subject of sections and 
appendicess of many papers, appendix C in Ref. [CL83] or section 2 in Ref. [MS80] 
too mention some. 

Thee basic idea is that the bath is a macroscopic entity in a stable equilibrium 
statee which is only weakly perturbed by the interaction with the system. Therefore, 
duee to the weak perturbation noticed by the bath, the system sees only excitations 
whichh can be considered as the ones of harmonic oscillators. 

Thee Hamiltonian of the bath is thus taken as 

HHBB — ^2fTwka[dk, [a/.öjj = 4/- (3.3) 
A A 

wheree a\ and ak are boson creation and annihilation operators of the bath oscillator 
withh the index k with frequency Uk-

Thee last part of the Hamiltonian is the interaction between the system's degrees 
off freedom and the environment surrounding it. According to the above assumptions 
off harmonicity of the bath, the interaction, up to this approximation, can be taken 
ass linear in the variables of the bath. Due to the assumption that the bath is 
weaklyy perturbed, higher order terms, i.e. anharmonicities. can be neglected. A 
linearr interaction suffices to bring the system in equilibrium to the temperature of 
thee bath. For stronger arguments in this line, we refer the reader to [L+87, CL83]. 
Thenn in general 

&i&i  = \ E  Xa = Y,9k(tl + *k)- (3-4) 
aa — x,y,z k 

wheree g  ̂ is the strength of the coupling of the a component of the system to the k 
oscillator.. The coupling only depends on the position and not the momenta of the 
oscillators.. It can be proven that any linear coupling can. via appropiate canonical 
transformations,, be expressed only in terms of position operators [Leg85]. Further
more,, this interaction couples the bath to all spin components. This is usually 
relaxedd to couple the bath only to az. The reason for that depends on the system 
studied.. In the following chapter we will do so and motivate this approximation. 

Iff the modes of the bath are dense enough, we can describe the effect of the 
interactionn of the bath to the system via a single spectral function J(to). This is 
thee case, for instance, when the thermodynamic limit is taken for the bath. Then 
thee coupling to each of the harmonic oscillator gk is not important and a global 
descriptionn for the interaction suffices to obtain all interesting physics. The spectral 
densityy function reads: 

J(u,<)J(u,<) = Y,9lH^-^k). (3.5) 
k k 

Alll quantities involving the interaction with the bath will be composed by integrals 
off this function. 
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Thee problem is completely defined by the parameters. A. E and the function 
J{jj).J{jj).  However, this is untraceable analytically. A lot of efford has been spent in the 
lastt two decades to find appropiate approximations that lead to reasonable physics, 
thoughh maybe, in a restricted area of application, for instance, high temperatures or 
weakk coupling s trength to the heat bath. In the following chapter we will propose a 
simplificationn of this general model that ends up in an analytically tractable model 
forr all temperatures and coupling strength to the heat bath . Further we will study 
how.. via external per turbat ions , one can achieve cooling and work extraction in this 
se tup. . 
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Solvablee model 

Thee most general version of the spin boson model is intractable analytically. There 
aree many different approximations to solve the dynamics defined in Eqs. (3.1-3.4), 
seee e.g. [L+87. HG98]. Our approach consists in making all approximations in the 
definitionn of the model. Then we end up having a model with restricted validity, 
which,, however, has an exact solution under the constraints imposed. This way we 
havee a better control on the approximations we perform. That is very important for 
ourr purposes as it will be described later 4.4.1. 

4.11 The model 

Inn this section we will describe the precise version we take from the generic spin-
bosonn model and its motivation. In the following sections, we will show how to get 
throughh the analytic details to find the dynamics. As before, and in general for open 
systemss we start from Eq. (3.1). The two level system (spin ^) is described by the 
Hamilton!! an: 

HsHs = ~az- e = fta (4.1) 

soo a spin system with energy levels . This basically represents a spin under the 
actionn of a constant magnetic field where we take the direction of the magnetic field 
ass the z direction. 

Thee spin interacts with a thermal bath which is a set of harmonic oscillators as 
beforee in Eq. (3.3). Later on, the thermodynamic limit for the bath wrill be taken. 

Thee next important point is to specify the interaction between the spin and the 
bath.. In general, we should use Eq. (3.4) since the bath perturbs/damps the spin in 
alll directions. In this respect, for two-level systems, one distinguishes three types of 
relaxationn processes and the corresponding time scales: 

i)i)  T2-time scale, related to the relaxation of the average transversal components 
(aj.)(aj.) and (<7y) of the spin (decoherenee). Note that the very notion of the 
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transversall components is defined by the form (4.1) of the spin Hamiltonian. 

it)it)  Tj-time scale, related to the relaxation of (CTZ). 

Itt is customary to have situations, where 

^ « T , .. (4.2) 

thee main physical reason being that the transversal components are not directly 
relatedd to the energy of the spin and their decay is not directly connected with 
energyy exchange between the spin and the bath. 

Ourr basic assumption on the relaxation times is (4.2). Moreover, to facilitate 
thee solution of the model we will disregard T\ t ime as being very large, thereby 
restrictingg the times of our interest to those much shorter than T\. The interaction 
Hamiltoniann is thus chosen such that it induces only transversal relaxation: 

HiHi  = Z. X = ^gk(al + f,k). (4.3) 

k k 

wheree gk are the coupling constants to be specified later, and where A' is the collective 
coordinatee operator of the ba th . 

 A third relaxation t ime 7^* has a completely different origin. It only appears 
whenn dealing with an ensemble of non-interacting spins each having Hamilto
niann (4.1) with a randomly distributed energy e (dephasing). This randomness 
cann be caused by inhomogeneons fields contributing into energy c. or by action 
off environment, e.g.. chemical shifts for nuclear spins or effective g-factors for 
electronicc spins in a quan tum dot. Due to this dispersion in E. different spins 
willl precess at different speed causing a relaxation in the transversal compo
nentss of the collective magnetization, i.e. the average of (a) over the whole 
ensemble.. If the distr ibution of e is sufficiently wide, the relaxation X>* is 
directlyy related to its dispersion. 

Ass a s tart ing point we will consider situations where 7 ^ is infinity, i.e. we 
considerr only one spin or identical copies of one spin. In sections 5.4 and 6.2 we 
willl consider work extract ion and spin cooling respectively in the case of arbitrary 
short.. T2*. In order to cancel the effect of this relaxation we will use the spin-echo 
techniquee [Hah50]. bringing qualitatively the same results as with only one spin. 
Thee effect, however, is reduced quantitatively. 

Thee model up to now described has been considered in li terature [LucOO. Unr95. 
PSE96.. VL98, SL04] to s tudy decoherence. This model describes pure decoherence. 
noo damping is considered, since  decay but {az) does not. In order to s tudy 
workk extraction and spin cooling we need to use external fields to per turb the system. 
Thesee external fields will be in the form of pulses in order to keep the model ana
lyticallyy solvable. The approximations needed and the formalism tised is described 
inn section 4.2. 
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4.1.11 Heisenberg equations and their exact solution 

Thee Heisenberg equations for the operators az(t) and ak(t) read from Eqs. (3.1. 3.3. 
4.1,, 4.3): 

aazz=Q.=Q. az{t)=a z(Q). (4.4) ) 

afcc = j[H,ak]  = -/^fcófc - -fjk^z 

Eqs.. (4.4. 4.5) are solved as 

fJk<?Z fJk<?Z 

andd then 

/•here e 

aakk(t)(t) = e-^&kiO) + ^ (e-iUkt - l) 

x(t)x(t) = m-a2G(t). 

iTJ^^  ^>k 

(4.5) ) 

(4.6) ) 

(4.7) ) 

'A.i 'A.i 

quantifiess the reaction of the spin on the collective operator of the bath, and where 
wee denoted 

lit)lit)  = £ > [ a l ( 0 ) P ^ +ak(0)e-'^}. A.9) A.9) 

forr the quan tum noise operator 1. Recalling the s tandard relations 

 — crx ^ziay. [az.  =  az  — (4.10) ) 

andd using (4.7) and  — 0 since they belong to different Hilbert 
spaces.—— one derives 

14.11) ) 

(4.12) ) 

(4.13) ) 

:4.14) ) 

 = J T [ # ; ] =  (n + X)<r+ = i  fi(t) - G(t)) a . 

Thesee equations are solved as: 

aa {t){t)  = exp [  mt - iGi{t)} . 

n (^ ( ).^)== Texp 

Jo o 

/ . . 
 / dsrJis) 

A A F(t)=F(t)=  J dsG(s) =
k k 

s'mjjkt s'mjjkt 

'Not ee that the commutator of the quantum noise is a c-numbnr: [ f)(i) , r/(.s)] = 
-1i-1i £A . g\ sinwfc(f - s) = -2ihC(t - s). 
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wheree T stands for the time-ordering operator. 
Itt is also useful for later to consider the Heisenberg time evolution of the f l

opera tor : : 

ccim/him/hUU (t(tll.t.t22)e-'')e-''HtHt//hh i + t.t2 + t)exV zX(tl.t2.t)} (4.15) 

where1 1 

\(t\(tll.t-.t-22.f).f) = F(t2) - F ( r i ) + F ( f , +t)-F(t2+t). (4.16) 

withh F(t) defined in Eq. (4.14). 

4.1.22 Factorized initial conditions 

Wee assume that initially, at the moment / = 0. the bath and the spin were in the 
followingg factorized state: 

/;(())) = /> s (0) Z pB{0) = ^ S { 0 ) 
- J W R R 

tr< < -J-J Hi 
'4.17 7 

wheree ps{0) is the initial density matrix of the spin, and where the bath is initially 
att equilibrium with tempera ture T = 1/J. 

Factorizedd initial conditions are adequate when the spin was prepared indepen
dentlyy from the equilibrium ba th and then is brought in contact to the bath at the 
initiall t ime 2. For example, injection of an electronic spin into a quantum dot. or 
creationn of an excitou by external radiation. Yet another situation where factorized 
initiall conditions are adequate is selective measurement of az by an external appa
ra tus .. In this case />s(0) is an eigenstate of az upon which the selection was done. 
Xon-factorizedd initial s tates are commented upon below, in section 4.1.3. 

Thee equilibrium relation 

;1h ;1h Wfr r 
(«L(0)«fc(0)) + a f c (0)a{, (ü))=coth 

impliess that the quantum noise is stationary Gaussian operator with 

W))W)) = o. 
andd with the following time-ordered correlation function: 

KKTT(t-t')(t-t') = (T[v(t),)(t')}) fi = 

£.< < coth h COSCJ*(** - t') - /sgn {t - t')smujk{t - t'] 

(4.18) ) 

(4.191 1 

(4.20) ) 

2I tt is useful to note that this process of bringing spin in contact to the bath need by itself not 
bee connected with any fundamental energy cost. Imagine, fo example, a sudden switching of the 
interactionn Hamiltonian fi\ = \Xcr-. Since in the equilibrium state of the bath (X) = 0, the work 
donee for the realization of this switching is zero. 

file:///Xcr
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wheree the average iss taken over the initial s ta te (-4.17). It can be written as 

KKTT{t){t)  = K(t)-iG(t). 'A.2V 'A.2V 

where e 

K(tK(t -1') = ttAV(t - t ' ) = - W W ) + n(t')f)(t)} 

== Yl gicoth ( '~YL ) COSu^-( f - f ' ) -
(4.221 1 

iss the symmetrized correlation function. 
Sincee f)(t) is a gaussian random operator, one can use Wick's theorem for de

composingg higher-order products: Any correlation of an odd number of -f/'s vanishes. 
AA correlation of an even number of /y's is equal to the sum of products of pair 
correlations,, the sum being taken over all pairings. For example: 

(TrJitjmMtsW*))(TrJitjmMtsW*)) = (TfjMfJteMTffamu)) 

++  ( r ^ i ) / ) ( f 3 ) > ( T ^ 2 ) / ) ( ^ ) > + < T r X M ^ 4 ) } < T ^ 2 ) r X ' 3 ) } . 

Notee that the similar Wick-decomposition of (Tr)(ti)...ij(t,2k)) will be a sum of (2A1 — 
1)!!! - (2J fc - l ) (2 fe -3 ) . . . 3 terms. 

Duee to the factorized structure (4.17) of the initial state, the common averages 
off i) and various spin operators can be taken independently. For example, averaging 
Eq.. (4.12) and using Wick's theorem together with A !̂2̂ ' (2k - 1)!! = (2A*)! one gets: 

 =e -iGl{t) ) ) =c -^t){a {[))).  (4.23) 

wheree for t2 > t\: 

andd where 

( - 1 ) ) 
Jtt  rt: 

d.s1 . . .d.v2 , (T[f /( ,s1) . . . / /(^-)]) ) 

d.Sii d.S'2 AV(.s'i - 5 2 exp p 

e x p K ^ - MM + ' G i ^ - f i ) ] -

mm = 
tt  rt rt 

d.S]] d,s2 K(s\ - s2) = I d.s dsds22K(sK(s22] ] 14.24) ) 

Ass seen from (4.23), £(/) characterizes the decay of  due to the interaction 
withh the bath. 
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4.1.33 Correlated initial conditions 

Forr sonic applications it is more sensible1 to use the correlated initial conditions for 
thee spin and the bath: 

p(0)) = | c x p [ - J s i / s - l^HB] ZZ = t r c .izH^-.H.H\-tH, .izH^-.H.H\-tH, '4.25: : 

wheree .is is the inverse temperature of the spin and i is tha t of the bath. The 
t empera tu ree of the spin is defined by Eq. (4.27) below or analogously by 

(cr(crzz)) = — tanh 
.*. . 

'4.2C) ) 

Th iss difference between the temperature of the bath and that of the spin will be used 
ass an initial out of equilibrium situation for the work extraction in chapter 5. For 
coolingg purposes, chapter 6. this is not needed and both temperatures can initially 
bee the same. 

Thiss initial condition with Js* / i can be generated from the overall equilibrium 
equal- temperaturee s ta te of the spin and the bath via cooling or heating the ba th by 
nieanss of some superbath . During this process <T~ is conserved, and the bath relaxes 
too its new tempera ture under an "external held"  generated by the interaction 
Hamiltoniann H\ with az = . More1 details of this procedure are given in Appendix 
4.A. . 

Inn the thermodynamica! limit for the bath the correlated initial condition (4.25) 
iss equivalent to the factorized condition (4.17) with 

^s(O) ) .uu. .uu. 
,-JsHi ,-JsHi t l f f 

;4.27) ) 

t ha tt is. when star t ing from the factorized initial condition (4.17. 4.27). the dynamics 
off the system builds up a correlated s ta te which at times t much longer than the 
responsee time of the bath, t ^> 1/F. is equivalent to (4.25). By saying equivalent we 
meann tha t the initial conditions (4.17. 4.27) and (4.25) produce the same values for 
spinn observables and for collective observables of the bath (i.e.. the ones involving 
summat ionn over all ba th oscillators). 

AA formal reason for this can be seen as follows. One can write the full Hamiltonian 
HH defined in (3.1) as 

i // = $ > <** I «A- + -7T— E E M M 
4^'A --

:4.28) ) 

andd diagonalize it via a unitary operator: 

UU = exp E E fJkVzf.j fJkVzf.j 
Ok Ok 

'-^k '-^k 
UiiUii kkU^ U^ (>k(>k -

llk<Jz llk<Jz 

^k ^k 
ÜCT.IJÏÜCT.IJÏ = f4.291 1 
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Thuss the operators 

hh = ak + ^ , [bk,bl\=Skl (4.30) 

aree distributed - over the initial state (4.25) - independently of the operators of 
spin.. Moreover, as follows from (4.28, 4.25), the operators bk have on the state 
(4.25)) exactly the same statistics (i.e., the same correlators) as the corresponding 
operatorss ak on the factorized state (4.17). 

Noww note that for the initial condition (4.25), az(0) and the quantum noise 
operatorr fj(t) are in general not independent variables, in contrast to the case of 
thee factorized initial condition (4.17, 4.27). However, for t ^> 1/T they do become 
independent: : 

m=ftb(t)m=ftb(t) + az{G{t)-G), fjb(t) = ^ ^ K ( 0 ) e ^ É +Sfc(0)e-iWfct], (4.31) 
k k 

where e 

iss the limit of G(t) for t 3> 1/T. Taking the latter limit in (4.31), one sees that 
fj(t)fj(t)  becomes equal to f)b{t) and thus independent of az. Recalling that fjb(t) has in 
thee state (4.25) the same statistics as fj(t) in the factorized state (4.17), finishes the 
argument. . 

Notee that the thermodynamical limit for the bath is essential for this conclusion. 
Otherwise,, G(t) will be a finite sum of cosines, and will not converge to G. 

Inn the following we will use the factorized initial condition Eq. (4.17) since it is 
technicallyy simpler. The time limit t —>• oo will be taken before any perturbation acts 
onn the system to ensure the equivalence with correlated initial conditions Eq. (4.25). 
Thiss is the so-called ergodic limit. In a more general model, the one considering 7i, 
thiss limit is in fact t > 1/r and t <C T\ 

4.22 Pulsed Dynamics 

Thee external fields acting on the spin are described by a time-dependent Hamiltonian 

HH¥¥{t){t)  = \ Y. hk(t)*k, (4.33) 
k=x,y.z k=x,y.z 

withh magnitudes hk(t), which is to be added to H defined in (3.1) such that the 
overalll Hamiltonian is time-dependent: 

H{t)H{t)  = H + HF(t). (4.34) ) 
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Eq.. (4.33) represents the most general external field acting on the spin. We shall 
concentratee on pulsed regime of external fields which is well known in NMR and ESR 
physicss [Sie71. SliOO. EBW87. AG82. Abr61. SS66. Hah50. Wau92]. For example, it 
wass used to describe spin-echo phenomena [Hah50. Wau92] or processes of switching 
offf undesired interactions, such as those causing decoherence [Sli90. EBW87. VL98. 
SL04]. . 

AA pulse of duration 6 is defined by sudden switching on the external fields at some 
timee t > 0. and then suddenly switching them off at time t + d. It is well-known 
thatt during a sudden switching the density matrix does not change [LL87], while the 
Hamiltoniann gets a finite change. Let us for the moment keep arbitrary the concrete 
formm of external fields in the interval (t. t + d). The Schrödinger evolution operator 
off the spin+bath from time zero till some time t + r, r > S. reads: 

Texp p 
t+T t+T 

dsH(s) dsH(s) 

i(t+T-t-ö)H/h i(t+T-t-ö)H/h Texp p 
fiJt fiJt 

t+8 t+8 
dsH( dsH( -itHih -itHih 

==  e-irH/h (j {t) e-UH/h^ 

(4.35) ) 

(4.36) ) 

Thee LHS of Eq. (4.35) contains the full time-dependent Schrödinger-representation 
Hamiltoniann H(s). while in the RHS of this equation we took into account that the 
actuall time-dependence is present only between t and t + 6. The terms e~

ltH/h and 

ee—i{t+T-t-ö)H/h—i{t+T-t-ö)H/h st ianci for the free (unpulsed) evolution in time-intervals {O.t) and 
(t(t + ö. t + r ) . respectively. In Eq. (4.36) we denoted 

Üp(t)Üp(t) = elSff/hTexp 

== T exp 

== Texp 

hjhjt t 

t+6 t+6 
dsH(s) dsH(s) 

hJt hJt 

t+ö t+ö 

hJo hJo 

dse^-W^HAs)^-^'* dse^-W^HAs)^-^'* 

dsedseisÈ/hisÈ/hHv(sHv(s + t)e.-isÊ/l 

(4.37) ) 

(4.38) ) 

(4.39) ) 

forr the pulse evolution operator. The transition from (4.37) to (4.38) can be made by 
recallingg H(t) = H + Hp(t) and then by noting that the expressions in these equa
tionss satisfy the same first-order differential equation in S with the same boundary 
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conditionn at Ö = 0. implying that they coincide: 

-t+s -t+s 

do do kJt kJt 
dsH(s) dsH(s) 

==  L(H- el6Hlh H{t + 6) e-
i6"'h ) elSÈ/h T exp 

== _ ' ^/^HF{t + 6) e~iSfl/h eiS"'h Texp 
h h kJt kJt 

i i 

~hJt ~hJt 

t+s t+s 

t+s t+s 
dsH(s) dsH(s) (4.40) ) 

dsH(s) dsH(s) 

dd ^ 

dsdsTcxp Tcxp dsedselsfl/hlsfl/hHHFF(s(s + t)e"lsfl/h 

-- -eiS" /h HF(t + 6) eri6fl/hTexp 
h h 

jj  / dsel^/nHF(s + t)e—f{/h 

(4.4i; ; 

Wee focus on pulses so short that the influence of the spin Hamiltonian M1az/2 
andd the interaction Hamiltonian H\ can be neglected during the interval 5, that is, 
inn a Taylor-expansion we may keep only the leading term. 

eeisH/hisH/h £ p ( s + f) e-isfl/h =  HF(s + f)+
l_l [^ ^F ( - S . + f )] + _ 

HHFF(s(s + t) + 
IS IS hSl hSl 

azaz + Hi.Hris + t) ++ ... 
^H^HFF{s{s + t). 

forr 0 < s < Ö. Thus, for the pulse evolution operator one gets 

UUPP(t)(t) = Texp 
hJo hJo 

dsHdsHFF(s(s + t) 

(4.42; ; 

(4.43) ) 

Thee generalization of the evolution operator (4.30) to an arbitrary number of short 
pulsess is straightforward. 

Notee that in obtaining (4.43) we do not require that the bath Hamiltonian HB 
duringg the pulse is neglected. Since the external fields are acting on the spin only, 
thee influence of the bath Hamiltonian disappears automatically from c'*Hfh HF(s + 
t)t) Q~ISHlh once the interaction Hamiltonian H\ has been neglected. 

Recallingg the orders of magnitude Ml and -/T of the spin energy and the inter
actionn energy, respectively, in particular, recall Eq. (4.7), hG — h j0 du>J(uj)/uj 
andd Eq. (4.55).— one gets the following qualitative criteria for the validity of the 
shortt pulsing regime 

S<^mm(n-S<^mm(n-[[ .. [~T}-V (4.44; ; 

Ass should be, for very small 7 and a fixed I\ the second restriction on S is weaker 
thann the first one. More quantitative conditions for the validity of the pulsed regime 
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weree studied recently in the context of decoherence suppression bv external pulses 
[SL04]. . 

Too deal with the pulsed dynamics in the Heisenberg representation, one intro
ducess the following superoperators: 

SSff A = c'ht/h Ae-,Ht/h. (4.4.5) 

VVttAA = Ül(t)AÜp(t) (4.40) 

Thenn the Heisenberg evolution of an operator .4 corresponding to Eqs. (4.30. 4.43) 
reads s 

A(tA(t + r) = £tVt£TA. (4.47) 

4.2.11 Parametr iza t ion of pulses 

Ass seen from (4.33, 4.40), any pulse corresponds to the most general unitary oper
at ionn in the Hilbert space of the spin, which would correspond to a rotation in the 
classicall language since SU(2 )=0 (3 ) . It turns out to be convenient to parametrize 
pulsess as: 

''JJvvaa = <J ' °ae /_, r<i-ba>>-  a =  (4.48) 

Forr more detailed applications we will need the explicit for of cl6Hp/fl as a 2 x 
22 un i t a ry matr ix whose determinant can be taken equal to unity without loss of 
generality: : 

JöHy/r,JöHy/r, = ( c-iocwi) -c-^ami) \ 

vhe e 

00 < o. r < 2TT. ( ) < ( > < - . (4.50) 

4.33 Setup of pulsing 

•• The spin and the bath are prepared in the state (4.17). with the initial s ta te 
off the spin having the definite temperature T$ as given by (4.27). Thus, for 
thee initial average population difference one has: 

(a(azz)) — — tanh 
2 2 

<< 0. (4.5b 

Onee w^aits for a time t which for the present model with the Hamiltonian 
(3.1)) can be arbitrarily large, but in reality should be much smaller than the 
T\T\ time-scale. This waiting is done for ensuring the robustness of the setup. 
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Forr our purposes it will suffice to take t » 1/T. this imposes T] > 1/r. a 
restrictionn much weaker than the ones already discussed— to the applicability 
off the model and then the setup does not depend on details of the initial 
preparation,, since the initial conditions (4.17) and (4.25) are equivalent, see 
sectionn 4.1.3. 

•• We shall restrict ourselves with two-pulse or three-pulse setup. In the first 
casee the pulses 

VVtt=Vu=Vu Vt+T=V2. (4.52) 

aree applied at times t and t + r. respectively. 

Inn the second case the pulses 

VVtt = Vu Vt+r, = ?2, Pt+n+T* = Vz, (4.53) 

aree applied at times t. t -\- T\ and t + T\ + r2. respectively. 

4.44 Realizations of the model 

Oncee the model with all its ingredients has been defined, we discuss some of its 
realizationss and provide some numbers. A two-level system coupled to a thermal 
bathh is a standard model for practically all fields where quantum systems are studied: 
NMR,, ESR, quantum optics, spintronics, Josephson junctions, etc. Two particular 
conditionss are however necessary to apply this model: the condition T\ » T2 on 
thee characteristic relaxation times and availability of sufficiently strong pulses. On 
thee other hand, we can admit rather short times T2*,  since this timescale can be 
overcomee with the spin-echo technique. 

Heree are experimentally realized examples of two-level systems, which have suf
ficientlyficiently long T2 times, satisfy to T\ » T2. e.g. T\ exceeds T2 by several orders of 
magnitude,, and admit strong pulses of external fields. For atoms in optical traps, 
wheree T2 ~ Is, l / r ~ 10~8s, there are efficient methods for creating non-equilibrium 
initiall states and for manipulating atoms by external laser pulses [CZ95]. For an 
electronicc spin injected or optically excited in a semiconductor. T2 ~ 1 /xs [KAOO], 
andd for an exciton created in a quantum dot T2 ~ 10_9s [B+98]; in both situations 
1/TT ~ 10 - 9 — 10_13s. and femtosecond (10_I5s) laser pulses are available. In the 
casee of NMR physics T2 ~ 10~6 — 103s. 1/F ~ 1 /xs. and the duration of pulses can 
varyy between lps and 1/xs [Sli90. EBW87. A+03]. 

Inn all above examples the response time 1/T of the bath is much shorter than 
thee internal time 1/Q of the spin. Sometimes it is argued that such a separation 
iss related to the large size of the bath and is something generic by itself. This is 
clearlyy incorrect, since as seen from the derivation in section 4.1. the dimensionless 
parameterr Q/T has to do with the bath-spin interaction, rather than with the size 
off the bath. Moreover, several examples of the interaction of the spin with the bath 
aree known and were analyzed both experimentally and theoretically, where Q/F ~ 1. 
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Forr example. Ref. [DSDA77] focussen on relaxation of unclear spins with hyperfine 
frequenciess Q ~ 700 MHz. T2 < 90 MHz. and the ratio il/Y may vary between 10 
andd 0.1. 

Anotherr important parameter that characterizes our setup is the initial polar
izationn \(<T-)\ of the spin. It is known in XMR and ESR physics that the response1 

off magnetic a toms (nucleus) to external dc magnetic field is best characterized by 
tliee ' " ^ " / j — ratio, which for electronic magnetic moments can reach few MHZ per 
gausss of applied magnetic field, while for nuclear magnetic moments it is 2̂  2 x 10:} 

t imess smaller due to the difference1 between atomic and nuclear Bohr magnetons. 
Forr example, one has f r t ' ( f

1 ." | ' j ' c y = 4.2 kHz/gauss for a single proton. 

4.4.11 Why do we insist on the exact solvability of the model 

Thee model as s tated above that k with the Hainiltoiiian presented in chapter 
3.. Eq.(3.1) together with Eq.{4.34) is exactly solvable for all temperatures and 
alll bath-spin coupling constants. It is useful at this point to recall for the reader 
whatt are1 the specific ïvasons to insist on this feature1. The model with interaction 
Hamiltoniaiii Eq.(3.4) is a particular case1 of a more geme'ial spin-be)son model, whe're1 

thee influene'e of the' T]-time> is retained either via an additional te-rm x bT in the 
Hamiltoniaiii of the spin. e)r via an adelitional cempling in the interaction Haniil-
tonian .. This model is in general not solvable, and. what is worse1, there are no 
realiable11 approximate methods which apply for a fixed (may be wevik) coupling to 
thee ba th and all tempeTatures including- very low ernes. The stanelard weak cou
plingg theMjrie's —both markovian leading to well-knenvn Bloch equatiems. and non-
marken-iann ones are1 satisfactory only for sufficiently high temperatures, while at 
low-tempe'raturess weak-coupling series are' singular, and different methods of their 
resunmiationn produce different results. This situation Incomes even ine>re problem
aticc under driving by e>xt<Tiial fields. The e>bjects stuelieel by us such as work, the 
energyy of the spin can be rather fragile1 to various not very welbe'emtnjlled approx
imat ions.. since1 there1 is a general limitatiem governing their behaviejr: Thomson's 
formulationn of the secemd law. It is derived from the1 hist principles e>f quantum me1-
ehaiiiess [Thi83. BK77. BK79. Bas78. PW78. Len78. AX02] and has to be respected 
inn any part icular moelel. 

4.55 The spectral density 

Thee e-ejupling with the1 ba th can be parametrized via the spectral density J{u>): 

JU)JU) = ^ e / ^ V - ^ A . ) . (4.54) 
k k 

Inn the1 thermoeiynamie-al limit the number of bath oscillators goes to infinity, 
anell J(io) becomes a, smooth function, whose form is elete^mineel by the1 underlying 
physicss e)f the system-bath interaction. 
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4.5.11 Ohmic spectrum of the bath 

Wee shall be mainly working with the ohmic spectrum: 

f4.55: : 

wheree 7 is a dimensionless coupling constant, and where T is the maximal character
isticc frequency of the bath's response. This spectrum and its relevance for describing 
openn quantum systems was extensively discussed in literature; see. e.g. [L+87]. 

Quantumm noise correlation function and decay times 

Thee correlation function of the quantum noise in the ohmic case, using Eqs.(4.22, 
4.54,, 4.55), is given by : 

K(t)K(t) = / da; J{UJ) coth 
hjj hjj 

-'i. -'i. du-'u;; coth 

2T 2T 
fajj fajj 

2T 2T 

COSS u!t 

/r/r COSujt. 

(4.56) ) 

(4.571 1 

Recalll that the decay factor £(t) is related to K{t) via Eq. (4.24): £(t) = K(t). 
Propertiess of these functions are worked out in Appendix 4.B. In particular, for £(t) 
onee gets from Eqs. (4.B.13. 4.B.14) the following explicit expression: 

mm = 1 In 
r 2 ( ll + ^ ) y/l + TW 

;4.58) ) 

wheree T is Euler's Gamma function. It is seen that the temperature enters via the 
dimensionlesss parameter T/(frT). 

Lett us now determine the behavior of this quantity for low and large tempera
tures.. Using Eq. (4.B.7) one obtains for hT/T ^> 1 (low temperatures): 

?(()=->•• In 
ITIT t V hd 

++   ̂ in [1 + T2t2] 

Thiss implies two regimes of decay: power-law and exponential. 

tt > kd : ((-W)-W)=€=€.-t/T^.-t/T^  j 

(4.59) ) 

(4.60) ) 

(4.61) ) 

Forr hT/T <C 1 (high temperatures) one uses Eq.(4.B.12) to get 

mm = 2-yT 2-yT 

~hY ~hY 
rfarctan(rOO - - l n ( l + T2t2 (4.62: : 
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Thiss time the possible regimes of decay can be approximated as gaussian and expo
nential. . 

'££ i/r 

tt > i/r 

Inn this latter case, as seen from Eq. (4.B.12). K(t) behaves approximately as a delta-
function:: K{t) ~ h{il^Fri)

 w i t h strength 2yT/k determined by the parameters 7 
andd T. Note that in all the above cases the characteristic decay times become shorter 
uponn increasing the temperature T or the coupling constant 7, as expected. 

Th ee G-factor 

Finallyy we will indicate the form of the function G(t) in the ohmic case (see Eq.(4.8)) 
whichh characterizes the reaction of the spin to the bath. As seen below, this function 
andd its primitive are rather important for our purposes. Using 

ƒƒ d ^ c - " / r c o s M ) = r i +
1

m 2 . (4.65) 

onee gets for the ohmic case: 

G(t)G(t) =7r f1 _ rrW) • (4-66) 
Itt is seen that G(t) becomes equal to a constant on the characteristic time 1/T, 

Itt is therefore justified to call the latter the response time of the bath. For future 
referencess note as well that the function F defined in Eq.(4.14) takes the form 

F{t)F{t)  = 7 [Yt arctan(n)] • (4.67) 

4.5.22 Other types of environment 

Thee main characteristic of the spectral density function is its behaviour at low 
frequencies.. That is characterized by the power dependence on ÜJ. Generalizing 
Eq.. (4.55) 

J M = 7 u / * e - u ; / r .. (4.68) 

Thiss equation brings 3 qualitatively different regimes: 

•• Q > 1 Superohmic situation: Underdamped case 

•• a = 1 Ohmic situation: Critical case 

e-M^e-'e-M^e-'22''TT?.?. T2 = J^f- (4.63) 

e-^e-  ̂ = e - ^ . T2 = ^ - (4.64) 
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•• Q < 1 Subohmic situation: Overdamped case 

wheree the overdamped. critical, underdamped language comes from the damped 
harmonicc oscillator jargon. Throughout this thesis we will only consider the ohniic 
casee since it is the most relevant situation and brings the most interesting physics. 
Whenn dealing with the cooling experiment an example of subohmic spectral density 
function,, the so called 1/f noise, will be briefly presented and studied. In 1/f 
noisee one has a = 1/2. This interaction has been found lately to be the relevant 
interaction,, for instance, to the background charges in a Cooper pair box [N+02]. 

Thoughh the superohmic situation is also relevant, for instance a = 3 or 5 for 
aa defect in a three dimensional solid interacting with acoustic phonons, it will not 
bee considered here since it does not bring any new qualitative phenomena for the 
purposess studied here. 
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Appendixx 4.A 
Correlatedd versus factorized initial conditions 

Heree we shortly outline how the two-temperature s ta te (4.25) can be prepared 
s tar t ingg from the overall equlibrhnn s tate 

p(0)p(0) = — exp .1.1HHHHSS - MHX + HY ZZ - tr r J ? / > s - J « ( W ii + W|j) (4.A.1) ) 

whichh has equal t empera tures of the spin and the hath. 
Assumee that the ba th was subjected to another much larger thermal bath (su-

perba th )) at t empera ture T different from T s . so that the total Hamiltonian of the 
spin,, ba th and superba th reads: 

-fftotall - H + Hslip. ;4.A.2) ) 

wheree the latter operator Hsup characterizes the weak interaction of the bath with 
thee superbath and contains also self-Hamiltonian of the superbath. Thus 

[És.£sup]] = <>. (4.A.3) ) 

Noww the s ta tement of this appendix is that under the action of the superbath at 
tempera turee T. the common state of the spin and the ba th will relax to the state Eq. 
(4.A.. 11 or 4.25) with different temperatures for the spin and the bath. The reason 
iss that due to Eq. (4.A..3). az is conserved during the whole evolution generated by 
thee superbath . so that frz does not relax and keeps its value given by Eq. (4.A.1). In 
contrast ,, the variables of the bath including X— do not have such a protection and 
theyy relax under influence of the superbath. Let us now substant iate this s tatement. 

Sincee [Hs.H] = 0. the initial equilibrium state /;(()) of the spin and the bath can 
bee represented as 

when n 

PJJPJJ = : 2cosh(JS f /2J J jj = -

(4.A.41 1 

(4.A.5) ) 

aree probabilities for the spin to be up (j = +1) or down (j = - 1 ) respectively. |j) 
iss the1 eigenstate of H$ — |<7~ with eigenvalue j = . and where 

i>jj(V)i>jj(V)  = Yv x p :i:i ss[[  | X + tfE ZjZj = t rB (-(i»{** +f{»K j = . (4.A.6) 

aree conditional s tates of the bath. 
Thee total initial s ta te of the spin, ba th and superbath thus reads: 

Ptotai(O)) = Y  ̂ PJJP^W(O) A Pjj(Q) \j)U\- (4.A.7) ) 
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wheree />Sup(0) is the initial equilibrium state of the superbath. Note that due to 
weakk coupling between the bath and superbath, their initial states can be assumed 
too be factorized. 

Ass follows from (4.A.3, 4.A.4), the time-dependent state of the total system 
consistingg of spin, bath and superbath can be presented as 

Ptotai(t)) = Y, Pn Unit) U>0"l- (4-A-8) 

wheree Qjj{t)  —the conditional state of the bath and superbath— satisfies the von 
Neumannn equation 

ihtlihtl J3J3 = [lx + HB + Hsup. nn}. (4.A.9) 

withh the initial condition: 

^ ( 0 )) = psup(0) ® Pjj{0). (4.A.10) 

Thus,, Qjj moves according to the Hamiltonian ^ X + H& + Hsup. It is now 
clearr that in the weak coupling limit of the bath-superbath interaction the marginal 
conditionall state trsupf£jj(i) will —for sufficiently long times t— relax to Gibbs dis
tributionn at temperature T (equal to the one of the superbath) and with Hamiltonian 
tXtX + HB- Thus the (unconditional) marginal state of the spin and the bath will 
indeedd relax to 

pp oc exp \-0sHs - P{Hi + # B ) 1 , (4.A.11) 

ass was claimed before. 

file:///-0sHs
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Appendixx 4.B 
Quantumm noise generated by ohmic bath 

Heree we discuss propert ies of the function: 

Kit] Kit] du;du; ~jj cot h (h*j S/2)e ^' cos^'t. 

Inn the given integration domain one can use 

coth(fi^/2)) = 1 + 2 ^ J - ^ = 1 + 2 J2 e-^3n 

nn = l 

(4.B.i; ; 

'4.B.21 1 

andd can get from (4.B.1): 

K(t)K(t) =  7 r : i-ri-r zzt t 2+2 2 

2~'E E 
^r-11 + hdnf -1< 

'1'1 + T2t2)2 '  ̂ ( ( r - ] + hSn)2 + f 
'' 71=1  ' 

Withh help of a s tandard relation: 

'443.3) ) 

E E t ' || 1 + K — i- ) -v'[l+K-\-i-
yjyj \ y ^ t 22 + y2(n + K.)2 2ty 

wheree w{z) = T'(z)/T(z), one obtains 

^^ U + n)2 -t2 1, ,, x 

(4.B.4) ) 

z ^^ ( (K + ? I ) 2 + t2)'2 21 f4.B. . 

Combiningg (4.B.5) with (4.B.3) and K = l/(hl3T) one ends up with the following 
formula a 

Kit)Kit)  = -/T 
11 - Y2t2 ~{T< 

+ + 
ii + r2*2)2 n2 ti>'ti>'  i + 

l l * * 

m?? £# 
' M ii  !  t 

fir/? fit/ fir/? fit/ 

(4.B.6) ) 

Lett us now consider separately the cases of low and high temperatures . For hT3 ^> 1 
onee uses the known relation 

>> h6)h6)TT\\1+1+ %hQ) hl3 smh[7rt/{hp)] 

TTt TTt 1 1 

andd obtains from (4.B.6): 

Kit)Kit)  = ̂ r 22 1 - T 2 t 2 7 *yT2TT2 

11 + r 2 f 2 )2 f2 h2 sin^t/ih-P)]' 

(4.B.7) ) 

(4.B.8) ) 
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Forr .small t (t <C l /T ) K(t) is positive as it should be: 

K(t)K(t) =  7 r ' + -
~:T~:TZZ7T 7T 2^2 2 

3ft2 2 (4.B.9) ) 

Inn contrast, for t ~ lift  ^$> 1/T it becomes negative, namely the noise is anticorrelated: 

11 7X
27T2 1 

K(t) K(t) 
P f 44 h2 sinh2[7rt/(^3)] 

;4.B.10) ) 

Att the end it is again correlated in the limit of very large times t S> h3 where the 
firstfirst term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.B.10) does dominate (this domain is small for low 
temperatures) . . 

Inn the high-temperature limit h3T <§: 1 one can use in Eq. (4.B.G) the Stirling 
formula: : 

V/(Z) V/(Z) 
11 1 

zz > 1 (4.B.11; ; 

andd then the quasiclassical limit for the quantum noise reads (after some more 
simplifications): : 

2+2 2 
K(t)K(t) = 7 ^ 

1-TH 1-TH 
(ii + r2f2)2 + + 

2 7 7T T 1 1 

ii + f2r 2 F 2 2 
(4.B.12) ) 

Inn the purely classical limit the first term in the r.h.s. can be neglected and we 
returnn (for tT ^> 1) to the classical white noise with the strength 2TV^T (recall t ha t 
whatt enters in the expressions is hK(t)). 

Finallyy in the context of Eq. (4.B.6) we notice; the following useful relations: 

m m 
11 tr2 

dt'K(t')dt'K(t') =  1 ii + r2f2 + + 
i'yT i'yT &{1&{1  + ik-'ih 

- r { 11 + W-i+iWi 

(4.B.13) ) 

£(t)£(t) = f dt' f dt"K(t") 
JoJo Jo 

—77 hi 
rr 1 + nrj nrj h3 h3 

• < x ) r ( ii + - L 3 + / 
nr;i nr;i h3h3 ) 

r 2 ( ii + ^ ) v T T 7 ^ 

(4.B.14) ) 

whiclii are used in the main text. 
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Workk extraction 

Inn this chapter we show how one can use the setup of the previous chapter to extract 
workk from the out of equilibrium situation defined in Eq.(4.25). 

5.11 Definition of work 

Thee action of external fields on the system is connected with flow of work. The work 
donee in the time-interval (0, t) is standardly defined as the increase of the average 
overalll energy of the spin and bath defined by the explicitly, i.e. in the Schrödinger 
picture,, time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) [LL87, Kei87, Bal92]: 

W(0,, t) = tr[p(t)H(t)}  - tr[p(0)jy(0) ]. (5.1) 

Duee to the conservation of energy of the entire system (spin+bath), work is 
equall to the energy given by the corresponding work-source. Since external fields 
aree acting only on the spin, there is a differential formula for the work which uses 
onlyy quantities referring to the local state of the spin and which thus illustrates that 
thee work-sources exchange energy only through the spin: 

t r ^ ( t ) -|JJ-- (52) 

wheree Hp(t) as defined by (4.33) is the contribution of the external fields into the 
spinn Hamiltonian, and where ps(t) is the density matrix of the spin. Eqs. (5.1, 5.2) 
aree related with each other by the von Neumann equation of motion 

pp = ^[H(t),p(t)] = l-[H  + HF(t),p(t)] (5.3) 

forr the common density matrix p(t) of the spin and the bath. 
Inn order to get (5.1) from (5.2), note that the external fields are acting only on 

thee spin and that dtHF{t) ~ dtH{t). Then in expression Eq. (5.2), we can change 
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thee reduced density matrix p$ for the full density matrix p since the only time 
dependencee of the Hamiltonian lives in the Hilbert space of the spin. Then Eq. (5.2) 
cann be written as 

dH '' f ( m^Ml\ f ( ma"^\ i- n 

iüiü  = tr{" {t)^r) =tr{p{t)^r)-  M ) 

Noww integrate this expression from 0 to r: 

d\Vd\V fT ,. ( ,.dH{t)\ d , l r = H ' ( 0 . r )) = y ( ) d * t r l p ( 0 dt 

trr (P(T)H(T)) - tr (p(O)H(O)) - ƒ dftr (j)(t)H(t)j 

Notee that the last integrand is equal to zero due to the equation of motion (5.3). 
Moree specifically, we are interested in the wTork due to a pulse. For the example 

off a single pulse at time t this quantity reads from (4.36. 4.47. 5.1): 

\V{0.\V{0. t + 6) = W(t. t + S) = tr[ (p{t + 6)- p{t)) H] = tr{p{Q) [Vt H - H]). (5.5) 

Thiss expression is directly generalized to several successive pulses: assume that 
thee pulse Vt at time t was followed by another pulse Vt+T at time t + r with r > 0. 
Thee work done during the first pulse is given by (5.5). while the work done during 
thee second pulse reads: 

W(t+TW(t+T + ö.t + T + 26) = tr[ (p(t + T + 26) - p{t + T + 6)) H] 

==  tr(p(t + r + S)[Vt+rH H}) = tr(p(0) StVtST [Vt+TH - H]). 

Summingg this up with W(0, t + 6) one gets for the complete work for the 2 pulse 
situation: : 

W(0.W(0. t + T + 2ó) = tr(p(0) [StVtSrVt+rH H]), (5.7) 

justt equal to the difference between the final and the initial energy, as it should be. 

5.22 General restrictions on work extraction 

Att this point it is useful to recall that the setup of two systems having initially 
differentt temperatures and interacting with a source of work allows to draw a num
berr of general relations on work-extraction. Departing from the following general 
assumptions: : 

1.. Out of equilibrium initial conditions. The initial conditions at the moment 
tt = 0 are given by Eq. (4.25), where the bath and the spin have initially 
differentt temperatures T and Tg, respectively. Recall from discussion in section 
4.1.33 that this initial condition is equivalent to the factorized one (4.17, 4.27). 
Wee use the former one since it is more convenient when dealing with the general 
restrictionss on the work-extraction. 
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2.. Cyclic external fields. For the following derivation the Hamiltonian HF(t) of 
externall fields acting on the spin is arbitrary. In particular, it need not be 
composedd by pulses. The only general assumption made on HF(t) is that its 
actionn is cyclic at some final time tf-. 

HHFF(Q)=H(Q)=HFF(t(tff)) = 0. (5.8) 

Wee can find the following two relations (derived explicitly in Appendix 5.A): 

W>(l-^jW>(l-^j  AHS. (5.9) 

W>(I-Y)W>(I-Y) ( A # I + A # B ) . (5.10) 

where e 

AHAHkk = tr [Hk [p{U)  - p(0)]) , k = S.I.B, (5.11) 

aree the changes of the corresponding average energies of the spin, bath and interac
tion,, with p(t{) being the complete density matrix of the spin and bath at time r. 
andd where the total work reads: 

WW = AHS + AHi + AHB. (5.12) 

Thenn from Eqs.(5.9.5.10) we can draw the following conclusions: 

•• If Ts > T. then in order to extract work. W < 0. Eq.(5.9) implies that 

AHAHSS < 0, AHi + AHB > 0 : (5.13) 

soo the system looses energy, while the bath gains it and the amount of the 
extractedd work \W\ is then bounded from above by |A//s | . 

•• If T = Tg both Eqs.(5.9. 5.10) produce: W > 0. which is. in fact, the statement 
off the second lawr in Thomson's formulation: no work can be extracted from 
ann equilibrium system by means of cyclic perturbations. 

•• If Ts < T inequalities in Eq.(5.13) are reversed: now work-extraction implies 
that t 

AHAHSS > 0. AHi + AHB<0. (5.14) 

andd \W\ is then bounded from above by \AHj + AHB\. 

Thesee conclusions are close to what one could have expected from the standard 
(phenomenological)) thermodynamical reasoning. However, it should be emphasized 
thatt Eqs. (5.9, 5.10) were derived starting from first principles (see Appendix 5.A), 
and.. moreover, their derivation is by no means restricted to a weak bath-spin cou
pling,, a restricted situation which need not be satisfied in practice. 
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5.2.11 Efficiency of work-extraction 

Anotherr useful notion is the efficiency // of the work-extraction, which shows how eco
nomicallyy one uses for work-extraction the given non-equilibrium, two-temperature 
resourcee [LL87. Kei87. Bal92]. The special importance of efficiency comes from the 
factt tha t in the s tandard thermodynamics it is bounded from above by Carnot 's 
value,, which is a system-independent, thus universal, quantity. 

Thoughh our system s tar t s out of equilibrium due to different initial  temperatures 
off the spin and the bath, the notion of efficiency should be studied for it anew, since 
itt does not automatically fall into the class of heat-engine models, as studied in 
tex tbookss of thermodynamics and statistical physics [LL87. Kei87. Bal92]: 

•• Then 1 is no working body which operates cyclically between two thermal baths. 
Wi thh us cyclic processes are defined with respect to the work source. 

Thee interaction between the systems having different temperatures 
casee discussed, here the spin and the bath— is not weak. 

inn the 

•• We do not insist tha t our systems always stay very close to equilibrium. In 
contrast,, both during and immediately after the work-extraction process, the 
spinn is in a non-equilibrium state, which in general cannot be described in 
te rmss of a t ime-dependent temperature. 

However,, in spite of all these differences we can define the notion of efficiency 
andd this will be an equally useful characterization of the work-extraction process 
[LL87.. Kei87. Bal92]. 

Recalll that external fields are acting exclusively on the spin variables and not on 
thosee of the bath. This implies that when during work-extraction the source of work 
receivess energy \W\. this energy consists of a contribution coming directly from the 
spinn and of a part which comes to the work-source from the ba th but through the 
spin.. In this context one can write the change1 of energy of the spin as 

dt dt 
tv[ptv[p55(t)H(t)Hss(t) (t) 

==  tr 
(1 1 

d? ? Ps(>)) Hs{t) ++ tr (*(t)(*(t)  (^m* : -s «« + £»-
wheree in our case the Hamiltonian of the spin reads from Eqs. (4.1. 4.33): 

1 1 
# s ( 00 = r £ 2 + Y,Y, hk(t)& k. 

A-=I-,J/. Z Z 

(5.15) ) 

(5.16) ) 

andd the partial derivative in the middle expression is to stress that we employ the 
Schrödingerr representation and the time dependence comes only from external fields, 
inn par t icular dtHs{f) = <9f#y(r). i n the last equality of Eq. (5.15) we have used 
Eq.. (5.2) and then we could use this expression as a definition of heat (dQ). This 
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iss indeed the case, one can see that Eq. (5.12) is just the statement of the first law 
off thermodynamics with 

AQ=-AQ=- (A#i + AHB). (5.17) 

ass found by integrating Eq. (5.15) from 0 to r. 
Notee that in the above definition of heat, the average interaction energy is at

tributedd to the heat received from the bath although it by itself depends on the 
variabless of the spin; see Eq. (4.3). The reason for this asymmetry is clearly con
tainedd in the very initial statement of the problem, where we —quite in accordance 
withh the usual practice of statistical physics— restricted the work source to act only 
onn the spin. 

Alll this being said, one can now proceed for W < 0 (work-extraction) with the 
usuall definition of efficiency as the ratio of the useful energy \W\ to the maximal 
energyy involved in the work-extraction: 

\W\ \W\ 
/ __ max( |AH s | , \AH} + AHB\) 

Forr Ts > T Eqs. (5.12, 5.13) and W < 0 imply \W\ = |A# S | - |Ai?i + AHB\, 
andd then (5.18) results in 

\W\ \W\ 

^^ = ïAïrr (5-19) 

II Art s I 
Analogously,, for Ts < T we have 

IWII \W\ 
'' \AHi + AHB\ \W\ + \AHS\ 

fromm \W\ = \AHi + AHB\ - \AHS\. 
Itt is now seen from Eqs. (5.9,5.10, 5.13, 5.14) that the efficiency is always bounded 

byy the Carnot value: 

» < l - m i l ' < ^ S >> (5.21) 
maxx ( 1 , 1 s ) 

5.33 Work-extract ion via two pulses 

5.3.11 Formulas for work 

Thee work done for the first pulse reads (as defined in Eqs.(5.5)): 

where e 

WiWi =  ̂ (Vtfz - az)t + -{(Viêz - oz)X)_ , (5.22) 

A)A)tt=ti[Ap(t)l=ti[Ap(t)l  (5.23) 
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forr any operator A. The value of H^ is read off from Eqs.(4.6. 4.7. 4.17): 

WiWi = (1 - c< !> 
22 2V (5.24^ ^ 

withh G as defined in Eq. (4.32). and where cz.\ is the corresponding parametrizat ion 
coefficientt of the first pulse as defined by (4.48). 

Itt is seen from Eq. (4.51) tha t the work \\\ is always positive. This is in 
agreementt with the thermodynamical intuition: the second term in the RHS of Eq. 
(5.24)) is the contribution from the spin energy and it is positive, since the spin was 
inn equilibrium before the application of the first pulse (remember that T$ > 0). 
Anotherr positive term ( 1 - cl1] ) hG in the RHS of Eq. (5.24) comes from the 
interact ionn Hamiltonian. as the ba th operators, and thus the ba th Hamiltonian. are 
nott influenced by this first pulse. Again, it is intuitively expected tha t the interaction 
Hamil toniann should make the average energy costs higher. 

Thee work done for the second pulse reads analogously to Eq. (5.22): 

WW22 =  £- (V2az - az)t+T+6 + | ((V2a2 - az) X) . (5.25) 
^^  Z \ I  t + r + d 

Forr a detailed derivation of this expression see [ASNb]. The resulting total work 
WW = Wi + W2 is: 

^^ = - \ ( l - 421 4! i ) <**> + e ^{r)  » {4V* c[% e  ̂ (j*'  **o z)) (5.26a) 

++ ^ (1 - < ö ) + ^ ( 1 - 4 2 i ) (G(T) + cte(r) <£>) (5.26b) 

++  e-^3t{cMgc™+einr (ih^r) <e*°** az) + hg2{r)  <e*3 * * ) ) } . (5.26c) 

Thee detailed explanation of various terms in this expression and of their physical 
meaningg is as follows. 

Thee first term in the RHS of Eq. (5.26a) is the contribution from the initial spin 
energy.. The second term comes from the transversal degrees of freedom excited by 
thee first pulse. The factor e~^T) accounts for the reduction of this terms in time 
intervall between pulses r. Recall that the parametrization coefficients c+'^ and 

(11 2) i 

(z.z(z.z for the first and the second pulse are defined in Eq. (4.48): 
Thee terms in Eqs. (5.26b, 5.26c) are the joint contribution from the bath Hamil

toniann (3.3) and from the interaction Hamiltonian (4.3). The last of them couples 
too the transversal degrees of the spin, as reflected by the presence of e~^ r) . Recall 
thatt the averages (...) in Eqs. (5.26a, 5.26c) refer to the initial state Eqs. (4.17. 
4.27). . 

Finally,, the factors 

9*{T)9*{T)  = G-G{T). (5.27) 

X2{r.t)=X2{r.t)=  f ds[G(x)-G(t + s)}=F(t) + F(T)-F(t + T). (5.28) 
Jo Jo 
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(thee lower index 2 refers to the two-pulse situation) come from the baekreaction of 
thee spin to the bath. For the ohmic case and in the limit t » 1/T. #2(1") and \2(T) 
readd from Eqs. (4.66. 4.67) 

KMKM = TT^P - ( ' " 9 ) 

\2{T)\2{T) = - 7a r c t an ( r r ) . (5.30) 

Nextt we note that the behavior of W = W\ + W2 is controlled by a few dimen-
sionlesss parameters, see [ASNb] for a derivation. For the ohmic case it reads 

WW = W, + W2 = ^ u - ^ o . ^ . <**>. r r ) . (5.31) 

Lett us state them explicitly: i) The ratio ^ of the bath temperature to its 
responsee energy; this can be viewed as the dimensionless temperature of the bath. 
ii)ii)  The dimensionless coupling constant 7. iii)  The ratio of the spin frequency 
OO = ejh to the response frequency Y of the bath, iv) The initial average population 
differencee (az) defined in Eq.(4.51); the spin temperature Ts enters only through 
thiss parameter, v) The dimensionless time iT of the free evolution between the two 
pulses. . 

Theree are two situations within the present setup, where work-extraction is not 
prohibited:: T > Tg and T < 7g. We deal with them in separate sections, since for 
thesee cases the work-extraction effect exists in different ranges of the parameters. 

5.3.22 Work extraction for T > Ts 

Itt was seen above that the first pulse always costs work, since it is applied on the 
spinn whose state is (initially) in local equilibrium at temperature Ts. However, the 
firstt pulse can do more than simply wasting work. For example, f in ^-direction: 

where e 

VV (tp: y) oz = é ^ / 2 oz e'j ^-" / 2 = oz cos p - ox sin p. (5.33) 

V(tp\y)V(tp\y) <JX = é{pd^2èxe,-lip&»/2 = oz siny? + ox costp. (5.34) 

excitess the transversal component ax. This degree of freedom starts to decay under 
thee action of the bath, and thus correlations between the spin and the bath are 
established.. If now a proper second pulse is applied at a time r. for instance a 
rotationn | in the a;-direction: 

7>22 = ? ( £ ; * ) , (5.35) 
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Figuree 5.1: Dimensionless total work w (see Eq. (5.31) in the text) versus dimen
sionlesss time TT in between two pulses in the regime T > Ts. The parameters are: 
XX = 10. 7 = 1, JL = 0.01, (az) = -0 .8 . -0 .5 . -0.4. -0 .3 (from bottom to top). 
Thee two pulses are given by Eqs. (5.32. 5.35) with: c^l = 1, cf}+ =  c{

z
l)z = 0 

(2) (2) 

andd cz,z = 0. Work-extraction (W < 0) disappears for larger (&z). that is, for closer 
(initial)) temperatures of the spin and the bath. 

where e 

V(ip;x)V(ip;x) oz =ei<p»*/2êze-i<p**/2  = az cos if+  ay sirup, (5.36) 

V(ip;x)V(ip;x) &y =eiv,a'/2dye~i,p&'/2 = -&zsinip + aycosip, (5.37) 

thenn not only some work can be extracted by the second pulse, but the overall work 
byy the two pulses can be negative: 

WW = Wx + W2 < 0. (5.38) 

ass seen in Figs. 5.1, 5.2. 
Notee that the time r needed for work-extraction should be neither too short 

otherwisee the two pulses will effectively sum into one, and we know that no work-
extractionn is achieved by a single pulse,— nor too long, otherwise the transversal 
degreee of freedom excited by the first pulse will decay, and we will have two isolated 
singlee pulses. This is seen in Figs. 5.1. 5.2. Note that the choice of pulses is obviously 
importantt for having work-extraction. Eqs. (5.32. 5.35) represent only one particular 
examplee leading to work-extraction in the regime T > Ts. 

Ass for the magnitude of the extracted work, one notes from Eq. (5.31) and Fig. 5.1 
thatt it is of order of ftr/2, which is basically the response energy of the bath. This 
iss not occasional, since as seen from (5.14) the work in this regime T > Ts is coming 
fromm the bath. 

Notingg the ratio £/(hT) = 0.01 in Fig. 5.1 -this and even smaller ratios are usual 
forr the realizations of the model as we discussed in section 4.4— we conclude that 
thee extracted work can be of several orders of magnitude larger than the energy 
(orr free energy) of the spin. On the other hand, the extracted work is limited 
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Figuree 5.2: The ratio S = ^ (see Eq. (5.31) in the text) versus dimcnsionless time 
r rr for two pulses in the regime T > T$. The parameters are: ^ = 10. ^= = 0.01. 
(<r2)) = —0.8 and 7 = 4 (upper solid curve). 7 = 2 (lower solid curve). 7 = 0.5 (thick 
curve),, 7 = 0.1 (dotted curve), The two pulses are given by Eqs. (5.32, 5.35) with: 
cczz

22''++  = J-, c+ 2 = 1, ci,] = 0 and cl.i = 0. It is seen that the maximal extracted 
workk is a non-monotonous function of the dimensionless coupling constant 7. 

byy T which is the characteristic thermal energy available in the bath. In Fig. 5.1, 
T/(hT)T/(hT) = 10. Not unexpectedly, the possibility for work-extraction disappears when 
thee temperatures T and Ts are close to each other; see Fig. 5.1. 

5.3.33 Work extract ion for T < Ts 
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Figuree 5.3: Dimensionless work w (see Eq. (5.31) in the text) versus dimensionless 
timee r r for two pulses in the regime T < Ts in the case of 7 = 0.1. (az) = —0.01, 
cc+l+l = i, ci2+ = h <£l = ° and c^ = °- Normal curve: w = a i> W = 3^  Dashed 

curve:: ^ = 0.1, -  ̂ = 2. Thick curve: -^ = 1 , ^ = 3 . 

Lett us now turn to scenarios of work-extraction in the regime Ts > T. As 
seenn from (5.13). the specificity of this situation is that if there is work-extraction 
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att all, the work should come from the average energy difference of the spin, while 
thee quantity AH\ + AHB is then necessarily positive. Since the latter quantity is 
off order of ~,T (response energy of the bath), and the spin's energy difference is 
obviouslyy of order e. there are two ways to try to achieve work-extraction, that is. 
too get W = \AH} + AHB\ - \AHS\ < 0: One should either take e/(HT) ~ 1 or 
takee the dimensionless coupling constant 7 very small. The second way did not lead 
too work-extraction, since the required coupling constants are so small that the spin 
effectivelyy decouples from the bath. In contrast, the first case with e/(fiT) ~ 1 led 
too a sizable work-extraction, as see in Fig. 5.3. Recall in this context that systems 
withh ef{hT) = Q/F ~ 1 are well-known: see section 4.4 for details. 

5.3.44 Efficiency of work extract ion 
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Figuree 5.4: Efficiency rj  versus dimensionless time TF for two pulses in the regime 
TT > Ts. The parameters are: ^ = 10, 7 = 1, ^ = 0.01, (<rz) = -0 .8 . c^\ = 1. 

c22 + = gr, cz/z = 0 and cz,z = 0. The efficiency is slightly below the corresponding 
Carnott value and is maximizal at a value for TF coinciding basically with the maximal 
dimensionlesss work w: see Fig. 5.1. 

Lett us now turn to the efficiency of work-extraction as defined by Eqs. (5.18. 
5.19,, 5.20). To calculate it one needs to know the total work given by Eqs. (5.24, 
5.26a,, 5.26c), and the contribution AHs to the work W coming from the average 
energyy of the spin, which is read from the RHS of Eq. (5.26a). 

Thee efficiency as a function of TF is presented by Figs. 5.4, 5.5 for T > Ts and 
TT < Ts- respectively. There are two important things to note. First, for T > Tg 
thee efficiency can be very close to one. if the temperatures T and Xs are sufficiently 
separatedd from each other, which is the case in Fig. 5.4. It is, however, always limited 
byy Carnot's value, as given by Eq. (5.21). For T < Ts the efficiency is sizable, but 
iss rather below the corresponding Carnot value. Second, the work and efficiency are 
maximall in TF almost simultaneously. 

Itt should be recalled in this context that in the standard thermodynamics ef
ficienciesficiencies close to the optimal value are connected to very small work per unit of 
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Figuree 5.5: Efficiency n (upper curve) and dimensionless work w (lower curve) versus 
dimensionlesss time TT for two pulses in the regime T < Ts- The parameters are: 

c(1) ) 00 and cz/z 0. . ££ = 0.1, 7 = 0.1, # = 3, (&x) = -0 .01 , c(l] z = i, 4 % = i , 
Thee efficiency is quite below the corresponding Carnot value 0.99 and it is maximal 
inn TT almost simultaneously with the dimensionless work w. 

timee (zero power of work), since they are achievable for very slow processes. This is 
nott the case with the presented setup. As seen from Figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, the work is 
extractedd on times which are of order of 1/T (response time of the bath), which is 
typicallyy much smaller than the internal characteristic time I/O. of the spin. Thus, 
inn Fig. 5.4 we have nearly optimal efficiencies together with the maximal work and 
aa finite power of work. 

5.44 Work-extraction via spin-echo pulses 

Soo far we assumed that we deal either with a single spin coupled to the bath, or, 
equivalently,, with an ensemble of identical non-interacting spins each coupled with 
itss own bath. However, many experiments —especially in NMR physics— are done 
onn ensembles of non-interacting spins which are not identical. Their difference lies in 
thee different energies e. Moreover, these energies are randomly distributed, so that 
thee collective outcomes from such ensembles are obtained by averaging over e = Ml 
thee corresponding expressions for a single spin. This induces a X,* relaxation as we 
alreadyy discussed in section 4.1. 

Wee shall assume that the distribution of O is Gaussian with average fi0 and 
dispersionn d: 

P(fi) ) 
1 1 -(Q-n-(Q-n00))

22/(2d) /(2d) (5.39) ) 

Itt is now clear that the averaging over P(fl) the oscillating terms elUT will produce 
aa factor ~ e"dT I2 that is, a strong decay on characteristic times 

T2** ocl/Vd. (5.40) ) 
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Forr T/T2*  > 1 all the terms containing e i Q r will be zero after averaging, and 
thee corresponding averaged work for two pulses will always be positive as seen from 
Eqs.. (5.24. 5.26a. 5.2Gb. 5.26c). Indeed, all possible negative values of the full work 
\V\V were related to transversal degrees of freedom excited by the first pulse. These1 

t e rmss come with the factor e'Qr which is connected to the free evolution in between 
thee two pulses. The decay of these terms in between pulses after r/T2 3> 1 prevents 
workk extraction. 

Lett us now notice that quantum coherence is not lost on the1 timescale T2. To 
extractt work in the strongly-disordered situation where T2 is short, we combine 
ourr work-extraction setup with the spin-echo phenomenon [Hah50. Wau92]. For our 
presentt purposes this amounts to applying a rr-pulse, for instance in ./--direction: 

VVnn CT: = VVTTn, n, V^V  ̂ a.r (5.41 1 uu w y

att the moment right in the middle of two pulses. Thus we have the setup described 
byy (4.5.'J). the first and the third pulses being at the moment arbitrary, while V- is 
givenn by Eq. (5.41). The work done by the first pulse reads from Eq. (5.24) after 
averagingg over P{il)  given by Eq. (5.39): 

mm - ( i rr 22G-E G-E 

when* * 

EE = dnp{ii)iifdnp{ii)iif AAnh'-^^-nh'-^^- < o. 

5.421 1 

:5.43! ! 

iss the average energy of the ensemble of spins. The work done by the second --pulse 
iss found by using Eqs. (5.25. 5.41). for details see [ASXbl. with the result being 

U'22 = hG(T) + h <J2(T) c^l - 2E c^l :5.44) ) 

wheree //2(r) is defined in Eqs. (5.27. 5.29). It is seen that W2 > 0 which is connected 
too the fact tha t the 7r-pulse does not couple properly with the transversal degrees of 
freedomm excited by the first pulse. 

Ultimately,, the total work \V = IF, + \V2 + \V:i done by the three pulses together 
iss derived in Ref. [ASNb] 

U ' == ~ ( 1+c l ^ cv : , . ( ' . . hG(T)(2-c^lhG(T)(2-c^l -c^l 

hG(2r hG(2r 
2 2 

11 + c{:2! ri ll cc[[ :i-<{:i-<{ 22! ! 

++ r - l ^ ( T ) + € ( 2 r ) ^ ,0)) J2) [ 2 H ( r ) - / - ^ ( 2 r ) ] [ s i n A 3 + / m c o s . X 3 ] ] 

—— h f/3 [cos \ 3 — i j}}  sin \^] 

-E(l+Slc^-E(l+Slc  ̂ + 

(;(;-WT-WT)) + «2T) £{,.<_. ̂  (S2)+ { 2 E c ( ) s V;} _ zhi}(jsm ^ } } 

ff 5.45a) 

(5.45b) ) 

(5.45c c 
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where e 

9393{T){T) = G-G(2T). (5.46) 

X 3 ( T )) = 2 F ( T ) - F ( 2 T ) ? (5.47) 

aree the backreaction factors for the considered setup of pulses, and where 

m=m= - f dÜ P(Ü) tanh ^ ^ < 0 (5.48) 

iss the average magnetization of the ensemble. 
Forr the Ohmic case g3 and \3 reduce to 

93(T)) = r^ w (5-49) 
X 3 ( r )) = 7 [ arctan(2rr) - 2 arctan(rr) ] . (5.50) 

Ass compared to Eqs. (5.26a, 5.26b, 5.26c), which present the work for two pulses, 
Eqs.. (5.45a, 5.45b. 5.45c) are different in several aspects: 

1.. There are no oscillating factors elQr which after averaging over the distribution 
P{fl)P{fl)  would produce damping on times 7^*. This is due to the 7r-pulse (5.41) 
rightt in the middle of the two pulses. A simple explanation why the terms 
occ elfiT are absent is as follows: Assume that the interaction with the bath is 
absentt and the spin moves under dynamics generated by the free Hamiltonian 
HHss = Ml öz. Denote by £  ̂ the corresponding Heisenberg evolution operator: 

£,(0)) A = exp 44 H§ \ A exp —^ HQ, . It is now seen with help of (5.41) that 

thee factor elQr drops out: 

4 0 )) V2 ^
0 ) <T+ = eiïÏT£<0> V2 t+ = éUT£^ö_ = e i n Te- i f Ï T^_ = <r_. (5.51) 

2.. The decay factor e - 4 ^ r ) + e ( 2 r ) in Eqs. (5.45b, 5.45c) is different from e~^ 2 r ) . 
Thee last decay factor being the one generated by the free (impulsed) evolution 
duringg the time 2r. Only in the exponential regime £(t) ~ i/72 the two 
situationss are equivalent: e

_ 4 f ( r : ) + ^ 2 r ) ~ e~^{2r). Recall that the exponential 
regimee is present for the ohmic spectrum at long times, see section 4.5.1. 
Forr Gaussian decay however, £(£) ~ t2/Z,2. e_^(2T) predicts sizable decay in 
contrastt to e - 4 ? ( T ) + € ( 2 T ) ^ 1. 

3.. Now there are two independent parameters which characterize the initial state 
off the ensemble of spins: E and m. The work W in Eqs. (5.45a, 5.45b. 5.45c) 
cann be expressed in the dimensionless form similar to Eq. (5.31): 

n-yTn-yT (T n„ TS ,i \ 
WW = —W\W-T-K'YZ'TT)- (J-O2) 

Itt is now more convenient to account for the temperature of the spin via ^ 
andd not via the average occupation number (az) as before in Eq. (5.31). since 
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Figuree 5.6: Dimensionless work for three spin-echo pulses with parameters: ^ = 

10.. 5. 1. 0.5 (from top to bottom), j& = 103. £ = 102. 7 = 0.1, ^ = 8, c{l] z = i, 

cZj++ = \. Work-extraction is poor or disappears for smaller ~j or ^ , because there 
appearss to be to much random thermal energy in the ensemble. 

theree is a new dimensionless parameter ^, which quantifies the ratio of the 
responsee time 1/r to T2* = \j\fd. 

Fig.. 5.6 presents a scenario for work-extraction in the regime Tg > T. It 
iss seen that the initial high-temperature ensemble of spins is strongly disordered: 
Y2Y2 = 102 » 1. Still this disorder cannot be much larger, since there will be too 

muchh random energy in the ensemble, that is, the positive term —E (1 + ci2] ci)l J 
inn Eq. (5.45c) will be too large and cannot be compensated by potential negative 
terms.. For analogous reasons there are no interesting scenarios of work-extraction for 
stronglyy disordered ensemble in the regime Ts < T: the average magnetization \m\ 
appearss to be too low. Recall that in the regime Ts > T there is a positive contribu
tionn to the total work coming from the bath, and sizable average frequencies ^f > 5 
aree needed to overcome this contribution, as seen from Fig. 5.6. This restriction on 
thee (average) frequency is similar to the one present in the two-pulse work-extraction 
scenarioo for the non-disordered ensemble of spins in the regime Ts > T. 

5.55 Conclusion 

Thiss chapter describes several related scenarios of work-extraction based on the 
spin-bosonn model defined in chapter 4: spin-7; interacting with external sources of 
workk and coupled to a thermal bath of bosons. The work-sources act only on the 
spin,, since the bath is viewed as something out of any direct access. The work 
iss extracted from an initial local-equilibrium state of the spin at temperature Ts, 
nott equal to the equilibrium state of the bath at temperature T. As we recalled 
severall times, the Thomson formulation of the second law prohibits work-extraction 
viaa cyclic processes, thus includes any sequence of pulses, from an equilibrium state 
off the entire system: T = Ts [Thi83, BK77, BK79, Bas78, PW78, Len78, AN02]. 

file:///j/fd
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Inn this spirit one would expect that work-extraction is also absent when external 
fieldss are acting only on the spin in a local equilibrium state [Sli90. AG82]. We have 
shownn however, that this is not the case. It is possible to extract work in this latter 
setupp due to the common action of the following factors: i) backreaction of the spin 
too the thermal bath; and ii)  generation of coherences (i.e., transversal components 
off the spin) during the work extraction process. It is also possible to extract work 
fromm a disordered ensemble of spins having random frequencies. This ensemble can 
evenn be strongly disordered in the sense that the relaxation time T2*  induced by the 
disorderr is the smallest characteristic time in the problem. 

Twoo conditions are necessary for the existence of the work-extraction effect. 
First,, the transversal relaxation time T2 has to be shorter than the longitudinal 
relaxationn time T\. This condition allows the notion of local equilibrium, because 
oncee the transversal components decay after time 7*2, the spin can be described via 
aa temperature different from the one bath; after time 71 the spin relaxes to the 
temperaturee of the bath. This setup would not work for T2 ~ 71 even though when 
bothh are large because, then the coupling to the bath would be too weak and the spin 
wouldd not feel much of its interaction. Therefore it would be close to equilibrium, 
whichh means after all, no work extraction. Second, the action of external fields 
hass to be sufficiently strong. We demonstrated the work-extraction effects for a 
versionn of the spin-boson model which is exactly solvable thanks to pushing the above 
twoo physical conditions to their extremes: the 71-relaxation time is taken infinitely 
largee and the duration of pulses of external fields is taken infinitely small. Both 
thesee idealizations are well-known in NMR/ESR physics and related fields, and were 
numerouslyy applied and discussed in literature [Sli90, EBW87, AG82, VL98, SL04]. 
Itt may be of interest to see how precisely finite 71-times and finite pulsing-times 
influencee the work-extraction effect; to first order a perturbation expansion will 
suffice. . 

Ass to provide further perspectives on the obtained results, let us discuss them in 
twoo related contexts, those of lasing without inversion and quantum heat engines. 

5.5.11 Lasing without inversion 

Ass we discussed in the introduction, besides the standard lasing effect, where work 
iss extracted from a spin having population inversion (i.e. having a negative tem
perature),, there are schemes of lasing which operate with a weaker form of non-
equilibriumm since they employ three or higher-level atoms which are initially in a 
statee with non-zero coherence (i.e. non-zero off-diagonal elements of the density 
matrixx in the energy representation). There are numerous works both theoretical 
andd experimental, partially reviewed in [SZ97, Koc92], showing that in such systems 
onee can have various scenarios of lasing without inversion in the population of en
ergyy levels. In quantum optics lasers without inversion are expected to have several 
advantagess over the ones with inversion. 

Thee effects described by us also qualify as lasing without inversion —or more 
preciselyy gain or work-extraction. There are, however, several important differences 
comparedd to the known mechanisms. First, we do not require coherence to be present 
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inn the initial state. Our mechanism operates starting from initial local equilibrium 
statee of the spin, which by itself is stable with respect to decoherence (i.e.. T2* 
time-scale).. It does employ coherence however, but it is generated in the course of 
thee work-extraction process, which, in particular, means that the energy costs of 
itss creation is included in the extracted work. Second, we do not need three-level 
systems:: the effect is seen already for two-level systems. Third, in our scheme the 
workk comes from the bath if its temperature is higher than the initial temperature 
off the spin. Due to this, the extracted work can be much larger than the energy 
changee of the spin. 

5.5.22 Quantum heat engine 

Thee standard thermodynamic model of a heat engine is a system (working body) 
operatingg cyclically between two thermal baths at different temperature and deliv
eringg work to an external source [LL87. Bal92]. The work produced during a cycle, 
ass well as the efficiency of the production, depends on the details of the operation. 
Thee upper bound on the efficiency is given by Carnot expression, which is system-
independentt (universal). This efficiency is reached for the Carnot cycle during very-
sloww (slower than all the characteristic relaxation times) and therefore reversible 
modee of operation [LL87. Bal92]. Though the Carnot cycle illustrates the best ef
ficiencyy attainable, it is rather poor as a model for a real engine, in particular due 
too very long duration of its cycle: the work produced in a unit of time is very small 
(zeroo power). This problem initiated the field of finite-time thermodynamics which 
studiess how precisely the efficiency is to be sacrificed in order to reach a finite power. 

Inn a similar spirit a number of researchers transferred these ideas into quantum 
domainn designing models for engines where the basic setup of the classic heat engine 
iss retained, while the working body operating between the baths is quantum [A1179. 
GK94.. FKOO. ScuOl. HCH02. H+02. FK03. S+03]. 

Ourr setup for work-extraction can also be viewed as model for a quantum engine. 
Itt is. however, of a nonstandard type since there is no working body operating 
betweenn two different-temperature systems (in our case these are the bosonic thermal 
bathh and the ensemble of spins). The two systems couple directly and the work-
sourcee is acting on one of them. From the economical perspective, the absence of 
aa working body is an advantage. In spite of this difference, the notion of efficiency 
cann be defined along the standard lines, and it is equally useful as the standard 
one;; in particular, it is always bound from above by the Carnot value. We have 
shownn that the efficiency can approach this value basically at the same time when 
thee extracted work approaches its maximum. Moreover, the whole process of work-
extractionn takes a finite time of order of the response time of the bosonic bath, which 
iss actually much smaller than relaxation times of the spin. Thus, the three desired 
objectivess can be achieved simultaneously: maximal work, maximal efficiency and a 
largee power of work. 
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Appendixx 5.A 
Derivationn of Eqs. (5.9, 5.10) 

Assumee that the initial state of the spin and bath is: 

1 1 
P(0)) = 7? exp -fkHs-fkHs - tKHT + m ZZ = trr- isHs-W+H»K (5.A.1) 

withh different temperatures for the spin and the bath. 
Ann external field V(t) is acting on the system. 

H(t)H(t) = H + V(t) (5.A.2) 

suchh that it is zero both initially and at the moment t — r: 

V(T)V(T) = V(0) = 0. (5.A.3) 

Thiss condition defines cyclic process. The total work which was done on this system 
reads: : 

WW = AHS + A# i + AHB, (5.A.4) 

where e 

HHkk = tr [Hk [p(r) - MO)]) , k = S,I,B. (5.A.5) 

aree the changes of the corresponding energies, and where p(r) is the density matrix 
off the entire system (spin+bath) at time r. 

Recalll that the relative entropy is defined as (see, e.g. [BP02]): 

S[p\\(T]S[p\\(T] = tr(phip- plna) > 0. (5.A.6) 

iss non-negative for all density matrices p and a. One now uses: 

S[p(r)S[p(r) | |p(0)] = tr{ p(r) In p{r) - p(r) In p(0)) = tr( p(0) In p{0) - p(r) In p(Q)) 

== ps&Hs + fl{AHi  + AHB) > 0. (5.A.7) 

wheree we used (5.A.1) and tr/j(r) lnp(r) = trp(0)lnp(0) is due to the unitarity of 
thee overall dynamics generated by the time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t). 

Combiningg (5.A.7) with (5.A.4) one gets Eqs.(5.9. 5.10) 

WW >(l-^) AHS. w>(l-^\ (AH, + AHH). (5.A.8) 

Finallyy note that would we use the separated initial condition 

p({))p({)) = ps(0) S' PB(0) = \ f, e~ J s / / s S> l-j7Te~'JIIn ( 5 - A - 9 ) 
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wee would not be able to conclude from the above derivation that efficiency is limited 
byy the Carnot value. Indeed, instead of Eqs. (5.A.8) one has. respectively: 

J . sAtfss + 3&HB > 0. \V > AHi + ( l - — ) AHS. (5.A.1ÜJ 

Thee latter inequality is not infonnative with respect to Carnot ' s bound, since it 
cannott and should not in general be excluded that AH] is not small. 

However,, for the model studied in the present paper, the equivalence of the initial 
conditionss (5.A.1) and (5.A.9) is known from other places, see section 4.1.3. 

Lett us emphasize the main points by which the present derivation differs from 
thee s tandard textbook one: 

•• Xo postulates were used: the whole derivation is based on the quantum-
meehanicall equations of motion and certain assumptions on the initial con
ditions. . 

•• It was not assumed tha t the interaction between the system and the bath is 
small,, which indeed need not be satisfied in reality. 

•• Tin1 choice of using the initial condition in Eq. (5.A.1) is important in the 
presentt derivation, though presumably Carnot ' s bound is valid in certain more 
generall cases, such as. in our case, the factorized initial condition from Eq. 
(5.A.9). . 
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Coolingg of spins 

Inn this chapter we will use the formalism described in chapter 4 in order to achieve 
cooling.. Cooling amounts to decreasing the final polarization {<5"2)f, i.e. make it 
moree negative, as compared to its initial value. In this case, as compared to t h e 
workk extraction situation, the initial state of the whole system is chosen to be in 
equilibrium.. Therefore, the initial s ta te is described by Eqs. (4.17, 4.27) using t h e 
samee temperature for the spin and the bath 0s — 0. Then Eq. (4.51) becomes 

(a(azz)i)i  = -tanh-0£ (6.1) 

andd we recall tha t (&x)\ — (&y)i — 0. 

6.11 Cooling via pulses 

AA single pulse cannot achieve cooling since it sees the initial local equilibrium state of 
thee spin, and then according to the no-cooling principle [KP92], s ta tement related t o 
thee Thomson formulation to the second law, it can only heat the spin's s tate up: for 
ann arbitrary pulse V\ applied at time t, one can write the ground s ta te occupation 
probabilityy a t ime r after the pulse, using Eq. (4.47) and Eq. (4.49), with some 
algebraa [ASNb, ASNa] 

(a(azz)f)f = (StViZrêz) = (£tV1a2) = {az)icos2i31 > {az){. (6.2) 

Recalll tha t dz is a constant of motion when no pulse is acting on the spin and t ha t 
{&z)\{&z)\  ^ 0 since we consider positive temperatures 0Q, see Eq. (6.1). Thus we have 
too employ at least two pulses to achieve any cooling. 

Thee final polarization after one pulse at t and one at t + r , given by 

P=\{*z)t\P=\{*z)t\  = \(EtVi£TP2&z)\, (6-3) 
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readss from Eqs. (4.12-4.14) and Eq. (4.49): 

(<rz)ff = {<JZ)\ cos 2^i cos2i?2 + S2sin2i?i sin2^2, 

S22 = - e - « T > R {elQT+'^ ( (az)i cosX + isinX)} , 

(6.4) ) 

(6.5) ) 

wheree \ = x(0 , t ,T) in Eq. (4.16). and «2 = ip\ — ip2 — 4>\ ~ 4>2 from Eq. (4.49). 
Theree are now two factors that come from the bath: e~^ r ' in S2 accounts for the 
decoherencee in the time-interval (t. t + r) of transversal terms generated by the first 
pulse,, while \ 'ls the backreaction factor from Eqs. (4.15, 4.16). We send t —> oo 
(moree precisely, r 3> 1/E) as explained in section 4.3. i.e. we wait long enough 
beforee applying the first pulse, since then the factorized initial conditions Eq. (4.17) 
aree equivalent to the correlated ones Eq. (4.25). 

Notee that the sign of ,S2 can always be made negative by tuning Q2. Then, 
minimizingg (<xz)f over $i,i?2 produces min[(<7z)j,S2]. If the initial polarization is 
alreadyy high, |(<rz)i| > J.S2I. it is better to apply no pulses at all. However, in the 
relevantt situation (<7Z); ~ 0, the minimum (az)\ = S2 is reached for $1 = i?2 = f • 
Alll together, using Eq. (4.16) and fl < T, yields 

(ó" 2)f f S2 2 
<(r) <(r) sinn 02 sin [7 arctan(rr)] , (6.6) ) 

wheree the backreaction remains contained inside the last sine-function. This is, nat
urally,, the same coefficient we found in the work extraction, see Eq. (5.29). Eq. (6.6) 
iss minimal for a2 = f • The choice of optimal pulses can be, e.g., a |-pulse along 
thee x-axis followed by a ( —^)-pulse along the y-axis: 

VVxxoozz..x x 

"Pia"Piazẑ ŷ y 'x,yi 'x,yi 

VlCFy VlCFy 

VV22ddx x 

-°~z', -°~z', 
-a-azz. . 

(6.7) ) 

(6.8) ) 

Thee results are plotted in Fig. 6.1. One can see that maxT|(o"z)f| decreases with 
77 (weaker backreaction) and with /? = 1/A;BT (larger decoherence). 

Figuree 6.1: Final polarization P = \(az)f | 
givenn by Eqs. (6.4, 6.5) versus dimension-
lesss time for two optimal pulses for the 
ohmicc interaction. Bold curve: 7 = 5, 
99 = 0.2. Normal curve: 7 = 2, 6 = 0.5. 
Dashedd curve: 7 = 1, 0 = 1. (<JZ)\ and 
QQ are taken to be ~ 0. 

Ann obvious way to improve these results is to apply more complex pulse se
quences.. First, we consider three successive pulses and optimize over their parame
ters.. The analytic expression for {& z)i is too complex to present here, but numerical 
resultss obtained using Mathematica 5 are presented in Table I. A third pulse leads 
too a further improvement, especially when the two-pulse cooling is not very efficient. 
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Wee could continue by adding more pulses, but the analysis becomes difficult. There 
iss still a particular, tractable situation: apply two pulses, wait for a time > %. so 
thatt the transversal components decay,  —> 0, apply another set of two pulses, 
andd so on. The calculation of the final polarization for such an n x 2-pulse sequence 
amountss to the recursive use of Eqs.(6.4, 6.5). The final \{az}\ is then maximized 
overr all free parameters of the involved pulses. We found that this maximization can 
bee carried out locally, i.e., by maximizing the output |{<r2)| after each pair of pulses. 
Forr a sufficiently large n the recursion converges, and. as seen in Table I. the final 
resultss indeed improve. 

Tablee 6.1: Maximum value of \(crz)\ for 2 pulses. 3 pulses and 50 x 2 pulses and 
variouss values of 7 and G = k^T/ftF) (for the ohmic case). The lowest two lines 
representt the final collective polarization |m.f j of a strongly disordered ensemble with 
O00 = 0 and arbitrary large disorder dispersion d under spin-echo setup of 2 pulses 
pluss a n pulse and a sequence of 30 sets of such pulses. 

7 7 

e e 
2 2 
3 3 

500 x 2 

22 + 7T 

500 x [2 + ?r] 

0.1 1 
0.1 1 

0.1126 6 

0.2036 6 

0.2779 9 

0.0834 4 

0.1396 6 

0.1 1 
1. . 

0.0826 6 

0.1369 9 

0.1895 5 

0.0604 4 

0.1055 5 

1 1 
0.1 1 

0.4930 0 

0.7250 0 

0.6948 8 

0.2498 8 

0.3119 9 

1. . 
1 1 

0.3516 6 

0.4732 2 

0.5430 0 

0.2026 6 

0.2639 9 

10. . 
0.1 1 

0.8910 0 

0.9550 0 

0.9509 9 

0.4634 4 

0.5214 4 

10. . 
1. . 

0.7931 1 

0.9025 5 

0.8995 5 

0.4155 5 

0.4834 4 

6.22 Cooling using spin-echo pulses 
Soo far we assumed that we deal either with a single spin coupled to the bath. or. 
equivalently,, with an ensemble of identical non-interacting spins each coupled to 
itss own bath, which is a standard setup of NMR/ESR [AG82. SH90]. However, 
manyy experiments are done with ensembles of non-interacting spins having random 
frequenciess O due to the action of their environment or due to an inhomogeneous 
externall field, see sections 4.1 and 5.4. The collective variables are then obtained by 
averagingg over f] the corresponding expressions for a single spin: 

mm{{ = f dnP{ü)(az){. (6.9) 

Wee assume for simplicity, as we did for the work extraction setup, that the 
distributionn of Vt is Gaussian with average U0 and dispersion d. Eq. (5.39): 

P(n)) = _ ^ c - ( n - n . . ) 2 / ( 2 d ) > ( 6 . 1 0 ) 
vv 2ird 

Averagingg over P{il)  the term clilT in Eq. (6.5) produces factors ~ v~dr / 2 . that is. 
aa strong decay on characteristic times 7̂ * oc l/y/d. After this decay. .s2 —> 0 and any 
sett of two pulses will only heat, the ensemble up as seen from Eq. (6.4). 
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Itt is however possible to employ the spin-echo phenomenon and cool. i.e.. to 
increasee the collective final polarization |/7if| as compared to the initial \rrt\\. even for 
aa completely disordered ensemble with T2*  being very short: Apply precisely in the 
middlemiddle of two pulses an additional 7r-pulse in .r-direction: 

^  ̂ O"; = — < T ; . VxÓy = -Vy. V  ̂ G j- = (Tj-, ( 6 . 1 1) 

Noww fj,.f = SfT>]ETV7TST 7^2^;• and m\ is worked out analogously to Eqs. (6.4. 6.5): 

ntfntf = -7» ; cos 2i)]  cos 2i)2 + s:is'm2i)] sin2i^>- (6.12) 

•S33 = -c-^(r)+^2T)^{e'  ̂ (micosX?)- ismy,}} . (6.13) 

A33 = xUlT.t) - x(r.2T.t). (6.14) 

wheree c\:i — O] - r i - 02 - t'2- As compared to (6.5). both the decoherence 

CC--IZ(T)+£,{2T)--IZ(T)+£,{2T) a U ( j t j l c backreaction ,\;i term are different; this is analogous to what 
happenedd in the case of work extraction, see page1 93 for details. In particular, in 
thee Gaussian regime £ oc r2 decoherence is absent, while the exponential regime 
££ -x Ms unchanged. e - * ^ ) + < : ( 2 ^ = c " ^ 2 ^ . Due to the 7 \ pulse, the T2*-decay has 
beenn eliminated, so no term like e~'nt in Eq. (6.5) appears here. Now S20 and d 
enterr only via m ; . The general structure of Eqs. (6.12-6.14) is close to the one of 
Eqs.. (6.4.6.5), in particular, the optimization over iii. \)2 goes in the same way. To 
facilitatee comparison, we take Q0 = 0 - thus ///., = 0 and disorder strength d that 
cann be arbitrary large and recalling Eqs. (4.16. 4.55) and the ergodic condition 
tt —> 3C leads to 

|mff I = €-WT)+W2T) s i n | 7 [ 2a rc t an ( r r ) - a r c t an (2 r r ) ] }. 

wheree we already inserted the optimal values cv3 = —~, i)i  = ij2 = f: the choice of 
opt imall pulses can be the same as for the two-pulse scenario. As seen in Table I the 
maximall \m-i\ can exceed 0.4 for sufficiently strong coupling and /o r low temperatures , 
thoughh it is smaller than the maximal polarization of the non-disordered system 
underr two pulses. The results are also seen to improve by applying a sequence of 
three11 (spin-echo) pulses separated by a t ime much larger than T2. which amounts to 
recursivee use of Eqs. (6.12. 6.13). 

6.33 l/f spectrum 
Anotherr relevant situation of the bath-spin interaction is the case of the l/f spec
t rum.. It has been recently observed in a two-level system (spin) of charge states 
inn Josephson-junctiori circuit (Cooper-pair box) [N+02]. The interaction of the spin 
withh the bath of background charges is modeled as 

JJff{^){^) = ^ e - ~ ' / r 0 ( u ; - A ) . (6.15) 
id id 

wheree bf is a coupling constant . 6 the step function, and where T and A are. re
spectively,, the largest and smallest frequencies of bath response. In this spectrum 
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ann infrared cutoff A is needed to avoid divergences. As compared to the Ohmic sit
uation,, the upper frequency T is not relevant: the integrals in Eqs. (4.14, 4.24) 
convergee for r -> oo. Within the realization of [N+02]: r - • oo ( » 10nHz), 
AA = 314Hz, Ml = 34,ueV, while the relevant dimensionless coupling constant is 
veryvery large 7/ = 6//A2 = 2.3 x 1011. Thus the cooling effect will be especially visible 
here.. We worked out Eqs. (4.14, 4.24) using Eq. (6.15) and applied them to the two-
pulsee cooling situation described by Eqs. (6.4. 6.5) under the following conditions: 1) 
highh temperatures 9 / = kBT/(HA) » 1 (pessimistic case!); 2) rA € 1 and 7/ > 1 
(experimentallyy relevant regimes [N+02]); 3) {az)\ ~ 0 due to large temperatures, 
4)) ÜT <C 7/A due to large 7/. In analogy to Eq. (6.6), the result reads (a2 = §): 

( ^ ) f f S2 2 ">f ">f sinn y 
TTjA A 

47/y y yy = 7 / AT, (6.16) ) 

wheree y is a dimensionless time, and where we omitted terms 0[y3/jj}.  As seen 
inn Fig. 6.2, the polarization can increase from its original value zero to 0.997 for 
Qf/^jQf/^j = 0.01, which in numbers of Ref. [N+02] corresponds to the temperature 
TT = 15K. Lower temperatures only increase this value, while the effect is still visible 
forr a very high temperature T = 1500K, P m a x ~ 0.3. 

Figuree 6.2: Final polarization P = |(<rz)f | 
givenn by Eqs. (6.4, 6.5) versus dimension
lesss time for two optimal pulses for the 
1/f1/f interaction. 7/ = 103 and &f/jf  = 
0.01,, 0.1, 1 (bold, normal, dashed). (<rz)i 
andd Q are taken to be ~ 0. 

6.44 Conclusion 

Wee described a method for cooling spins that uses the standard bath-spin interac
tion.. In contrast to existing methods [AG82, S0r89, Sli90], it assumes neither an 
alreadyy existing high polarization, nor controlled spin-spin or bath-spin interactions. 
Ourr basic assumptions are i) a decoherence time T2 much smaller than the energy 
relaxationn time T\, and ii)  the availability of sharp and strong pulses acting on the 
spin.. While a sufficiently long T\ time is necessary for any dynamical polarization 
methodd [AG82, S0r89], we have chosen strong pulses for a clean demonstration of 
thee cooling effect. It is likely that the effect exists for more general types of external 
fields. fields. 

Thee origin of the present mechanism is in the backreaction of the spin to the 
bath,, which via coupling to transversal components of the spin can cool its state 
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providedd the proper sequence of pulses is chosen. The bath is needed, since external 
fieldss alone cannot cool [KP92]. However, within our method the cooling takes a 
finitee time and once it is over, the spin can be decoupled from the bath. e.g.. via 
applyingg a sequence of 7r-pulses [Sli90. VL98]. The advantages of the present method 
aree that it works even for very weak dc fields and that it applies to an ensemble of 
spinss having completely random frequencies (inhomogeneous broadening). We are 
nott aware of other methods which may achieve such a goal. The cooling is efficient 
alreadyy for small to moderate couplings between the spin and the bath, and is 
especiallyy visible for situations where a strong bath-spin coupling is inherent (1/f-
noise).. This latter situation is experimentally realized [N+02]. and we expect the 
presentt cooling mechanism to apply there. 



Partt III 

Spinn Glasses 





Introductionn to spin glasses 

Duringg the last decades a lot of effort has been devoted to understand the physics 
off spin glasses. This development was not only interesting to better understand this 
typee of materials, but it also served to bring new insights in the field of complex sys
temss as a whole, including applications to amorphous systems in condensed matter 
physics,, computer science, biology and economy [MPV87, FH91]. 

Spinn glasses are materials whose ground state at low temperature 
iss a frozen disordered state instead of an ordered one, as it is the 
casee for ferromagnets, or a periodic one, as it is the case for antifer-
romagnets.. This is a consequence of a feature in this systems called 
frustration.frustration. Frustration means that the different interactions are in 
conflict,, so not all of them can be mutually satisfied. For instance, 
inn figure 7.1 a sketch of a square lattice in 2D is given, with spins 1 Figure 7.1: 
onn the edges. 3 of the couplings among the 4 spins are ferromagnetic Example of 
andd the fourth coupling is antiferromagnetic. In this situation, there frustration 
iss always one coupling which is not satisfied. 

Inn spin glasses, frustration is usually a consequence of the randomness in the 
interactions,, i.e. quenched disorder. In spin glass literature, quenched disorder means 
thatt the interactions between spins and/or their locations have constrained disorder. 
Thee spins are free to move, however, due to this disorder in the interactions, the spin 
glasss phase is an example of spontaneous cooperative freezing of the (random) spin 
orientations.. This freezing in random orientations can be seen with NMR or neutron 
scatteringg measurements. Physically the fact that the disorder in the interactions is 
fixedfixed results from the fact that changes in such quantities happen on a time scale 
whichh is infinitely larger than the time scale characterizing changes in the spins. 

Inn chapter 8, the transition temperature of metallic spin glasses is studied. Metal
licc spin glasses are composed of noble metals (Cu, Ag, Au) having a small concen
trationn c of transition metals (Mn, Fe). The magnetic transition metal atoms are 
randomlyy distributed throughout the non-magnetic host, the noble metal. These 
magneticc impurities interact via the RKKY interaction. The spin glass behavior 
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Figuree 7.2: Field cooled [(a), (c)] and zero field cooled [(b). (d)J magnetizations 
(x(x = M/6 gauss for CuMn (1 and 2 at. %) as a function of temperature; from 
[NKH79] ] 

appearss due to the fact that this interaction has an oscillatory behavior, for some 
spinss it is positive while for others is negative. In this chapter we study how the 
transitionn temperature to the spin glass phase depends on the concentration c of 
magneticc impurities. The study is performed by means of a cut-off in the range of 
thee RKKY interaction due to thermal fluctuations. 

Otherr types of materials also display spin glass behavior. Examples of that 
aree compounds with magnetically ordered host metals (PtMn). compounds with 
raree earths (YDy, ScTb) and ternary systems (Lai_xGdxAl2). All of those can. in 
principle,, be described with RKKY interactions. There are other materials, called 
substitutionall spin glasses, that show spin glass behavior and are not describable 
viaa RKKY interactions. Examples are magnetic insulators, such as EuxSri_j,S, and 
amorphouss alloys, such as Ali_xGdj. and FexNii_x . 

Experimentallyy there are few properties which are common to all spin glasses, 
noo matter what is the precise physics underlying the disordered interaction among 
spins.. We have to experimentally see that all the magnetic moments freeze in a 
disorderedd configuration in the spin glass phase. To this end, one can study the 
dynamicc magnetic susceptibility X(UJ), i.e. the the response of the system to an 
externall AC field perturbation of frequency UJ. In presence of weak external fields, 
thee magnetic susceptibility displays a peak at the critical temperature due to the 
factt that the system freezes in a given configuration in the spin glass phase. 

Thee magnetic susceptibility depends on whether the system has been cooled down 
inn presence of a magnetic field or not. The zero field cooled (ZFC) susceptibility is 
measuredd by cooling down the sample in zero field and heating it up in a small field, 
whilee the field cooled (FC) susceptibility, the measurement is performed by cooling 
downn in a field and repeating this for a slightly different field, these results can be 
seenn in Fig. 7.2. 
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Manyy other experimental facts are exhibited by spin glasses, for a complete 
descriptionn the reader is referred to Ref. [Myd93], One last remark about all ob-
servabless in spin glasses is that they are self averaging. In spite of the fact the 
spinn glass phase is disordered, the observables given by different samples are the 
same.. Therefore, any theory aiming to describe spin glasses has to give self aver-
agingaging observables. Self averaging means that sample to sample fluctuations vanish 
inn the thermodynamical limit1, then any intensive quantity does not depend on the 
realizationn of the quenched disorder [FH91]. 

7.11 Theory and mean field models 

Ann Ising ferromagnet. below the Curie temperature, can take two opposite magne
tizations,, separated by an overall spin flip. These two minima of the free energy are 
separatedd by an energy barrier that is infinitely large for an infinitely large system, 
thuss the ergodicity has been broken. In spin glasses, on the contrary, there are not 
onlyy two of these minima, there are many. Furthermore, inside these minima, or val
leys,, there can be many metastable states or sub-valleys. Each of these (sub-)valleys 
bringss a different time scale. 

Thee properties given by each of these valleys will, in principle be different, and 
differentt from the equilibrium ones. The equilibrium properties will involve, in the 
end,, an average over all possible valleys with the appropriate thermal weights. In 
orderr to know the properties of each valley one should be able to apply infinitesimal 
magneticc fields ht proportional to the m, of that single valley. Since, of course, we 
doo not know a prion these m, the task becomes extremely difficult. Due to that, 
thee study of spin glasses is very difficult even in the mean field approximation. 

Thee first mean field model of spin glasses appeared in 1975 by Sherrington and 
Kirpatrickk [SK75], the SK model. The SK model is a fully connected Ising spin 
systemm with quenched random interactions. In spite of being mean field, it gives a 
goodd insight in the understanding of the spin glass phase. To solve it. the use of 
neww theories was needed, the most known is the1 Replica Theory. A few years later. 
Parisii proposed [Par79] a marginally stable solution for the SK model which is still 
nowadayss accepted by means of the Replica Symmetry Breaking [MPV87]. 

Inn ferromagnets the order parameter is the magnetization m,; = {Si). In spin 
glassess however the magnetization stays at zero value in the low temperature phase 
forr symmetric bond distributions, i.e. random couplings symmetrically distributed 
aroundd zero. Higher order moments are needed. Edwards and Anderson proposed 
[EA75]: : 

qqEAEA==  lini lim [($(*(,)$(*(> + *)>]„„ (7-1) 

wheree the average is over a long set of reference times t0 [FH91]. This quantity 
iss zero if the system is ergodic and non-zero if the system is trapped in a single 

'Wi thh sample to sample fluctuations we mean: ({x) — (x)) . where ... stands for quenched 

disorderr average and (...) for thermal average. 
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HighT T 

—— q 

Loww T 

Ferromagnet t Spinn Glass 

Figuree 7.3: Comparison of the overlap distribution P(q) in ferromagnets and spin 
glasses s 

phase.. Since the Ar —> oc limit is taken first, #EA measures the mean-squared single-
valleyy local spontaneous magnetization, averaged over all possible valleys. Then as 
thee equilibrium or statistical mechanics order parameter one takes the mean square 
locall equilibrium magnetization: 

W W (7.2) ) 

Sincee there are many phases, it can be interesting to know, apart of this mean 
value,, the correlation between states, the overlap, between two states a and b. 

(lab (lab -Y,-Y,mm>" >" 
and d isiderr also its distribution 

Pj{q)Pj{q) = (8{q-qab)) = Y,PaPb5(q Qab) Qab) 

(7.3) ) 

(7.4) ) 

wheree P„,  P\, are the probabilities of the states a and b respectively. 
Thiss distribution in a ferromagnet will be composed by two deltas at the cor

respondingg two possible values of the magnetization ) because there are two 
phases.. In spin glasses however it might have a continuous part showing the large va
rietyy of phases involved in the spin glass phase. A sketch of these phases is depicted 
inn figure 7.3 

Inn the SK model, the order parameter grows continuously from zero as the tran
sitionn is crossed. It is described by a Full Replica Symmetry Breaking (FRSB) 
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solution.. In other models, like the p-spin model [Gar85, CS92], the order parameter 
iss a step function taking two values QQ and q\ > qo< with q\ — qo jumping discon-
tinuouslyy from zero to a finite value as the transition is crossed. No discontinuity 
appearss in the thermodynamic functions however. These models are described by 
onee step of Replica Symmetry Breaking (1RSB). This last scenario has been used in 
thee last years for the study of structural glass transition observed in fragile glasses. 

Inn chapter 9 a numerical simulation of an Ising spin glass on a hypercubic cell 
iss presented. This model has finite connectivity (not all spins are neighbors) but it 
iss expected to converge to the SK model in the thermodynamic limit. By studying 
it,, we can get information on the finite size effects in spin glasses by analyzing how 
thee simulation tends to the known mean field limit. Moreover it provides a tool to 
analyzee whether the mean field picture given by Full Replica Symmetry Breaking 
theoryy holds for finite systems, a strongly debated question in literature. 
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Transitionn temperature in 
metallicc spin glasses 

InIn this chapter, the dependence of the transition temperature Tg in terms of the 
concentrationn of magnetic impurities c in spin glasses is explained on the basis of 
aa screened RKKY interaction. The two observed power laws, Tg ~ c at lowr c and 
TTgg ~ c2/3 for intermediate c, are described in a unified approach, [SNL04]. 

8.11 Concentration dependence of the transition tem
perature e 

Metallicc spin glasses such as Ciii_cMnc, Ag1_ rMnc. Aui-^Fec are alloys formed by 
magneticc impurities embedded in a noble metal. The transition temperature of such 
materialss depends on the magnetic impurity concentration c. Different phenomena 
dominatee for different concentrations. The mutual interaction between magnetic 
impuritiess is mediated by electrons, the RKKY interaction. It can be understood 
ass follows: the sea of electrons interact with an impurity and the scattered wave 
interferess with the incoming one. This creates a pattern of spin polarizations that 
bringss an oscillatory behaviour and a 1/r3 fall off of the form J(r) = Acos(2kFr)/r3 

att T — 0. For very low concentrations, less than as 50 ppm. the interaction can be 
neglectedd and the magnetic impurities act independently bringing the Kondo effect. 
Forr larger concentrations though less than as 10 at. %. the RKKY interaction is the 
dominantt interaction and the spin glass phase appears. The oscillatory nature of the 
interactionn and the position randomness of the impurities form a disordered magnet. 
Abovee this concentration, the chance of having a significant amount of impurities 
ass first or second neighbours is high, and consequently clusters are formed. For 
evenn larger concentrations the percolation limit is reached and ferromagnetism or 
antiferromagnetism.. depending on the type of magnetic impurities, appears. For a 
revieww on these different regimes see Ref. [Myd93]. 
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Thee spin glass region of concentrations (excluding the cluster region) exhibits 
twoo different behaviours. On one hand, for concentrations lower than % 1/2 at. 9f. 
thee da t a points approach a linear curve. Ty DC c. while on the other hand, for higher 
concentrat ions,, up to ~ 10 — 15 at. {'A the fit turns to T9 x c 2 / i . In this chapter we 
explainn these scaling laws in a unified t rea tment . 

Thee key point lies in the fact that the RKKY interaction is not infinite ranged. 
Att finite tempera ture , phonons interact with the electron sea smearing out the spin 
polarizationn pa t te rn at large distances, consequently the interaction is cut off at a 
lengthh Ay. It has the form 

J ( r )) = A(-r/x> cun(2kFr)/r :i (8.1) 

Forr pure metals this cut off is the thermal coherence length A^ = hvFij/i\:  oc l/T. 
Forr disordered metals where non-magnetic impurities exist alongside with magnetic 
ones,, the former start to play a role [ZS86. BP86. Ber87]: the electron wave that 
scat terss from the magnetic impurity diffuses around the non-magnetic ones before 
itt reaches another magnetic impurity. The contributions of all such diffusive paths 
addd coherently as long as the distance between the magnetic impurities is smaller 
thann the thermal coherence length Ay. This leads to cutt ing off the typical value of 
thee interaction [ZS86. BP86. Ber87] as in Eq. (8.1). but with A r = (Dfhi/-)l/2 x 
l / T 1 / 2 .. where D — vFr/3 is the diffusion constant of an electron in a disordered 
metall and r is the mean free time for elastic scattering. Tims for Tr < h (assuming 
alsoo t ha t the elastic scattering dominates over the inelastic, r < TUW\) the effective 
rangee of the interaction for a disordered metal is shorter than for the pure case. 
Thiss defines a limit between the two situations tha t can bring differences in the 
largee concentration regime for certain materials since the above inequalities may 
welll be reached in some cases. 

Shegelskii and Geldart [SG92b. SG92a] have derived the range of an indirect-
exchangee interaction in disordered metals which takes into account the RKKY in
teract ionn and sd scattering. They could well describe a wide range of experiments 
byy fitting new length scales that appear in the problem. We shall not aim at fitting 
thee da t a but at giving the basic mechanism. We focus on the case where the con
centrat ionn of magnetic impurities is changed with no other added impurities. Our 
approachh does not have adjustable parameters. 

Wee use a Hamiltonian that takes into account the fact that the magnetic impu
rities,, i.e. "spins'", are present in some sites of the lattice and not in all of them 
[Nic-93.. NvD99] 

n(s)n(s) = - i ^ J ( r - r ' ) s r ^ c r c r . - J / £ \ s r r r (8.2) 
r,r ''  r 

wheree sr represents the spin on site r and cr = 1 . 0 whether a spin is present on site 
rr or not . J ( r — r ' ) is the RKKY interaction between sites r and r ' . This model is 
usedd since it contains from the beginning a dependence on the concentration via an 
averagee of the c r . It is a random site problem, since the randomness comes from the 
dis tr ibut ionn of spins in a lattice, and not a random bond problem where each bond 
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hass a random strength, as is for example in the case of the SK model. This model 
cann be solved in the low concentration limit via a mean field approximation in the 
replicaa scheme [Nie93, NvD99]. The transition temperature was found to satisfy the 
followingg condition 

c^ t anh 2 [ / 3 J ( r ) ]] = 1 (8.3) 
r r 

wheree r represents each of the sites of the lattice since the factors cr have been taken 
inn average. This relation was postulated long before by comparison with the random 
bondd problem [SS75]. Combining the RKKY interaction in Eq. (8.1) with Eq. (8.3) 
wee basically have an equation of the form 

1 1 AncAnc I dr r tanh^ 
A/3' A/3' 

==  1 (8.4) 

wheree the upper limit of the integral accounts for the interaction cut off, and, as 
aa first approximation, we can consider that the oscillations of the cosine are not of 
qualitativee importance in the range where the hyperbolic tangent squared has signif
icantt values. Eq. (8.4) gives the transition temperature Tg for a given concentration 
c.. For small concentrations, in order to satisfy the equation, the transition temper
aturee has to be small, which allows us to extend the upper limit of the integral to 
infinity.. It yields 

/>OC C 

47Tc(3g47Tc(3g / dx x2 tanh 
Jo Jo 

A^ A^ 
==  1 (8.5) 

whichh leads to the expected result [SS75, Nie93, NvD99] 

TTggoccocc (8.6) 

Forr larger concentrations, the transition temperature has to decrease. Then the 
upperr limit remains finite and the tanh2 in Eq. (8.4) can be approximated by 1. We 
get t 

[[ ATAT , 4TT . 
47TCC / drr2 = c —A^ = 1 (8.7) 

JoJo 3 
Fromm the middle expression we see that the transition takes place when there 

startss to be on the average more than one impurity in the range of attraction of 
thee RKKY interaction, as one might have expected. Since for a disordered metal 
ATAT OC T - 1 / 2 , the scaling law then reads 

TTgg ex c2 / 3 (8.8) 

Wee want to stress that the 2/3 power law is intimately related to the fact that 
thee system is considered to be a disordered metal, having AT oc T - 1 / 2 . In this 
sense,, we consider metals with a small amount of non-magnetic impurities (for a 
studyy on the effect of a variation on the concentration of non-magnetic impurities 
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seee Refs. [SG92b. SG92a. VS85]). For a pure metal, i.e. for Tyr > h. where the 
rangee of the RKKY interaction is proportional to the inverse of the temperature . 
ATAT -X T ^ 1 . the scaling law in Eq. (8.8J becomes Tg -x c1 / , J . In the intermediate case, 
i.e.. for T9T ~ h. to consider the system as being disordered is not anymore a good 
approximation,, a fact that may bring values of the exponent o lower than the 2 /3 
predictedd for the disordered case. i.e. for Tgr <g; h. An example of that is the case 
forr Au i_ c Fe r where the exponent o ~ 0.58 [CM72]. 

Wee have explained here the two "pure" scaling laws Tg x c and Tu ~x. c2/f,i (or 
TTgg "x c1//i for jjure metals) corresponding to the canonical spin glass [Myd93]. These 
aree the limiting si tuations and effective exponents found in experiments may lie 
betweenn 1/3 and 1. We suspect that in the experiments performed till now. a non-
negligiblee amount of non-magnetic impurities were always present in the sample. We 
thereforee propose to perforin new refined experiments in order to test the presence 
off lower exponents o. 



9 9 

Thee Ising Spin-Glass on a 
Hypercubicc Cell 

InIn this chapter we describe a numerical simulation of the statics of an Ising spin-
glasss on a hypercubic cell. This model was proposed a decade ago by Parisi, Ritort 
andd Rubi [PRR91] in order to have a better understanding of the solution of the 
Sherringtion-Kirkpatrickk model proposed by Parisi [Par79]. Analytic progress on 
thee stability of the solution was intricate and numerical solutions were a hope to 
havee more information. The SK model however, is extremely CPU time consuming 
sincee all spins are connected. Therefore some finite range models that converge in 
thee thermodynamic limit to the mean-field SK were proposed. Hypercubic lattices 
inn finite dimensions are good candidates to this end. 

Inn the case of ordered systems, the Ising model on a hypercubic lattice converges 
too mean field when the dimension goes to infinity [Par88]. The same happens for 
spinn glasses [GMY90]. We deal with an hypercubic cell, i.e. an hypercubic lattice 
withh lattice size L = 2. with connectivity z = D and free boundary conditions. The 
hypercubicc lattice, on the contrary, has connectivity z = 2D. It can be proven that 
thee hypercubic cell in ordered systems converges towards mean field. We expect the 
samee to happen in disordered systems. In the cell the number of spins is TV = 2D 

aa fixed parameter for a given dimension, while in the hypercubic lattice N and 
DD are two independent parameters. In ordered systems a high coordination (high 
dimension/highh temperature) expansion in l/z for the thermodynamic potential 
showss that the hypercubic cell (in dimension D) and the hypercubic lattice (in 
dimensionn 2D) are similar also at finite dimensions [Par88]. If that holds, as we 
expect,, for spin-glasses the study of the hypercubic lattice can give us information 
overr the spin glass in hypercubic lattices, thus the Edwards Anderson (EA) model. 

Wee study the equilibrium properties as a function of the dimension (which in this 
casee is the same as the size of the system). We look at the behaviour as dependent 
onn both finite size and finite connectivity (dimensional) effects and try to distinguish 
differentt regimes separated by a crossover and we carefully look, in the range of sizes 
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wee are capable to reach with our numerical simulations, the way the system tends 
too its mean-field limit: the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick Model. 

9.11 The Model 

Thee hypercubic cell is an hypercubic lattice of lattice size L = 2. Thus in D — 2 is 
aa square . D = 3 is a cube and so forth. It consists of 2D Ising spins .s,. each with D 
nearestt neighbors (nn) whose1 interaction is described by the Hamiltonian 

wheree < ij  > denotes nn couples i.j. Having D nn is due to the geometry of 
t hee system. One can have the pictorial image in 3D. where1 the spins lie on the 
verticess and the couplings lie on the edges of a cube. This view can be generalized 
algebraicallyy to higher dimensions. The Jrj are binary quenched random couplings 
withh probability distr ibution 

PVij)PVij) = ^ Wij ~ J) + \i>  (Jij + J) (9-2) 

off zero mean and variance Jfj = J'2 — 1/D (this is chosen in order to properly 
normalizee extensive observables in the limit D —> oc). The overline denotes the 
averagee over the disorder, thus over the distr ibution Eq. (9.2). 

9.22 Simulation and Data Analysis 

9.2.11 Exchange Monte Carlo 

M o t i v a t i o n s s 

Inn a statistical mechanical system at equilibrium the probability that a certain con
figurationn can take place at a given temperature is given by the Boltzmann-Gibbs 
dis t r ibut ion.. Any proper dynamics must lead to such a distribution in the long
t imee limit and must satisfy detailed balance at any step of relaxation. Based on 
suchh general propert ies is the Metropolis algorithm, the kernel of the Monte Carlo 
me thodd widely used in numerical physics. 

Inn a complicated model in statistical mechanics such an algorithm allows to 
exploree most of the phase space even though different s ta tes are often separated by 
highh energy barriers in the free energy landscape. Initially, the sequences of Monte 
Carloo s teps move the system around the region of the phase space next to the initial 
configuration.. If tha t region is separated by other regions of the phase space by high 
barr ierss or narrow pa ths it can take a lot of t ime to cross to another region and 
continuee the probe of the system's states. To reach equilibrium can become a very 
hardd task. This is the case in disordered systems such as spin-glasses. 
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Too be operative we can look at the computer time needed to achieve equilibrium, 
thatt increases with the size of the simulated system exponentially. In the more precise 
computerr science language this heuristic observation translates into saying that our 
thermalizationn problem is a Non-deterministic Polynomial Complete (NP-complete) 
problemm [GJ79]. The Exchange Monte Carlo method is an improved Monte Carlo 
methodd which in many cases incredibly reduces the thermalization time and it is 
extremelyy effective in spin-glasses. 

Thee goal is to make the system explore the whole phase space accessible for a 
givenn temperature. In the case of spin-glasses however, it is known that for low tem
peraturess the free energy displays a very rough landscape. This landscape consists 
off a large number of valleys, i.e. minima, separated by large energy (or entropy) 
barriers.. Moreover, these energy barriers grow exponentially with the size of the 
system.. Then, for low enough temperatures and/or high enough sizes, the system 
willl most likely get stuck in one of these valleys not being able to overcome the 
barriers.. With difficulties a barrier will be crossed and a new minima will be visited, 
notwithstanding,, the dynamics will be too slow and the number of Monte Carlo 
stepss needetl to reach thermal equilibrium will be too large. The Exchange Monte 
Carloo method circumvents this problem by using the fact that at high temperatures 
thee energy barriers decrease and ultimately disappear above the phase transition to 
aa paramagnet. 

Lett us consider a spin glass at low temperature. It is trapped in a minimum, not 
visitingg other minima within a reasonable number of standard Monte Carlo steps. 
InIn order to make it move in the free energy landscape the system lias to be heated 
enoughh for these barriers to decrease and then cooled down again expecting that the 
valleyy visited this time will be different from the previous one. By repeating these 
"heatt kinks" many times, the phase space accessible at a given temperature is much 
easierr explored, and thermalization is much less time consuming. 

Thee above described procedure is called Simulated Tempering, where one system 
movess back and forth around different temperatures. In order to do this guaranteeing 
thatt the true Boltzmann-Gibbs measure is yielded for long times, one needs to set 
certainn parameters and this requires a certain number of "tuning" simulations before 
startingg the actual analysis. More efficient is the Exchange Monte Carlo method, also 
calledd Parallel Tempering method, that uses the same idea of heating and cooling 
butt is applied to more (n) systems in parallel. At the beginning of the procedure 
thesee n systems are distributed over n different temperatures, see fig. 9.1. They are 
heatedd and cooled by swapping them among adjacent thermal baths. 

1 22 3 4 5 6 7 

— % — tt 1, ' + / — t x — r -T 

Figuree 9.1: Schematic picture of the different systems in an Exchange Monte Carlo. 
Heree n = 7 

Thee procedure is as follows: 

i)i)  Initial random systems are placed each one at a different temperature, see 
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fig.fig. 9.1. 

li)li)  The dynamics of each system is simulated simultaneously and independently 
ass canonical ensemble for a few Monte Carlo steps using the standard Monte 
Carloo method. 

ni)ni) A pair of systems at adjacent temperatures is interchanged according to some 
ruless that will be described below. 

iv)iv) Repeat steps ii  and in until equilibrium is reached in the thermal bath of lowest 
temperature. . 

Finally,, and if the procedure has been properly carried out. each of the systems 
hass visited all temperatures, which effectively means that it has been warmed up and 
cooledd down exploring then different regions of the phase space for each temperature. 
If.. on the contrary, we focus our attention to just one temperature, one system, 
thoughh a different one each time, it has visited most of the phase space and then 
equilibriumm has been reached for that temperature. So in the end we have systems 
att equilibrium at all temperatures of the grid. 

Thee exchange is performed two by two, so the configuration at 0O tries to be 
swappedd with the one at 0X. After that, the swap between the configuration at 
0i0i and the one at ;32 is proposed, and so forth. After a few iterations of this 
proceduree the starting systems are completely spread in the temperature space. 
Theyy walk around the different heat baths. An intermediate situation could be the 
onee described in figure 9.2 

TT 0 (7) (7) r:\  r?) (?) 
T-— X—X—T—T— tt  X "T 

Figuree 9.2: Example of the spreading of the systems among the different tempera
tures s 

Exchangee probabilit y computation 

Inn order to be physical, the exchange of systems at different temperatures has to 
satisfyy detailed balance. Otherwise, we would be inducing a biased evolution. Let 
P(X,/3P(X,/3mm)) = Z-l((3m)e-0mU(X) be the probability of having the configuration X 
att temperature l/j3m and let W(X,Bm\ Y, 0n) be the probability of exchanging the 
configurationn X at temperature l/0m with the configuration Y at temperature l/0n. 
Detailedd balance means that the transition in one direction, say from X. 0m —• Y, /?„, 
hass the same chance as in the other direction. Y.Bn —> X. f3m. Formally it reads: 

P(X.0P(X.0mm)P(Y.0)P(Y.0nn)W(X.f3)W(X.f3mm\\ Y.0n) = P(X.pn)P(Y.0m)W(Y,0m\ X,0n). (9.3) 
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wheree we have used the fact that the probability of each configuration at each tem
peraturee is independent of each other, i.e. P(X,/3m;Y,0n) = P(X,/3m)P(Y, pn). 
Wee can write Eq. (9.3) as 

W(X,f3W(X,f3mm\Y,(3\Y,(3nn) ) exp{(A-p\n)[H(X)-H(Y)]} exp{(A-p\n)[H(X)-H(Y)]} (9.4) ) 
W{Y,(3W{Y,(3mm\X,(3\X,(3nn) ) 

Wee then use the Metropolis algorithm to evaluate the exchange probability. This 
amountss to say that 

W(X,(3W(X,(3mm\Y,p\Y,pnn) ) , - A A 

iff A < 0. 

iff A > 0. 
(9.5) ) 

Thiss basically states that both systems are always in equilibrium, in both involved 
thermall baths, even after the exchange. The configurations X and Y are valid 
configurationss for both (3n and fim otherwise no exchange is performed. The more the 
twoo energy distributions overlap the higher is the exchange probability. Figure 9.3 
reproducess a schematic representation of the region of energies where the exchange 
successfullyy takes place. 

Figuree 9.3: P(E) for different temperatures. The overlap has to be large enough to 
havee good exchange rates 

Forr this method to be effective, we need to have not too low exchange rates 
sincee otherwise it would be just standard Monte Carlo of many systems, bringing no 
improvement.. Also, we need to guarantee that each system visits all thermal baths 
withh the same frequency. We can tune the exchange rates by properly choosing 
thee temperature grid. If the distance between temperatures is too large, there will 
almostt be no overlap between adjacent P(E)'s so there will almost be no exchange 
off systems. 

Thesee exchange rates depend on the size of the system. The larger the system the 
shorterr the interval between temperatures. In practice, we check the exchange rates 
forr different temperature grids at the highest size to be simulated before starting the 
reall simulation. We choose a minimal exchange rate of 30% in order for the method 
too be effective. 

Thee Parallel Tempering algorithm has proved very effective in the statistical 
mechanicss of disordered systems. It offers the possibility to deal with low temper-
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att ure regimes whose equilibrium could not be reached for reasonable sizes with the 
s t anda rdd Monte Carlo. There are other methods that improve the Monte Carlo 
technique,, we already commented on simulated annealing for instance. Other re
latedd methods could be the scaling approaches based on Umbrella sampling, see for 
instancee [TV77]. or the so-called Multicanonical Approaches [BN91. BN92]. Mul-
ticanonicall Approaches arc1 sometimes more efficient than Exchange Monte Carlo, 
e.g.. they work bet ter for first order phase transitions, but are much more difficult 
too implement. In general, when the Exchange Monte Carlo method is applicable, it 
iss recommended since it is easy to implement and very powerful. 

9.2.22 Multispin coding 

Inn order to calculate the energy we use the multispin coding technique. This is 
basedd on the fact tha t , since Ising spins ) can take only two variables, they can 
bee represented by a 1-digit binary number. Then, when performing a simulation, 
eachh spin in the system corresponds to a single bit in the computer ' s memory. Tha t 
reducess enormously the memory consumed by the program and increases its speed 
duee to the fact that multiple operations can be done at the same time. 

Thee way we distr ibute the spins in the computer memory is as follows. We 
makee use from the fact tha t the computer is prepared to work with "words", i.e. 
sequencess of bits tha t create an integer, a float... We use. long long integers, which 
aree sequences of 64 bits. 

Positionn 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 62 63 
Valuee 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

Wee write in each of these bits the value of one spin of a different system in the 
parallell tempering technique. Tha t limits the number of systems to the length of 
thee word (though, more words could be used), but it improves, as we will see. the 
speedd of the simulation. We will have then an array of words corresponding to each 
off the spins of all systems. Therefore, the bit in position 0 of the 0th word of the 
arrayy will correspond to the first spin of the first system (so the first temperature 
inn the parallel tempering technique) note that usually in computer ' s language 
enumerat ionss start at 0 and not at 1. the bit in position 3 of the 4th word of the 
arrayy will correspond to the 4th spin of the 5th system, and so on. Couplings are 
wr i t tenn in the same way. each bit corresponds to each of the different systems in the 
parallell tempering (which is always the1 same value for all systems in one sample, 
butt using this we can compute various samples in parallel) and there is an array of 
suchh words corresponding each of the different couplings inside the hypercube. 

Thiss is different from what it is commonly done, say when simulating the SK 
model.. There, usually each bit of one word corresponds to different spins of the same 
systemm and not of different ones. The main difference is tha t in our situation the 
geometryy of the system mat te r s . One has to find the correct neigbours for a given 
spinn and the couplings among them. By choosing this way of distr ibuting the spins 
inn memory, one has to look only once for the neighbours for all samples involved 
andd this, to our understanding, reduces considerably the t ime. In the SK. however, 
sincee there is no geometry, all spins are neighbours, so they are all coupled to each 
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other,, and no intricate search for neighbours is needed. Having then all spin of one 
systemm aligned in the computer memory can be useful. 

Too evaluate the energy of the system we have to use H x - J2i.j JijSiSj. For 
thatt we have to find the neighbours of each spin and the corresponding coupling. 

Too find the neigbours we have to keep in mind the geometry of the hypercube, 
seesee figs. 9.4. 9.5 

(1,0,0)) (1,1,0) 

\y \y 

(P,oS (P,oS ) ) 

/f,1,1) ) 

/ / 

(0,0)) (0,1) (o.o.i) (o,i,i) 

Figuree 9.4: Hypercube D = 2 Figure 9.5: Hypercube D = 3 

Itt is important to notice that an hypercube in D dimensions has 2° spins and 
D2D2DD~~11 couplings. The spins lie in the vertices of the hypercube while the couplings 
cann be represented by the edges between vertices. Then, if we think in cartesian 
coordinatess with a vertex of the hypercube in the origin and the length of the edges 
beingg 1, each of the vertices is defined by a set of D 0's or 1's. These defines an integer 
writtenn using binary numbers. Each of the D neighbours of the, say (0,0,0,0,....0) 
spin,, can then be found by changing each time a 0 by a 1, see figs. 9.4, 9.5. To find 
thee coupling linking the spin with one of its neighbours is a bit more complicated. 
Theree are D2D~1 couplings, which means that there are 2D~1 couplings for each 
off the D directions. Since we change one bit from the spin coordinates to find one 
neighbour,, that defines which direction we have the coupling (the edge between these 
twoo vertices), then the rest of the binary sequence of the spin coordinate (taking out 
thee one bit that changes) is a number ranging from 0 to 2D~1 — 1 so the residue of 
thee division of such number and 2D~1 yields the couplings that we have to use along 
thatt direction. Then the first 2D~1 couplings are in the 1st (x) direction the next 
22DD~~11 in the 2nd (y) and so on till the direction number D. 

Energyy calculation 

Noww we have the couplings and each of the spins, then by just using two bitwise ex-
clusive-OR:clusive-OR: A, we compute the energy contribution of each couple of spins connected 
byy it. 
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EijEij  = Ju A(SiASj) 7 = 1 A" (9.6) 

Sincee this operation is performed with each word, the energy a t t r ibuted to a link 
betweenn two spins can be computed with a single operation for the whole set of 
differentt systems in the exchange Monti1 Carlo method. Finally, the energy related 
too one spin can be found by summing all the contributions from its neighbours. And 
thee total energy is found by summing this value for all the spins and dividing by 
two.. because of double counting. 

Inn the Monte Carlo procedure each spin is asked to turn around. If that favours 
thee energy, e.g. the total energy decreases, the turn is accepted, otherwise it is 
acceptedd only with some probability tha t depends on how large is the energy increase 
proposedd and on the tempera ture of t h e system. Such a probability only depends 
onn that spin and its couplings to its neighbours. Then to perform the switch of one 
spinn we only have to calculate the energy locally. 

9.2.33 Data Analysis 

Equ i l i b ra t i o n n 

Onee of the main issues when performing numerical simulations is to be sure that the 
systemm has thermalized before starting making measurements. If equilibrium is not 
reached,, the observables will drift and yield systematic errors. 

Inn the Monte Carlo evolution, one waits a number of t imesteps letting the system 
evolvee towards equilibrium. Only afterwards the measurements are started. This 
numberr of steps drastically depends on the size of the system and on the temper
a tu re .. The larger and the colder is the system, the longer we must let the system 
evolvee to reach thermalization. Many different methods have been created to ensure 
thermalizat ion.. all of them having drawbacks, the worst being that most of the ef
fectivee methods are a posteriori, so one has to run the simulation up to a point and 
thenn observe whether the system has thermalized or not. 

Inn this work we have used two thermalization checks: 

i)i)  Specific heat cheek. In this case one checks whether the specific heat computed 
as s 

dTdT Tn + ] - T 
(9.7) ) 

wheree (en) is the t ime averaged energy in the thermal bath at tempera ture Tn 

andd the last expression gives the discretized derivative, is the same as the one 
computedd via the fluctuation formula of the canonical ensemble 

(e2>> -
<-=*<-=*  'T2' ' - (9.8) 

t ha tt holds exclusively at equilibrium. 
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ii)ii)  Symmetry of Pj(q) under q —• —q for each sample. In equilibrium, the proba
bilityy distribution of the overlaps has to be symmetric for our model because 
off the Hamiltonian invariance under st —• -st. This check is very strong in 
standardd Monte Carlo since it corresponds to a flip in the whole sample of 
sisi —> —Si, which is the slowest mode of the dynamics. Even if in the Paral
lell Tempering dynamics this mode needs not to be the slowest one, the check 
turnss out to be still quite reliable. This method is specially useful and powerful 
sincee it works for one sample (one {Jij}  realization) quantities and one does 
nott need very long runs to perform it. 

Withh these two methods, we obtain a lower boundary for the number of time 
stepss needed to thermalize for each size to simulate. A number far above this one 
iss chosen to be sure, and it is used in the successive runs as the starting time of the 
measurements. . 

Critica ll  Point 

Inn numerical simulations of systems of finite size, good tools to determine the critical 
temperaturee are quantities that, in the critical regime where correlation length are 
off the order of the system extension, do not depend on the size. Exactly at the 
phasee transition, therefore, these parameters are expected to take the same value, 
irrespectivelyy of the specific size simulated. Actually, in systems of small size, for 
whichh the correlation length soon overcomes their characteristic length, such an 
indicationn is not as precise as for large systems, and finite size corrections should 
bee taken into account. However, as the size increases, such effects are less and less 
importantt and a proper fit of the crossing points of these observables as functions 
off temperature with increasing N should provide the "true" critical temperature. 

Anyy dimensionless observable satisfies the finite size scaling (FFS) assumption: 

0{N.0{N. T) = g ((T - rc(,V)) A " 1 ^ ) (9.9) 

with h 
TTCC{N){N) = Tc{oc) + A N~l/l/  (9.10) 

wheree N is the number of spins (AT = LD) and v is the critical exponent related to 
thee divergence of the correlation length £ oc \TC — T\~v. 

Thee first parameter we will consider is the Binder cumulant 

22 V m ) 
wheree (...) represents the average over quenched disorder and (...) the thermal 
average. . 

Inn systems such as the one we study here, whose Hamiltonian satisfies the time-
reversall symmetry (TRS) and displaying a Replica Symmetry Broken phase at low 
temperature,, the Binder cumulant is the proper quantity to identify the transition 
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point .. It grows from zero, in the paramagnetic phase, to unity for T — 0. displaying 
aa s teep increase around Tc. This steepness is enhanced as N —> oc. 

Iff a magnetic field // is added, however. TRS is broken and. due to The lack of 
self-averagingg in the P(q). the Binder cuniulant behaves strangely and is no more a 
sui tablee quanti ty to investigate the transition to the spin glass phase. 

Inn order to bypass the problem of non-self-averaging two other parameters were 
thenn introduced [M+98a. BBDM98. M+98b. PPR991: 

:o.i2: : 

;o.i3) ) 
-- W2) 

Theirr relationship with D is the following 

**  = i-|ê <9'14) 

Forr RSB systems such as the one we consider, using the Guerra identity [Gue95] 

l-r-rrl-r-rr 2 ^ ^ 2 

44 = 

GG = 

ww22))22 - w2r 
W)W)2 2 

( Q 2 ) 22 - (<12Y 

Wï-ïüWï-ïü11))2 2 

WW22))22==  3 ( ' / 4 > + 3 < ï 2 ) (9.15) 

Onee can show tha t G is equal to 1/3 in the whole frozen phase (in the thermodynamic 
l imit) .. The parameter A is. instead, a measure of the fluctuations of the spin glass 
susceptibilityy \-sg — V(q2). It vanishes at zero temperature , being a non trivial 
increasingg function of the temperature as it increases towards Tr. 

Evenn though for the system at // = 0 this does not provide new information on 
thee transi t ion tempera ture , we have also analyzed the behavior in tempera ture and 
sizee of .4 and G for the hypercubic spin-glass cell (see Figs. 9.8-9.9). to check and 
improvee the Tc est imate. 

U l t r a m e t r i c i t yy in t h e f rozen phase 

Study ingg the s t ructure of the states in the RSB spin-glass phase by means of P{q) one 
findss a very special hierarchical structure: the ultramc.tric s tructure. In the Parisi 
Ansa tzz this becomes evident in the computation of the joint probability distribution 
off the three overlaps among three real replicas, i.e. three different configurations of 
spinss exchanging among them the same interactions: P.i(q\2-Q23-Qi3)-

Averagingg over quenched disorder we And 

Pj(qA.qB.qc)Pj(qA.qB.qc) = Urn _ _ V 6{Qab-qA)S{Qb(.-qB)6{Q,u.-qc) (9.16) 

wheree (abc) are triples with different values. From the analysis of the overlap matrix 
QabQab in the Parisi Ansatz it conies out that this probability is zero unless, taken three 
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replicas,, at least two overlaps are equal to each other and the third one is equal or 
smaller. . 

Iff we define the distance 

da/3da/3 = ^J2(m" 
-0\2 -0\2 

Z{<IEAZ{<IEA  - qa[i) 

thee ultrametric property is expressed as the inequality 

ddaa00 < max(d/37, day) 

(9.17) ) 

(9.18) ) 

Thiss allows to set a metric in the states space such that there can be either isosceles 
orr equilateral triangles. 

Wee can alternatively represent the ultrametric structure setting the correspon
dencee between a pure state and the leaves of a branch of a tree. The distance between 
twoo states will then be proportional to the height at which the two branches, to which 
thee two states belong (see Fig. 9.6). 

conn fig ural] ons 

Figuree 9.6: An example of partition of the ultrametric structure on three levels. 
Thee nodes at level 1 correspond to three pure states. The leaves at the lower level 
connectedd to each node are configurations belonging to the corresponding state. The 
overlapss qï2l qu, 945, 935, 967, 978, 968 between configurations belonging to the same 
puree state take the value q\ = qsA, while overlaps of configurations belonging to 
differentt states take the value qo < q\- q2 = 1 is the value of the overlap of a 
configurationn with itself. 

Wee can otherwise separate the space in groups formed by all the points occurring 
insidee at a certain distance the ones from the others. Each of this groups (clusters) 
cann still be separated in subgroups containing all the points occurring at a smaller 
distance,, and so on. 

Inn the ultrametric space, such a partition does not lead to overlapping and each 
subgroupp exclusively belongs to one group hierarchically above it. The sequence of 
decreasingg distances taking place in this refinement of the states space partition is 
expressed,, in terms of overlaps, as the increasing sequence 

9oo < 9i <  < «A/1 < < « M M 1. . (9.19) ) 

wheree A/j is the number of levels. If we consider, for instance, three levels (see Fig. 
9.6),, in general q2 will be equal to 1 (overlap of a configuration with itself) and qi 
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willl be equal to r/EA (overlap of a pure state with itself). The second level is the 
onee of pure states: at each s ta te belong the configurations represented by the leaves 
branchingg from it. 

Thee computat ion of Eq. (9.16) leads to 

Pj{qPj{qAA.q.qBB.q.qCC)) = ^P(QA) A)ö(qA - qB)5{qA ~ Qc) + (9.20) 

++  -P(qA)P(<JB)ö(qA - <]B)SUIB - qc) + 

++  \p{qB)P{qc)0{qB ~ qc)S(qc - qA) + 

++  ^P(qc)P(qA)0(qc qA)S(qA - qB). 

clearlyy showing the tree properties above described, with x(qA) = j ' q A dqP(q). 
Ultrametrici tyy is a very peculiar property of disordered systems and it is yet an 

openn and widely discussed problem to understand whether such highly non-trivial 
s t ruc tu ree exists also beyond mean-field theory, in terms of which it was originally 
derived.. It is in any case based on a strong time-scale separation. 

Wee now introduce useful tools to identify and analyze the possible ultrametric 
propert iess of the spin-glass phase in numerical simulations of any kind of model 
wi thoutt assuming any mean-field behaviour. To this aim. it is necessary to simulate 
simultaneouslyy three independent replicas of the system and to measure the three 
overlapss one can build with them. 

AA first method is to verify the Gnorra relations [Gue95]: 

~mf~mf = \W)2 + i (?) 
I ^ r 22 1 

(q(q22q'q'22)) = ~2(q
2) + ^{qA) (9.21) 

wheree q e q' are any two of the three possible overlaps. 
Ann alternative s tudy can be performed introducing other observables, func

tionss of the three overlaps. For instance those introduced as 'Binder cumulants ' 
inn Rel'. [IPRL96]: 

„„ = (kl2gl3<?23[) R , (<Zl2gl3g23) ,„ „ „ , 
qqqqqq ~ T^3/2 qqq ~ -r-^-3/2 [ ] 

(QV(QV (Q2) 

((\Q\-W\)((\Q\-W\)22)) ((q-qisign(qu)f) 

mi)mi) <d/> 
wheree q\j is defined as 

qqMM = nmx{qi2.qi3,q-23} (9-24) 

andd q and q' are the other two overlay values (q. q' < q,\[). 

file:///q/-W/)2
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Sincee they are size independent observables. at criticality these can also be em
ployedd to give an estimate of the critical temperature and of the u critical index. 
Abovee all. however, their low T behavior can be compared with the theoretical 
previsionn for ultrametric systems. 

Ass the original Binder cumulant Eq. (9.11) also these cumulants do not depend 
onn the index i]  and the generic scaling behavior at finite size goes as in Eq. (9.9). 

Lett us consider the cumulant Bqqq. Its behavior can also be computed analyt
icallyy assuming an RSB phase, starting from P{q). Carrying out the average over 
thee joint probability distribution of three overlaps, given in Eq. (9.16) one obtains: 

oo f Jo dxq2(x) j ; 1 dyq(y) + \ ft dx x q3(x) 
BBqqqqqq = — - 3 ^ . {U.te, 

(jadxq*(T)) (jadxq*(T)) 

Thiss is a function of T tending asymptotically to 1 as T —> 0. If the structure of the 
spacee of the states is actually ultrametric the values of Bqqq computed directly from 
thee data of numerical simulations would also display the same behavior in the deep 
frozenn phase. 

9.33 Numerical Results 

Wee studied systems with dimensions D =  6.7.8.9.10.12 and 14 (number of spins 
NN = 2D). We were running three replicas in parallel since we wanted to study the 
ultrametricityy properties of the model. In order to have good acceptance rates in 
thee parallel tempering technique even for large sizes we have employed 40 different 
temperaturess in the range [0.49.1.06]. The range is such that we have some systems 
inn the disordered phase and we can reach temperatures as low as 0.5. The number 
off samples for the system of dimension 6. 7. 8. 9. 10 is a few hundreds (600 - 800). 
forr dimension 12 a hundred. The D=14 run is in the temperature range [0.69.1.06] 
andd we simulated 50 samples. 

9.3.11 Phase Transition 
InIn order to study the phase transitions in the figures 9.7, 9.8, 9.9 we show the plots 
forr B. A and G for all sizes studied. From the crossing points of the cumulants at 
differentt sizes we can infer the transition temperature as D —• oc. We show the 
resultss for the Binder cumulant in table 9.1. 

Thee estimates of the critical temperature and the v index are: Tc =  0.96(3) 
andd v — 2.4(6). We perforin a finite size scaling of the crossing points of the 
Binderr cumulant to get the phase transition temperature in the thermodynamic 
limit.. N —> oc. It scales as Eq. (9.10). From the analogue crossings of the parameters 
GG and A at different sizes we respectively get the estimates 

TTcc =  0.98(1) v =  3.2(5) (9.26) 

TTrr =  0.96(5) i/ = 3(l) (9.27) 
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Tablee 9.1: Size dependent transition temperature. 
Thee data are taken from the crossing point of the 
Binderr parameter, Eq. (9.11). The thermody
namicc limit value is yielded by fitting the data with 
thee FSS Eq. (9.10). 

Figuree 9.7: The Binder cumulant at sizes 
2D ,, D = 6,7, 8, 9,10.12. As the size in
creasess the steepness of B in the frozen 
phasee increases. 

Figuree 9.8: The A Parameter for the Figure 9.9: The G Parameter for the 
samee cases as in fig 9.7 same cases as in fig 9.7 

Thee G parameter becomes steeper and steeper as D increases (see Fig. 9.9) and 
thee curves behaviour is consistent with the limit of 1/3 for T < Tc except for the 
higherr sizes, showing the lack of enough sampling [PRS02]. The SG susceptibility 
fluctuationss A, already reach a maximum in the critical region here investigated (for 
DD > 8 in Fig 9.8) and start decreasing for decreasing T, as it is expected. The peak 
shiftt towards the crossing region as D increases. 

Dimension n 
6-8 8 
7-9 9 
8-10 0 
10-12 2 
12-14 4 

oc c 

jTc(Nspins) ) 
0.7633  0.002 
0.8088  0.002 
0.8499  0.002 
0.9111  0.005 
0.9177  0.005 
0.966  0.03 
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9.3.22 Low temperature behaviour 

Wee expect the hypercubic spin-glass cell to approach the SK model for large dimen
sions,, i.e. to have the same limit of the hypercubic lattice (the Edwards-Anderson 
model).. We have computed the overlap distribution function 

PN(q)=5(q-qPN(q)=5(q-q1212(t)) (t)) (9.28) ) 

with h 

912(«) ) 
1 1 

~N ~N 

N N 

(9.29) ) 

where e „(1.2) ) thee ith spin in the replica (1,2). We can compute three overlaps at 
eachh Monte Carlo step since we have three replicas. We use two of them (using all 
threee could induce correlations in the results) to increase statistics in all calculations 
involvingg one overlap quantities. In figures 9.10-9.13 we plot P/v(<?) at T = 0.69 for 
differentt dimensions ranging from 6 to 14 and at T = 0.649,0.610,0.488 for D 
rangingg from 6 to 12. At higher temperature, as soon as a peak is distinguishable, 
onee notices that it is at a value of q below the SK value of ^EA at that temperature 
(alsoo shown in the figure 9.10) as opposed to what happens in the SK model as N 
increasess [You83]. 
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Figuree 9.10: The overlap probability dis
tributionn P(q) at T =  0.488 from D = 6 
(widestt curve) to D = 12 (most peaked 
curve).. Also the analytical P(q) for the 
SKK model at this temperature is plotted. 
Thee delta functions at A are repre
sentedd by vertical lines. 

-0.88 -0.6 -04 -02 00 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Figuree 9.11: The overlap probability dis
tributionn P(q) at T = 0.61 for D = 
6,7,8,9,10,122 (from widest to narrow
est).. Also the analytical P(q) for the SK 
modell at this temperature is plotted. The 
deltaa functions at A are represented 
byy vertical lines. 
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rr = 0.610 

^^ = 0.49308 

== 0.43313 
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Lookingg at the PN(Q) it is possible to see that it eventually tends, for large N, 
too the analytical P(q) computed for the SK model in the thermodynamic limit. 
Inn Fig. 9.14 the evolution of the maximum of PN(Q) (<Zmax) is plotted for different 
temperatures.. One can see there clearly the trend towards qEQ- Conversely, for lower 
temperature,, e.g. T = 0.488 in Fig. 9.10. we can see that, at the simulated sizes, 
thee peak of PN(Q) tends to its infinite dimension limit from above (in magnitude), 
butt becomes lower than it around D = 8. A crossover between the two different 
behaviorss has to take place in between. To understand better the situation we have 
too look at intermediate temperatures, trying to see evidence of a turning point in 
thee range of D values at our disposal. In Figs. 9.11-9.12 we show the probability 
distributionss at T = 0.61 and T = 0.649 and in Fig. 9.15 the behavior of the qmax as 
aa function of the size around these temperature values. Even though the uncertainty 
onn the peak is large, it is still possible to observe that a crossover occurs, but data 
aree not refined enough to determine the Z)cross(T) at which it takes place. 

Figuree 9.12: The overlap probability dis
tributionn P(q) at T = 0.649 for D = 
6.. 7. 8. 9.10 and 12 (from widest to nar
rowest).. Also the analytical P(q) for the 
SKK model at this temperature is plotted. 
Thee delta functions at A a r e repre
sentedd by the vertical lines. 

Figuree 9.13: The overlap probability dis
tributionn P(q) at T = 0.69 for D = 
6.7.8.9.10.122 and 14 (from widest to 
narrowest).. Also the analytical P(q) for 
thee SK model at this temperature is plot
ted.. The delta functions on i^EA are rep
resentedd by the vertical lines. 

Whatt happens is that, at a given temperature, the system starts evolving towards 
thee mean-field limit as in the fully connected model. In the hypercubic cell the 
connectivityy is z = D, whereas the number of particles is N = 2D . In the low 
DD regime, where the dilution is small (z/N not too small), finite size corrections 
happenn to be qualitatively similar to the finite size correction of the SK model. 
Whatt matters in this case is, thus, the number of particles. At some (temperature 

188 > T = 0.649 

166 qE A- 0.43877 

144 xc = 0.41027 
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dependent)) value D, the peak of the P(q) overcomes the fully connected limit of the 
hypercubicc lattice. Increasing the dimension further, the system eventually stops its 
monotonouss tendency and turns back towards the SK value. In this second regime, 
thus,, the geometry (meaning here the way the spins are connected, or, equivalently, 
thee dimension of the cell) plays the most important role. 

Att T = 0.69 the crossover D is so small that cannot be even distinguished and the 
systemm already for D = 6 is in the regime driven by "finite dimensional" corrections. 
Att T = 0.488 the temperature is so low that, for the sizes that we were able to 
simulate,, we always stay in the regime for which the corrections to the values of the 
systemm mostly depend of its finite size. For the size range we have, the crossover is 
visiblee only for T e [0.61 : 0.662]. 

? ? 

1 1 

H H 

11 \ 
TT = 0.61 

TT = 0.649 

: : 
oo o o 

TT = 0.676 

- -

--J J 

--

--
--

Figuree 9.14: The maximum value of Figure 9.15: Crossover region for the 
thee P(q) versus N = 2D for D = maximum value of the P(q) versus N = 
6,7,8,9,10,12,144 at T e [0.488 : 0.690]. 2D for D = 6,7,8,9,10,12 at T e [0.610 : 
Thee value of <?EA for the SK model is also 0.676]. The value of <7EA for the SK model 
plottedd as reference on the right side of is also plotted as reference on the right 
thee figure. A crossover takes place be- side of the figure, 
tweenn T = 0.61 and T = 0.69. 

Alreadyy in Ref. [PRR91] such a behavior was conjectured, even though no precise 
evidencee could be found numerically. This very particular feature of the spin-glass 
hypercubicc cell, as opposed to the lattice usually studied, shows up in almost every 
thermodynamicc observable. Rather than in P{q), the just mentioned crossover is. 
however,, clear in self-averaging quantities, that we will now analyze. 

Too study the possible convergence to the SK model, as D —> oc. we compute the 
locall susceptibility 

XX = d 1 dqdq P(q) q (9.30) ) 

whichh in the SK model at vanishing external field is always equal to unity for any 
TT <TC. and the internal energy that, in the SK model, is known to be equal to 

U U 
A7 7 ƒ ƒ dqdq P(q) q' (9.31) ) 
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Inn Ref. [PRR91], the susceptibility versus D (at T = 0.5) was increasing monoton-
ically.. Refining the simulation we have found that the increase is blocked at some 
givenn size and a slight turning occurs also in this observable towards the SK value. 
Thee phenomenon is clearer at T = 0.69 than at T = 0.488. since more statistics 
andd an extra size D = 14 is available. At T = 0.69 the turnover is clear around 
DD = 10. at lower temperature this turning point moves to higher dimensions and 
wee cannot see it anymore due to the lack of higher sizes for that temperatures. See 
fig.fig. 9.16. To better show this effect, in fig. 9.17 we plot the temperature where the 
turnoverr occurs versus the dimension. As one notices, also for high temperature the 
dimensionn at which the x(D) turns downwards increases outside the range of the 
simulatedd sizes. 

Maxx Susceptibility 

Figuree 9.16: Susceptibility for the differ
entt sizes studied at T = 0.5. 0.6. 0.69 

Figuree 9.17: Sketch of the turnover of the 
susceptibility.. Both ends of the line ex
ceedd the limiting sizes of the simulation 
wee performed thus are only indicative 

Forr the internal energy behaviour, Eq. (9.31) we show the behaviour of U + 
8(1-8(1- < q2 >) /2 between T = 0.488 and T = 0.69. This value has to go to 0 for 
infinitee dimensions if it has to approach the SK model. We show the plot in figure 
9.18.. At T = 0.488 the deviation from the SK value is small but yet not decreasing, 
whereass at T = 0.69 one can clearly see that the turning point in the size dependence 
hass been overcome, and the deviation decreases to zero. In fig. 9.19 we plot the 
valuess of D (at each possible T) at which the deviation from the energy value of the 
SKK model starts to decrease to zero. Also in this case the maximum deviation point 
inn D shifts towards high D both for low and high T. 

Thee energy dependence on the size of the system shows the expected behaviour. 
Thee energy is self-averaging and so it does not suffer from big fluctuations. Already in 
Ref.. [PRR91] a very good agreement with SK was found. Its behaviour is U oc N~1^2 

(Fig.. 9.20). The fit gives a value for the infinite size system of U = -0.7048(3) at T = 
0.5,, -0.6683(6) at T = 0.61 and -0.6364(8) at T = 0.69. The theoretically predicted 
valuess for the SK model are U = —0.71147, -0.67648 and —0.64558 respectively (see 
Fig.. 9.20). 

Inn figure 9.21 we plot the size dependence of the spin-glass susceptibility per unit 
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Figuree 9.18: The parameter U + Figure 9.19: Sketch of the turnover of the 
/ ? /2 ( l -- < Q2 >) at T = 0.488, 0.57 and parameter U + (3/2(1- < q2 >) 
0.69.0.69. versus 1/D = In 2/In AT. 
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Figuree 9.20: Energy at T=0.5. 0.61, 0.69. Figure 9.21: The mean square overlap 
Thee lines are linear fits and the arrows (q2) at T = 0.5. 0.61. 0.69 and the ar-
correspondd to the SK value rows correspond to the SK value 

volume,, (q2), again at T = 0.5, 0.61 and 0.69. In the SK model this value is equal 
too (q2) = 0.28853, 0.17469, 0.10901 respectively. The behaviour is the one expected 
forr the SK model, as it scales with TV-1/2. However, it does not extrapolate to the 
correctt SK value. At T = 0.69 since we have the point at D = 14 we can see this 
turnn towards the right value. This turn is seen clearly at D = 12 for T < 0.78. For 
lowerr temperatures the turn is expected to appear at higher dimensions. No further 
movementt of the minimum can be seen with the present simulation. If we fix T at 
loww D the scaling is clearly the one of SK while at higher D a crossover takes place. 

9.3.33 Evidence for Ultrametricity 

Wee have simulated the dynamics at equilibrium of three replicas at the same time 
inn order to study the possible ultrametric properties of the system. We have studied 
bothh the cumulants given in Eqs. (9.22)-(9.23) and the Guerra relations, Eqs. (9.15, 
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Figuree 9.22: 3 replica cumulant Bqqq Figure 9.23: 3 replica cumulant B' 

9.21). . 
Wee show in figure 9.22 and 9.23 the plots for these cumulants for the different 

systemm sizes. The curves approach unity as expected for low temperatures [IPRL96] 
forr all simulated sizes. The slope of the curve becomes steeper and steeper around 
thee transition region as the size increases, again agreeing with expectation. 

9.44 Conclusion 

Forr very high dimension, the spin glass cell model is expected to approach the mean-
fieldd SK model, corresponding to the infinite dimensional hypercubic lattice spin-
glass.. The mean-field behaviour in the hypercubic lattice is known, more specifically, 
too hold for any D > 8 [DKT91]. In the hypercubic cell the number of spins and 
thee dimension are not independent and in this respect it is different from a D-
dimensionall Edwards-Anderson spin-glass. Moreover, no refinement is possible at 
smalll dimensions, since low D means few spins. This difference should vanish as 
bothh models tend to the thermodynamic limit in high dimension. 

Analyzingg the behavior of different observables as the size of the simulated sys
temss increases we can identify two regimes, (i) For small sizes the system seems 
too monotonously tend to the SK model limit, with deviations mainly due to the 
finitefinite size and that can be parameterized by means of finite size corrections. As D 
continuess to increase, however, the SK limit is overcome, (ii) At some temperature 
dependentt D the monotonous behaviour stops and the observables turn back, quite 
likelyy to the corresponding value in the SK model. 

Wee have been able to identify quite clearly this phenomenon for T down to 0.69 
wheree we have data up to D = 14. As temperature is decreased the turning point 
movess towards larger and larger systems. Thus, already at T ~ 0.662 we cannot 
determinee any crossover dimension because it is at or beyond the highest simulated 
dimensionn D = 12. 

Alll by all, we observe a confirmation of the expected convergence of the Hyper
cubicc Cell model with 2D spins towards the SK model. 
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Samenvatting g 

Theoretischee fysici bestuderen met gebruik van mathematische modellen de eigen
schappenn van verschillende systemen in de natuur. In vorige eeuwen realiseerde 
menn zich dat we met de wiskunde die we hebben niet alles exact kunnen oplossen. 
Wetenschapperss beseften dat een complete beschrijving ook niet nodig is, zoals in 
dee statistische mechanica waar het niet nodig is om de beweging van elk van de 
atomenn in een gas te beschrijven om de interessante eigenschappen, zoals druk of 
temperatuur,, te bestuderen. Of het geval van quantummechanica, waar een com
pletee beschrijving zelfs in principe onmogelijk is. Het resultaat voor problemen in 
dee Natuurkunde veranderde van een deterministische oplossing naar één gegeven in 
termenn van gemiddeldes of een set van waarschijnlijkheden voor elk van de mogelijke 
gebeurtenissen.. Verder was al vroeg duidelijk dat een complete oplossing, zelfs in 
termenn van gemiddeldes, met de tot nu toe bekende wiskunde onmogelijk is. We 
moetenn benaderingen gebruiken. 

Tegenwoordigg is de theoretische natuurkunde gebaseerd op benaderingen. We 
kunnenn alleen ruwe oplossingen vinden, of ten hoogste oplossingen die waar zijn in 
eenn klein bereik van de betrokken parameters. Toch kunnen we met deze oplossingen 
heell veel van de nodige informatie en het nodige begrip krijgen. Een andere manier 
omm het probleem te benaderen is het gebruik van vereenvoudigde modellen die de be
langrijkstee eigenschappen van moeilijker en realistischer modellen behouden. Vanuit 
dezee "speelgoedmodellen", kunnen we iets zeggen over hoe realistischere modellen 
zichh gedragen en kunnen we ook algemene ideeën testen zoals kritieke verschijnselen 
enn universaliteit. 

Dezee theoretische ontwikkeling was gevolgd of soms gestimuleerd door experimen
telee ontwikkelingen. We kunnen nu, bijvoorbeeld, makkelijk heel lage temperaturen 
bereiken.. Bij zulke lage temperaturen kunnen quantumeffecten gezien worden. Dat 
brengtt nieuwe vragen en nieuwe problemen met zich mee. We moeten die nieuwe 
effectenn begrijpen. Nieuwe toestanden van materie werden gevonden, zoals de Bose-
Einsteincondensaten.. Nieuwe fase-overgangen, zoals de quantum fase-overgangen 
diee bij temperatuur nul voorkomen, werden voorgesteld. We kunnen die niet direct 
zien,, maar veel effecten die we bij heel lage temperatuur waarnemen zijn het gevolg 
vann de nabijheid van een quantumkritiek punt. 

Eenn van de grootste ontdekkingen was het bestaan van spin. We kunnen spins 
beschrijvenn op veel verschillende manieren, afhankelijk van het doel en de situatie. 
Spinss zijn bijvoorbeeld verantwoordelijk voor magnetische effecten. Om hun gedrag 
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tee begrijpen moeten heel veel benaderingen gebruikt worden. Vaak zijn in een mag
neett details van de dynamica van elke spin niet van groot belang. Verder kan de 
kr is ta ls t ructuurr de symmetrieon breken zodat spins - ^ als Ising- of XY-spins be
schrevenn kunnen worden. De wisselwerking tussen elk spinpaar in het rooster kan 
klassiekk beschreven worden, hoewel haar oorsprong quantuinmechanisch is. Ondanks 
dezee benaderingen zijn dit soort problemen nog steeds niet oplosbaar. Om zover te 
komen,, zijn er veel benaderingen en generalisaties van de algebra van spins uitge
voerd.. Het eerste deel van dit proefschrift bestudeert een succesvolle generalisatie 
vann de spins, de zogenaamde "sferische spins". We gebruiken een quantumversie 
vann dit model om quaritum-fase-overgangen te bestuderen. We kunnen het hele
maall analytisch oplossen. Dit is een van de eenvoudigste modellen dat niet-triviale 
kritiekee verschijnselen vertoont. We laten zien dat de sferische spins uit een limiet 
vann Heisenbergspins kunnen komen. We berekenen alle kritische exponenten in het 
klassiekee en het quantum-kri t ische punt. 

Terwijll we in een magneet, waar de spins aan een rooster vastzitten, vaak alleen 
dee evenwichtseigenschappen kunnen bestuderen, kunnen we in andere gevallen spins 
(off systemen die als een spin beschreven kunnen worden, zoals een superconducting 
quantumquantum interference device. SQUID) los van de overige spins beschouwen. In kern-
spinresonantiespinresonantie (nuclear magnetic resonance. NMR. met zijn medische toepassing 
Magnet icc Resonance Imaging. MRI) . bijvoorbeeld, kan het gebeuren dat spins niet 
inn interactie zijn met andere spins. Met gebruik van lasers kunnen wre de richting 
vann de spins draaien. We kunnen dan de dynamische effecten bestuderen. Toch 
s t aann die spins niet los van de rest van de wrereld en hun dynamica is beïnvloed 
doorr de omgeving van de spin. die demping en decoherentie veroorzaakt. In het 
tweedee deel van dit proefschrift stellen we een model voor om dat te beschrijven. 
Ookk hier gebruiken we een vereenvoudigde versie van het model die analytisch opge
lostt kan worden. Nog één keer gebruiken we benaderingen in de gekozen vorm van 
hett model —-en niet "halverwege", zoals meestal gebeurt - om daarna alleen maar 
analytischee s tappen te zetten. We kunnen dan in een gereduceerd bereik een ana
lytischee oplossing vinden. We beschrijven een ensemble van spins onder het effect 
vann laserpulsen zoals in NMR. Met dit model bestuderen wre nieuwe mechanismen 
vann werk-extractie. zoals lasing. en van afkoeling van spins. We stellen mechanis
menn voor die voordelen kunnen hebben boven de nu gebruikelijke. Het belang van 
afkoelingg van spins is dat resultaten in NMR-experimenten afhankelijk zijn aan de 
aanvankelijkee polarisatie van de spin. Hoe groter de polarisatie, des te sterker het 
signaal. . 

Err is heel veel ontwikkeling op het gebied van scheikunde. Tegenwoordig kun
nenn we legeringen met precieze concentratie van elk element maken. Een klassiek 
voorbeeldd is A i i i_ r Fc c . een transit iemetaal binnen een edelmetaal. Voor bepaalde 
concentratiess c is deze legering een spinglas. Spinglazen zijn ongeorderde magneten 
waarinn de richting van de spins beneden de kritieke tempera tuur op een schijnbaar 
ongeorderdee wijze invriest. Spinglazen hebben de ontwikkeling van een jonge tak 
vann na tuurkunde , de studie van ongeorderde systemen, erg bevorderd. 

Inn de derde deed van dit proefschrift beschouwen we spinglazen. Om te beginnen 
bes tuderenn we hoe in metalische spinglazen de fase-overgangstemperatuur van de 
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concentratiee van magnetische onzuiverheden afhangt. Daarna kiezen we een andere 
methodee om problemen op te lossen, namelijk computersimulaties. We hebben een 
spinglass model gesimuleerd in een computer. Het probleem hier is dat we alleen 
kleinee systemen kunnen simuleren doordat computers een eindig en relatief klein 
geheugenn hebben. Met behulp van deze simulatie kunnen we bestuderen hoe een 
kleinn systeem een bekend oneindig gemiddelde-veldsysteem benadert. 
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